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O "The dream of I

my life, for which I had saved since I first
J

went to sea at twelve, had come true! " writes
|

Cape Hans Milton of 610 West 111th St,

New York City. "I was making my first voy-

age as master and owner of my own vessel,

the two-masted topsail schooner 'Pioneer,'

when the hurricane of last September caught

us 400 miles off Nantucket.

f& "We were pumping to keep afloat when we passed into

the windless vortex of the storm where the waves were leap-

ing and jurepiog craiily and where they crashed in our com-
panion ways and filled the ship beyond hope of saving her.

The five of us and the cat scrambled aloft for

our lives. Our deck-load of lumber kept us
afloat and without fresh water and with al-

most no food we. lived, lashed to the rigging,

for three endless days and nights.

© ,lOnce a steamer hove in sight-but fail-

ing to see our distress signals, went her way.
At 3 a.m. on the fourth morning steamer
lights showed momentarily over the wild
sea. We rigged a huge bail of sails and blan-
kets, soaked it with gasoline, touched it off
and hoisted it aloft.

©"But the steamer did not change her course. She thought we were
fishing. The wind blew burning fragments back on the ship setting

her afire in various places. I could see the stera light of the steamer

going away from us. If I couldn't slap ber, -we it ere ail dead men! I

climbed to the fore-top and in desperation pulled my flashlight

from my back pocket and in Morse code signalled 'Sinking.

SOS. ..Help!'

'Slowly, I saw the ship turn! In her last hour afloat, all of us and the cat were
faved from the sinking, burning 'Pioneer' by those fine seamen of the United States

liner 'American Banker' and by the power of two tiny "Eveready' frcsb DATED bat-

teries that stood by us in the blackest hour of our Lives!

FRESH BATTERIES LAST 10NCER... . ;i , DATE-LIHV

1*1 1 ON At CARSON COMPANY, INC., 30 EA5T 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

ft Unit aj Unirn Carbide [Tf?^ and Carbon Cerpsralisn
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» TT^ you're that man, here's something that will

X X Not a magic formula—not a Bet-rkh-quick

Scheme—butsomethingmoresTibstantia], morepra crical.

Of course, you need something more than just the

desire to be an accountant. You've got to pay the price

—be willing to study earnestly, thoroughly.

Still, wouldn't it be worth your while to sacrifice some
of your leisure in favor of interesting home study—over
a comparatively brief period in your life? Always pro-

vided that the rewards were good—a salary of $2,000

to 510,000?

An accountant's duties are interesting, varied and of

real worth to his employers. He Kis junJing!

Do you feel that such things aren't for you? Well,

don't be too sate. Very possibly they tun be!

Why not, like so many before you, investigate

LaSallVs modern Problem Method of training for an
accountancy position?

Just suppose you were permitted to work in Urge
accounting house under the personal supervision of an

expert accountant. Suppose, with bis aid, you srudied

could do this—and if you could turn to him for ad vie

as the problems became complei—scon you'd master

them all.

That's the training you follow in principle under the

L&Salle Problem Method.

You ccver accountancy from the basic Flements

right up to Accountancy Systems. Later, you choose

from twelve post-graduate deceives, including C. P. A.

As you go along, j*ou absorb the principles of Audit-

ing, Cost Accounting, Business Law, Organilation,

Management and Finance.

Your progress is ai

depending on your on

you spend in study.

Will recognition come? The only answer, as you know,

is that success dots come to the man who is really

troirud. It's possible you.- employers will notice your

improvement in a very few weeks or months. Indeed,

many LaSalte gradu.iies have paid for their training-

with increased earnings—before the}' have completed it!

For accountants, who are trained in organization and
management, are the executives of the future.

Write For This Free Book

For your own good, don't put off investigation of a3
the facts. Write for our free 48-pajte book, "Accoun-
tancy, The Profession That Pays." It'll prove that

accountancy offers brilliant futures to those who aren't

afraid of serious home study. Send us the coupon nets.

Over 1700 Certified

Public Accountants omong

La5a lie alumni

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION

a v ihm> D.oi- sn»-Hit. rhirwn. m.—MWtti—i "i i
l iM ' Ms—hi thr 1° rnr r-rl- irn-Ti

[1b FrcfcMoa Ta*t Psyt," and full information about rour accountancy training program.

Position,



Arrest Him, Officer!
I'LL HAVECOMPLETE FACTS ON
THE OTHER FELLOW TONIGHT!

Follow This Man!
SECRET Service Operator No.38 is cm thejob . . Jalhnc hist

through aJJ Liie eicilKiJeiit of bis chase after the couater*
feit gang. Sse bow a crafty operator works. Tell-tale

f,nf<-i ~i Tr ! i heln h't:- v |vc
thefrreat mystery! BETTER tliaa Hajari becsnse every Void
is TRUE. No obligation. Just mail me the coupon and get—

VD 171? The Conadcntfal ReportsfHfiEl Ho. 33 Made to His Chit!
Ana the best part of tt all is this—it msy open your eyes to
the great opportunity for YOU as a well paid Flsacr Print

work you wrjuld like. SseMmnM'SSma Travel! A regular
menCMb salary. Reward money. And rewsmber: graduatesof
this school HEAD '.1% of all Identification Bureaus in the
U. S. Quick! Mail the Coupon KOrT and I'll send son these
Free Confidential Reports!

Institute of Applied Science
1920 SmmysideAtc Dept. 7963. Chicago, niiaois

Gwrtjemen
—

'Without uny obliiratioii whatsoever. Bend'
roe the Bepor!" of Operator No. SS. akp jtrar iHns-
tf*ted Free Boot on Finger Prints and your low
prices and Easy terms Off-er. Literature will be sent
only to persons stating their age.

CANDID CAMERA
CATCHES CO-EDS

In Every Issue Of

COLLEGE
HUMOR

GAYER AND GRANDER
THAN EVER

•

15c
AT ALL STANDS

Gripping Tales

of

the Uncanny
By Masters of the Weird

and Supernatural

/ft Our NEW Companion Magazine

JUST OUT!
15c AT ALL STANDS



WOK THAWING

Already booming, Diesel is repeating the spec-

*
tacular giowth oi the automobile industry right over

'again - thousands of "top" men are there because

they "got in on the ground floor" . . .
when that UT-

S' dustry was new and growing by leaps and bounds.

1 "•»»•.;> «" Now it is the Diesel industry that offers YOU exactly

\
'°'^r

?r"" the same kind of an opportunity

what aw: roa come to DO
ABOUT YOUR DIESEL CAREER?

v -.^CorP-ppj) n. E. we
_ Qet jjju information on a training plan designed

to fit yon to get ahead and make money as a Diesel en-

HflUlltlf I T gineei... training you can get -no matter where yon

£l JTH 1 lj »J live. Send the coupon NOW.

,
DIESEL SCHOOLS 1 Pl.,« ,,„d m, fra ».« «™.nm olIM'

~"1 booklet and information on Hemphill Diesel train-

I tag. (Thifi information intended only for men be-

en IS and 4Sr

BOSTON 124 fcookliM A«. NEW YOHK. 31-31

Oul„, Blvd.. I- I- C .
DETROIT. 2346 W. LdiaycUe

Rlvd rHICAGO 2030 I^.f*bce St, MEMPHIS, 449

Moui'oe Ave LOS ANGELA 2<J.i l S»r- Fcjn.ando Rn.
F

SEATTLE. 506 Wallak. Norlh,." VANCOUVEH, 1367

liamniLe St

Localed unly in the dl-™- C,"*!S """
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A Money-Making Opportunity
for Men of Character

EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE FOR

An Invention Expected to Replace

a multi-mllljon-dollar industry

Costly Work Formerly

"Sent Out" by Business Men
Now Done by Themselves

at a Fraction of the Expense
This I* a call for men *»erywhcre to handle

exclusive agency for one of the most
unique businem Inventions of the day.

Tort? yean ago die botsc anil buggy buirnni »o inprejo
ilmiji atincc. Twenty ytirs ago the phonograph iudiutty

niny rnillioni—todiy erirriciily relic. Only i eonpinti 1

forciighced men sjw the fortunes ahead in the sucpmohile

radio. Ycc inats«iMe wavci of Cntltc bnyiM awept (bete

soggy >nd the phonognpTi into the dis

lc by nca able to detect the ihifi to pub

(nTth.'L^

Not a"Godget"

-

'- d "S'a" cost oP'tS'ju'S
: h* aH ^f^mtlmi

EARNINGS
One man in California tmud out $1,KD per month for chiee

mocthj—d«c to (5.0CO la 90 days' dine. Another writs
from Delaware—-"Since I hate been operating Qort a Little

lea than month of itmi I telling) and not the fail day it

that, became I hire been getting orcin iicd and had to tpend
s least half (be day io

; he lias miJeSiS.

il, I bat* made ju» •
j

;:.ii bind of man. One man with as haa already made over
i thousand sales on which hit earning! ran from JS to $60

per s.ic ani more, A grist deil of [bit business vis repeat

miness. Yet he hid oe-tw done anything like this before
:™ungwlih o. Thatia ibeb'-* -'

iind only the highest type at orwrtunicy and
a fabrfy good pteii:re of the bind of businets thra

.s. Our drat* ii open, howtrtr. to the yonnc mm looking far

the right field uiwhichtotauac huttartind JevefophistaEofc.

fVojIri Typical of No Money Nttd Be Kitted
tht Young, Gram ins Induitty

Gsoj ano this tmara Ban toBtdimg ',iT„™ jjfl





BK PRIZES
/~\H, BOYJ What a bike! A

|V_/ long, low. silvery beauty I
made of gt&iTileaa, rust-proof I

weight, yet strongcr^fweighi
fur itraeht) than st«i. Com
Bletely streamlined bow-arch I

frame. 19" high. Full;- I
equipped with bornh'to with I

i
1

.

1

' 'j i kel -w beet ffuard, I
coaster braka, luggage rarrier,

ttind. A truly wonderfulbflce, I

Earn it, and any of 30fJ other
priies, Mail the coupon today.

l"7 \ \

wn thte swift new biie 01 any of our 300
MAKE MONEY while you earn them,

interfere with school. Just deliver

your n'-righborhood. Sonu.
or a cooipo-pesri knife the first day. :

Mail the coupon SOFT.

mmmm
le earning MONEY and PKIZE9 at once.

'kmvui ML
SILVER V
KING %

-MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

|{rB!Wcfl,TWI»BTTTgTl

Go as rapidly a? your tune and abilities permit. Course
equIvaluQt to resident echooJ wort—- prepares you tat

American School, Bent H-K& Bnul, at sttli, Cnlttga

YES, BOB, MOUNTING BIRDS ona ANIMAIS
If A GRAND HOBBY / I'VE 0OU8LED
MV FUN FROM. HUNTING—AMD AVERAGE
«1A PER WEEK, SPARE TIME. MOUNTING
TOR HUNTERS—WHY DONT YOU WRtTE
TO THE N.W. SCHOOL FOR THEIR PREE

REE BOOK/l

73 ai^i%H^otSt,

Winner. ..Most World s

School Con'tesli —
E A1Y TERMS — mit THAI
WRITE FOR LITERATURE DEPT. ts-2:

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITE! CO., WOODSTOCK, III.

BE A DETECTIVE

GEORGE T. H. WAGNER, 2640 Broadway, H. Y.

How to Speak and Write
Masterly ENGLISH

THOUSANDS make little mistakes in their everyday English—and don't realize it.

In a five-tnJuiite etatTernatlun, or In an averse* one-page letter, from live to
fifty errors will apfi-ar. Vuu can improve *eiir English through Sherwln Cody's

added o
Poor Enulieh h.

W Briatakes in

tnd of effective English gives yoa How Yon Can Master Good r-
natter opportunities, 15 Minutes u Day" win pn.vi1

a. r.v.-.-l;j,f ![>n

» you more than you to you. Send a letter or postal card for
isif:vcT™ti7ra«ed it now. It is free. Address SHERWIN
nr. spelling, pimctun- CORY SCHOOL OF ENGLISH, 33 Searle
, tlua new free book Building, Eochtiter, N, Y. SHEBYfIN CODY



AMillion Dollar Company

WANTS

for COFFEE ROUTES

Makin? Regular Weekly Calls Pays
UpTo$60°°lr\aWeek

Over 550 more men -will do

given the opportunity at once
—by this million dollar, old

established company—to run
their own fine-paying Coffee

Routes right in their home
localities. No experience re-

quired. Excellent chance to

make good money at once

—

up to $80 In .1 week for full

time and op to $6.50 in a day
just for pen time.

PERMANENT ROUTES
PAY BIG CASH

Yon simply run a Coffee Root*
in your loudity. Everybody MM
<'on"ee, Teaa. Spivi-s. Flavoring
Extcaeta. vwr foods and borne
n-.'tnsitiH sliflOKl mmI day. Hike
regular cilia

I nationallytbiaga EM
i handle s._ _..

pocket i big part oC erery dollar
you take in. You don't divide up
with anyone.

MAKE MONEY FAST
Look In (be box at the right.

f - the big money reported by
other*. The*e exceptional earn-
ings show now Me pes-ibilklt'S
I have an *»™ lienor proposition

to 'offer yon now.
even ti. >use v. * have r.

-

ported One big eiirnti sa just
tor conple at bottra men
day! Til held joa atari with
good profit* at once. No
money risk. Be four own
boil, free and nldependent,
with the backing of an old
^i. ,1,1 1,1,0,1. n, I lTl..ii dollar
company. My remarkable money
making plan bus brought qnlclt
snooess to scorn of others. Why
Shouldn't it do as much for you?

Don't send me a cent. Just rush
me roar name and address on the
Fre* Offer Cooprm below. 1'H
send yon all the facts FRBK.
Then yon can decide for yoUrself
if the money malting possil.rlit :t i

look good to you. There is no
charge for this information, and
yon will not < obligated to go
ahead unless ron want ta. tM*ad-- your natai and address now
rnd by this time n

E. J. MILLS, President,
KM Monmootli AvRnft

ClBClDBHI, Ohio

FORD CARS GIVEN
AS A BONUS

POSITIVE PROOF OR
-J POSSiEIUTIl
rnni Cuir™ a
~1 1 muLl ii.ent tin
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Mr. Mattingly & Mr. Moore

tune in on a bargain in fine whiskies!

"Oh, Mr. Mattingly.

Oh, Mr. Mattingly,

Have you noticed how
our whiskey** specified?

"Yes, Mr. Moore,

Yea, Mr. Moore,
Folks on land and

railing gladoatne

'Ask the people what their choice is

And the answer that they voice ii:

'M&M—the grandeit whiskey

we have tried!'*

"When for whiskey people call,

*M& Ml* ahout one and all.

It ia low-distilled and mellow ,

.

it* low price it • surprise 1"

ALITTLE skill in bargain hunt- kits—and that's the kind of whit-
ing will lead you straight CO key wc think, is best of all.

Mauiogly & Mnotc.a real whit- Alt for MAM-fWay-at yoor
key value if there ever was one! favorite bar or package store.

M & M is AIL wtiiskey-every You'll nod that its mellow flavor

drop tlou - distilled the good, old- just hits the spot—while its low
fashioned way! What's more, price is really ia tune with your
MGAlisa biend ej straight wbit- potket-bookl

Mattingly & Moore
Long on Quality—Short on Prlcel

A iltvJef itrxiiht wbiikits-90 prtcj—mry drop it tvbhkij.

frai&fert '.
i ..

. ,
tiKjrfvraUd, Lttmitiilt tnJ Bjllinwri,
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Why Science Fiction?
A Guest Editorial

By JOHN TAINE
FAMOUS SCIENTtFICTlON NOVaiST

AMAGAZINE devoted to science 6c-
tion may seem a strange place to be
serious about science and Us urgent

social significance. Yet, just because fiction

does appeal to a wider audience than do tbe
technical wrjnnga of nrofessional scientists,

a science fiction magazine is a proper place
to be serious for a moment
about science. For even the
wildest trtory contains at least

one grain of fact, and this tact

may remain in the reader's
consciousness, almost un-
known to himself, lone after
the plot of the story and all its

characters are forgotten.
In short, the beneficial me-

dicine in the piH may continue
doing its work when the sweet
taste of the sugar coating has
evaporated. Many readers who
would shy swiy from a formal
textbook on science may be
induced through scientific fic-

tion to tolerate science in their
daily live*.

When we tolerate anything, we "put up
with it" or are at least not actively hostile

to it, or "bear it," as when we grin and bear
something, or just gijn. Intolerance, neither
grinning nor bearing, is usually founded in

ignorance. When the ignorance is lightened
with a little understanding, people stop
gnashing their teeth over imaginary evils,

and may evea begin to smile tolerantly. It

is very necessary for the preservation of
civilised society at this moment that the
public he brought to a sane tolerance of
science. Science furthers tbe good, not the
evil, of society.

Present readers of science fiction are al-

ready friendly to science. Their part in

breaking down prejudice against science
is simple. They can get some of their

friends to read scientific stories for the sake
of the alary alone. If this is to be done, the
Stories must be written attractively enough
for scientific outsiders to be interested in the

stories as Action. To take a famous example.
L. Stevenson's Dr. Jekyii and Mr. Hyde

s been read by thousands who never sus-

pected that the story is scien-

tific fiction, yet that is exactly
what it is. If a writer of Stev-

enson's caliber found it not be-
neath his dignity to write sci-

entific fiction, surely some of

our present fiction writers need
not be afraid of letting them-
selves or their guild down by
following his example.
To sane men it is obvious

that science haa improved our
living conditions far beyond
what the most optimistic

prophet of a hundred rears ago
would have thought possible,
Unfortunately, however, entire

nations are being led by men
who fear and bate science be-

cause it contradicts their wishful fancies. In
order to govern despotteally, one must sup-
press impartial science. And it is being
suppressed in some European countries to-

day with a terocity unequaled since the

darkest twiddle Ages,
In central Europe alone, over 1600 pro-

fessional scientists have been expelled from
their fathedands or herded into concentra-
tion camps. We certainly do not wish the
fSke to happen here.

The public must realize for its own good
that science is well worth getting ac-

quainted with.
Writers of scientific fiction need not

preach, or even teavh deliberately. If they
tell a good story Well, they will have done
their bit.





CHAPTER I

fevjtcting then cold force (Chapter IX)

Saturn's Satellite

THE space ship Tycho, of the
Planetary Survey Bureau, came
down boundngly on its retract-

able landing wheels of thick, spongy
neo-rubber that even the cold of space
could not harden. A blast of the re-

tarding rockets prevented it from
rolling too far over jagged, crystalline

rocks strewn along the narrow valley

between two cliffs, picked as the most
promising landing field.

Pilot Mark Trait cursed. There
hadn't been much choice in the mat-
ter, what with the whole blasted sat-

ellite as torn up in appearance as a

battlefield. It had almost been a mat-
ter of closing ycftir eyes and lowering
away with your fingers crossed, hop-
ing for the best. Yet he hadn't done
that. He had applied all of his skill

as a class-A pilot. The ship came to

rest, safely.



STAKTLINU STOKlliS

Unhooking the broad seat-straps, he
came to his feet and rose to his full

height of six-feet-five. He was pro-
portionately as broad-shouldered,
with great hands and powerful arms.
Muscles bulged beneath his natty uni-
form.

Blond-haired, he was a reincarnated
Viking in all aspects save one—his

face. That, incongruously, had been
stamped by Nature in a kindly, good-
natured mold, and his complexion
was as smoothly fair as a girl's, much
to his secret disgust. Nor had he ever
been able to raise a camouflaging mus-
tache or, when he left off shaving for
a time, more than a scraggly reddish
beard.
He pressed his face against a flaw-

less port plate of artificial diamond,
looking out.
This was Iapetus, eighth moon of

Saturn, revolving at a distance of 2,-

200,000 miles from its ringed primary.
A bitter, isolated little world it obvi-
ously was, whose dawn was lit only
by the feeble rays of a sun nine hun-
dred million miles away.

Its atmosphere, he knew, was thin,

frigid. Its gloomy surface, as much
as he could see of it, was a jumbled,
scaly waste of barren mineral plains

and some few agelessly frozen lakes.

It was a desolate scene; one to chill

the eye and heart of a living observer.

YET Earthmen were about to carry

their interplanetary exploits to

this wayward member of the Solar
System, in the year 2050 A.D., a hun-
dred years after the advent of space
travel. There was a thriving colony on
Titan, largest moon of Saturn, two
million miles away, and a fueling out-

post on Rhea. Exploring ships had
already touched on Iapetus and noted
its rich beds of beryllium ore.

"Pretty deserted-looking place,"

commented Greeley, the co-pilot, also

unstrapping himself. He stood six

feet, but was dwarfed by the gigantic
Traft. He went on, his eyes rather

bleak: "Not much of the disease of
life, as the poets put it, here. Not
even insects!"

"There's some plant life—looks like

moss," commented Traft. "Evolution

barely got a start here f
Back of them, the rest of the ship's

list of ten men were making similar
observations. Somehow, the less of
life a world displayed, the more inhos-
pitable it appeared. Even a hotbed of
horrible monsters would have been
preferable to this stony, barren
Stretch.

"However, we'll go out armed," said
Captain Harvey, commander of the
expedition.
As a wise and experienced leader

in the Survey Service, he knew that
on alien worlds unknown dangers oft-

entimes lurked just beyond one's nose.
"Men"—he addressed the whole

group—"you know what we're here
for. Survey of mineral deposits. All
previous expeditions, in the past few
years, reported extensive beryllium
ores. That makes this satellite a sort

of treasure- chest."
He waved his arms as though indi-

cating mountainous heaps of wealth.
True, in a sense, for beryllium, form-
ing the lightest and strongest of al-

loys, had become the most useful metal
in that age of interplanetary travel.

"The Mineral Exploitation Bu-
reau," he went on, "would have come
around to it sooner, except that this

satellite is so damnably far out of the
way. As it stands, Saturn is the prac-
tical outpost of present-day earthly
traffic in the Solar System. And Iap-

etus here, being so remote from the
primary, is about the farthest frontier

so far achieved. But now that Titan
and Rhea have good fueling stations

and docks for ore freighters, Iapetus
is ripe for the plucking. Man is

bringing another world to his door-
step!"

HE glanced around, knowing that

all the men felt the inner glow
that comes to the explorer who real-

izes he is the first of a cavalcade of set-

tlers, workers and builders, who will

come later on.
"For the survey work," the captain

went on, "you are all under the orders
of Hugh Benning, our mineralogist.
And now we'll get into vac-suits and
venture out. All except Traft and
Greeley. You two will remain within



the ship, as guard."

The rest of the men struggled into

their vac-suits of neo-rubber. The two
pilots helped them clamp the neck fit-

tings of their helmets and clipped ox-

ygen bottles to their belts.

"By the way, Captain Harvey,"
Hugh Benning said, "this atmosphere
has always been reported breathable,

by other expeditions. Cold and thin,

of course, but fresh and pleasant. No
harmful effects after an hour."

"I know," the captain nodded.
"We'll try it later, but only after a

volunteer has breathed it for fifteen

minutes before the rest do. Get that,

men? Keep your helmets closed until

I give the word !"

Finally the eight vac-suited figures

clumped out with their lead-weighted
shoes and the air-lock hissed shut be-

hind them. Traft and Greeley watched
half enviously as their companions
wandered about outside, enjoying the

feeling of freedom, after the cramped
quarters of the cabin. That was al-

ways a thrill to space voyagers.

A few minutes later Benning, evi-

dently having volunteered to try the

air, was seen to unfasten the slit cov-

ering that allowed the outside air to

reach his lungs. His suit promptly
deflated, as the outside pressure was
greatly lower. He turned off his oxy-
gen bottle, subsisting entirely by the
satellite's atmosphere. A normal man,
avoiding exertion, could breathe such
stratosphere-thin air for a 1 i m i t e d

period of time without ill effects.

"Bet that air has a bite to it," Traft
shivered, glancing at the thermo-scale

that showed the outside temperature
at minus 102 degrees. The overhead,
midget sun did little to dispel such
cold. "But of course he has the nose
tube warming coils taking most of the

chill out."

"Lucky guy!" sighed Greeley.
"Bottled air always tastes so stale

after a few hours."

A click sounded in the stillness of

the ship. Traft was training a small,

compact camera—a marvel of perfec-

tion that took colored pictures under
almost any conditions — out of the
port, snapping the outside scenery.

**A candid camera fiend, if there ever

was one," Greeley said, grinning. "The
breed haan't died out in a hundred
years,"

"It's a great hobby," said Traft sim-
ply. "I have pictures taken on ten
worlds, and I'm proud of the collec-

tion."

The group outside strode to the top
of a low hillock overlooking the sur-

rounding territory, Benning kneeled
suddenly, grabbing up handsful of

coarse soil to peer at it closely. He
seemed startled and was evidently tell-

ing the others what a fortune in ore

lay at hand.
"It's a wonder private interests

haven't been here," Trait reflected

aloud, "to sneak away a few million

dollars' worth, as they did on Callisto.

Remember that case, some years ago?
They got away with a fortune in ra-

dium ore before Government exploita-

tion moved in."

Captain Harvey's deep voice issued

startlingly from the radio speaker,

kept open and tuned to his helmet ra-

dio.

RAPT," called the captain, "we
are making our way to the near-

est cliff, at the right. Benning sug-

gests the richest deposits may be
there. We are all breathing the air

now. Very sweet and fresh. Keep
the radio open."
"Aye, sir!" said Traft.

Then he and Greeley, from the aft

port, watched the party move toward
the sharp, upflung cliff to the right

from the ship's nose. They could
make out the cliff's details easily, no
more than a quarter-mile away. At
the base of it showed the black, un-
even cut-out of a natural cave leading

into the solid rock. Anemic sunlight
failed to penetrate within its depths.

The exploring party had seen the

cave, too. They were approaching it.

with the curiosity that all men have
for the mysterious. Guns up in in-

stinctive wariness, they clambered to

its mouth and peered in. Benning
climbed to a flat, overhanging lip for

a closer look.

To the two watching pilots there
was no thought of danger. A deserted

world, uninhabited by Inimical life*
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forms, could offer little uncertainty.
Their stay on Iapetus promised to be
as routine and safe as on the more
well known planets.

And then it came!
They saw the men out there stagger

drunkenly, then start to stumble
toward the ship, fumbling at their
Open visors. Their movements were
stiff, awkward.
"Something's happened!" gasped

Greeley in startled alarm.

Traft, moving with tigerish swift-

ness for all of his size, was already
at the radio, shouting into it.

"Captain Harvey! What's wrong?
What—"
"Something — freezing — choking

us!" came back the captain's hoarse
tones. And more weakly ; "Gas—cold

—in the air! Traft, Greeley—help!"

The voice died away in a strangling

moan. The men were dropping now,
one after another, bouncing like rub-

ber balls in the light gravity.- They
twisted convulsively. Traft and Gree-

ley glanced at one another for an in-

stanj of horrified wonder.
"Vac-suits !" roared Traft, whirling

to the rear supply compartment.
They fairly dived into their vac-

suits, snapped the oxygen valves, and
entered the lock. They plunged from

it a moment later and bounded for the
fallen men. Exerting full muscular
effort in the reduced gravity, they
were able to cover the quarter-mile in

less than a minute. The fallen men
were lying still now, with eyes closed
behind their visors.

Traft knelt at the side o£ Captain
Harvey and quickly unstrapped his

leaden shoe weights. He did the same
for another, then picked up the limp
bodies, one under each arm. He was
still able to run faster than he could
have on Earth, carrying nothing but
his own weight. Greeley followed with
two more of the stricken men.
They made another hurried trip, but

Greeley came back with only one man.
Inside the cabin he hastily unfastened
his visor. "Benning is missing!" he
shouted at Traft. "He must have
fallen into the cave mouth!"
Traft nodded grimly, grabbed up a

hand flash and dashed out again. Gree-
ley wriggled out of his vac-suit and
began stripping the others.

TRAFT returned in a few minutes,

his face strained. "Benning is

lost!" he announced with a note of

finality. "That cave is a monstrous
place, full of pits that haven't any vis-

ible bottom." He shrugged, not with
indifference, but with hopelessness.

"Good Lord!" groaned the co-pilot.

But he was staring numbly at the bod-

ies of the rescued men. "They aren't

even breathing! They're d
—

" He
gulped, unable to bring the word out.

"Not necessarily!" snapped Traft,

though his eyes held the daze of shock.

"They were exposed only a short time
to whatever was in the air. People
don't die so suddenly, even when their

hearts stop beating and their lungs
collapse. They found that out back
in the Twentieth Century. We've got

to hurry, though. Slip an oxygen mask
over their faces and pump their dia-

phragms like you would for a drowned
person. Come on. we've got work to

do."
They labored like slaves at this,

changing from one limp form to an-

other, hoping to revive them all. But
no signs of returning life rewarded
them. No color came to the faces that
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seemed drained of all blood. The
clammy fingers of fear gripped their

hearts.
Gradually the hopelessness of it

stole into their minds, but they dog-
gedly continued their efforts, unwill-

ing to admit defeat. Several hours
later, dog-weary and with aching mus-
cles, they stared at one another pant-

ingly.

"They're dead I" Greeley declared,

shudderingly. His voice held a grat-

ing edge from frayed nerves.

Traft looked haggard. But his eyes

were puzzled. He raised the arm of

one of the limp forms. Then he re-

leased it. The arm dropped back
loosely.

"No rigor mortis.'" he whispered
hoarsely.

"What do you mean?" gasped Gree-

ley.

The giant pilot sprang up. "This
is a case for the Extra-Terra Bio-In-

stitute!" Sudden resolve flared in his

eyes, "The sooner we get there, the

better. We'll refuel at Titan and head
for Earth."
"What good will that do?" moaned

Greeley. "It'll take at least four or

five days to get there. By that time

they'll be dead for sure, if they aren't

already."
"Maybe they aren't—and won't be!"

Traft stared down at the bodies

queerly, trying to tell himself he was
mad for the thought. Yet his pulses

hammered with an insistent hope that

he might be right. He leaped for the

pilot seat.

As lapetus receded from their thun-

dering rockets Traft set a course for

the tiny disc of Titan near the sweep-
ing curve of Saturn's rings. He found
it easier to stare out at the star-pep-

pered firmament than back at the seven

still figures strapped in their bunks.

And the thought of Benning, lying

broken at the bottom of some measure-

less pit

—

The big pilot had not led a particu-

larly tranquil life, in his adventurous

calling, but this disastrous episode

numbed him to the core. Especially

the mystery of it. What strange gas

had suddenly appeared in lapetus' at-

mosphere? Did it spell some strange

Tht Sp*<t StitMht

menace, natural or—otherwise?
Traft shuddered a little. Somehow,

it struck him as full of sinister prom-
ise, this amazing event.

CHAPTER II

The Institute of Bio-Magic

FROM the highest tower of ETBI,
situated on Long Island, the view

was magnificent. Far to the west could
be seen the spires of Manhattan,
Earth's largest and busiest city, the
beating heart of man's empire in the
skies. Closer, on Long Island itself,

lay Tellus Space Port, with its gigan-
tic drome and hangars and its wide-
spread landing field.

Great liners and freighters rocketed
up and thundered down constantly.

The bull roars of their powerful en-
gines could be heard as a steady low
undertone, like the beating of an end-
less surf.

"The crossroads of space meet
there !" murmured Dr. Rodney Shelton
to his laboratory assistant, Myra Ben-
ning. She nodded.

It was a scene to inspire that
thought, as the docks and quays of old
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London, a century before^ had been
the crossroads of the high seas. AH
the rich and varied commerce of other
worlds centered at this hub of the So-
lar Empire. Not a day passed but what
new treasure came out of the void

—

precious and useful metals, priceless
jewels, exotic fopd staffs rare or un-
known to Earth. This besides the

steady dealing in Venusian grains and
meats, and the Martian manufactures.
At times, the breath of adventure

wafted from the spaceways—tales of
hidd en lands on alien worlds, fabulous
creatures and herorc deeds. In that
sense it was like the Venice of the
Middle A^es, with its early Teachings
into Cathay and India and the myste-
rious South Seas. Only here it was
the traversing of etheric trails to Mars
and Ganymede and Rhea.
And there was a frontier—Saturn

—

beyond which organized enterprise

had not yet advanced, It was a mix-
ture of the prosaic and romantic, 38

with all such pioneering periods, and
no one could say what the morrow
might bring.

The two watchers from the tower
drank in the scene, finding a moment
of relaxation from their intense lab-

oratory routine below.
Dr. Rodney S h e 1 1 o n was under

thirty and over six feet, as lithely

built as an athlete. One noticed his

strong chin, firm lips and straight
nose, but mostly his eyeB. They were
the steady, calm gray eyes of the

dreamer and thinker, but in their

depths lurked a certain quality, keenly
alive, that marked him a man of action

when the occasion demanded.
He did not look, outwardly, the sci-

entist he was. But the wrinkles of

concentration could appear in an in-

stant on his forehead, when the brain
behind it delved into a knotty prob-
lem.

Beside him, Myra Benning was
wholly feminine, despite her shapeless
laboratory smock and the lack of cos-

metic artifices. She had the natural

beauty equipment of pert noae, gold-
sheen hair and soft blue eyes. But
more than that, she had a mind, and a

corresponding ambition to utilize it.

She had chosen science as a career.

Suddenly both looked up, startled,

as the shrill Wast of sirens sounded
from the direction of Tellus Space
Port. The sirens were seldom used.
It meant an emergency of some kind.
Sometimes crippled ships, for in-

stance, needed the port cleared for a

dangerous landing.
Dr. Shelton and Myra could see

ships hastily wheeling away, postpon-
ing take-off. One small freighter,

about to settle for a landing, nosed
up again with a revved blast of its

under tubes, to circle and await its

time.

A FEW minutes later the cause of

^» the disturbance appeared — a

long, torpedo-shaped craft that
dropped almost precipitately from the
clouds. Steam hissed from a hull that

had been heated by rapid descent
through Earth's air enyelope. The un-
der tubes flamed a cherry red, smooth-
ing the fall, but the ship landed bounc-
ingly on its undercarriage and rolled
forward a hundred yards before re-

tarding blasts baited it. Then the vol-

canic throb of its engines ceased,
abruptly.
The air-lock of the landed craft

jerked open. Hurrying officials from
the drome met the flyers coming out.

Excitement pulsed in the air. To
Rodney Shelton and his companion, it

was tike a play being enacted on a

faraway stage. The figures were tiny

toys,

"Wonder what that's all about?"
mused the man. "They've come from
somewhere in a big hurry." He leaned
forward, straining bis eyes. "Looks
like an exploration ship, by the size

of its fuel hold. Can't make out the
name."
"Exploration ship!" Myra Benning

caught her breath. "My brother Hugh
is with the Tycho—" She shook her
head. "But that isn't due back for

three weeks yet. It wouldn't be Hugh's
ship.**

She glanced at her wristwatch-
"We've been up here a half hour," she
stated crisply. "I think we'd better

go down now. Dr. Shelton."
"You're like the voice of my con-

science," the man grinned. "But you're
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right—back to work!"
They left the tower to descend to

their laboratory.

The builders of the New York
World's Fair of 1939 had called it the

"World of Tomorrow." They would
have been utterly amazed, however, to

see what reared on those same grounds
a century later.

To the eye, it was simply a group
of giant, windowless buildings; the

conditioning chambers of ETBI—Ex-
tra-Terra Bio-Institute. But within
them, in sealed cubicles, were a hun-
dred varieties of temperature, press-

ure, lighting, and the other strange

conditions of extra-terrestrial envir-

onments. It was a large-scale biologi-

cal project that had meant much in

Earth's colonization of the planets.

One building was devoted solely to

Martian conditioning. Men and
women emerged from there with bod-
ies whose metabolism was suited per-

fectly to Martian environment, with
its utterly dry, wispy air, freezing cli-

mate, and light gravity. They were
taken to Mars in specially conditioned
space ships, a steady stream of them.
Mars had been the first to be colo-

nized. Already the resident popula-
tion of Earth people on the Red Planet
was over five million. A dozen indus-
tries thrived there. Beautiful ceram-
ics from Martian clay were much in

demand on Earth. And the exquisitely

fine cloths from Martian spider webs.
Another building conditioned colo-

nists to withstand the torrid dampness
of Venus, ten times as trying to hu-
mans as the hottest jungles of Africa
or South America. These people
reaped tremendous harvests of the
Cloudy Planet's boundless fertility.

Crops ripened in a short month in the
hot, steamy plains that stretched end-
lessly under veiled skies. Imported
grains from Earth grew in riotous
abundance. More than half of Earth's

staple food supplies came from the

rich farms of Venus.

ALL this would have been impos-

sible to normal, unconditioned
Earth people. They would have had
to labor in sealed suits against adverse
environment, with all the insurmount-

Mark Traft

able handicaps of such methods. But
with people whose metabolism had
been altered to fit the new conditions,

they lived and breathed as freely as

though born on those planets.

But how had human metabolism, the

stabilized result of millions of years

of evolution on Earth, been changed?
In the final analysis, it all centered
about the use of one remarkable prod-
uct of biological science, developed
twenty-five years before.

It was called, for the press and pub-
lic, just "adaptene," but only the most
trusted officials of the Institute knew
what it was by formula. By its very
nature, it had to be shrouded in se-

crecy and kept from the hands of un-
scrupulous individuals. The Earth
Union Government controlled exclu-
sively the manufacture and use of
adaptene.
Adaptene was the parent substance

of all hormones in the living body. It

controlled all metabolism, and there-

fore all the body processes to the last

Most remarkable of the applications

of this near-miraculous substance had
been the conquest of Jupiter's inimi-

cal environment. It had seemed im-
possible at first. At Jupiter's surface

was a crushing gravity, almost three
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times that of Earth, that made human
bones and muscles crack in a few
hours.

A moisture-choked heat, from the

Titanic layers of pressing gases, prom-
ised constantly parched throats and
slowly boiling skin. Worst o£ all, the
atmosphere itself was laden with
gases, besides oxygen, never meant
for earthly lungs—methane, ammonia,
and even traces of searing bromine
that exuded from volcanic sources and
gave the whole atmosphere its brown-
ish tinge.

The natural life-forms of Jupiter's
wild environment were adapted by
millions of years of evolution. How
could Earthmen. nurtured in a gentler
climate, meet that terrible challenge?

It was tried. A series of condition-
ing rooms had been prepared, with
successively greater air pressure, heat

and foreign gases. In a way, it was
like the Twentieth Century compres-
sion chambers, which had been used to

prepare divers for the great pressures
under the sea. Three Earthmen, given
strong doses of adaptene, had gone
from chamber to chamber. Leaden
suits were prepared for them and
weight added day by day. Their me-
tabolism had faithfully undergone the

necessary changes!
At the end of three months, they

had reached the final conditioning
room, which practically duplicated

Jupiter's conditions. Their skins had
become tough and heat-resisting.

Their lungs filtered out methane, am-
monia and bromine automatically, re-

taining only the necessary oxygen.
Their muscles, motivated by superac-

tive adrenalin, easily supported five

hundred pounds of weight without tir-

ing. All this through the magic touch
of adaptene, working in its mysterious
way throughout every cell and vein.

The men had been sent to Jupiter.

One of them succumbed to the contin-

ued harshness of life there, but the

other two survived. With this proof

of success, other men were bio-condi-

tioned, and soon a settlement was
founded and work begun to extract

the chemical riches of Jupiter's soil.

Now, in 2050 A.D., bio-conditioned

Earthmen were to be found on ten dif-

ferent worlds of the Solar System

—

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, lo,

Europa, Ganymede, Calli&to, Saturn
and Titan. Adaptene had burst the

former bonds of the narrow range of

conditions under which the human
body could survive.

It did not matter whether the at-

mosphere was thin or thick, whether
life-supporting oxygen was scarce or
overabundant, whether frigid cold or
suffocating heat existed, whether the
force of gravity was weak or bruis-

ingly powerful—adaptene made meta-
bolic corrections for all variations.

They were still humans, these made-
over colonists on other worlds. Sci-
ence had changed their bodies some-
what, but not their minds. They lived
and loved and worked in alien sur-

roundings with as much of the meas-
ure of well being and happiness as
came to Earth-living humans. Their
children were easily bio-conditioned
from birth onward by adaptene. It was
only the start, but colonization was
rapidly gaining momentum toward
a great empire in which Earth people
lived on all the worlds of the Solar
System—by the virtue of adaptene.
ETBI, where the bio-conditioning

was carried on, was a separate branch
of the Earth Union Government, along
with the Space Navy, Interplanetary
Exploration and Planetary Survey
Bureaus. The exploitation of space
was a highly organized process.

First the ships of the exploration
service mapped and explored, on any
new world. Then the Planetary Sur-
vey experts tabulated all raw re-

sources, mineral and otherwise. The
Space Navy stepped in next, to estab-

lish outposts and fueling stations.

Finally ETBI sent its tailored, per-

manent colonists to dig in and develop
the planet. And a new world had been
added to man's growing roster t

CHAPTER III

Mystery from the Spaceways

THE heart of Extra-Terra Bio-In-

stitute was its controlling labors-
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tory system, whose activities ran the

entire scale o£ science. Its staff num-
bered thousands. Its facilities were
ultra-modern. It was the clearing

house of all data brought back from
the spaceways. On file was every con-

ceivable bit of information relating to

extra-terrestrial matters.
The head of ETBI was a cabinet

member of the Earth Union Govern-
ment. Second in command was Dr.

Rodney Shelton, youngest and most
brilliant of the scientific staff.

His career had been studded with vi-

tal researches. Even before coming to

ETBI, his graduation thesis as a stu-

dent had settled once and for all the

virus-enigma, unsolved for a century.

He proved that the viruses were mole-

cular life-forms, the link between min-

eral and living states. Thus tagged,

all virus diseases were curable, includ-

ing the common "cold," by treating

them with artificial anti-virus mole-

cules, as though they were simply

chemical reagents.

But, joining the staff of ETBI, Shel-

ton had turned his attention to the

mysteries of extra-terrestrial biology.

He had been with the famed Venus
Swampland Expedition, commissioned
to study the terrible brain-softening

plague that periodically swept out from
the swamplands to wipe out whole

communities of Earth settlers.

Isolating the germ. Shelton had stud-

ied it at great risk alone—at his own
insistence. He passed out his notes

from a sealed-off cubicle of the ship.

He lived in a sealed suit and did not

dare eat or drink. In a week, he came
out, thin and weak, but happy—with
the answer.
The brain-softening bacteria died

promptly in blue light, unknown on
Venus because of its cloud-packed
skies that filtered out all blue radia-

tion. Thereafter, all Earth settlements

were simply protected, when the

plague reared, by rings of blue search-

lights.

On Mercury, Shelton had found a

much simpler way of stopping the vor-

acious hordes of omnivorous, two-foot
amoeboids than by blasting them to

pieces with small cannon. No poison

could affect ..hem. Small gelatin cap-

Myra Bcnning

sules containing solid carbon dioxide

were strewn in their stampeding path.

The giant single-celled monsters ab-

sorbed them, dissolved off the gelatin,

and swiftly puffed up into porous bal-

loons by the action of released gas. In

this form, they were whisked into the

sky by the stiff winds, like bubbles,

and eventually dashed to smears
against rocks and cliffs.

But on Mars, Shelton had met, and
conquered, the most baffling problem
of them all. What could one do
against invisible swarms of spongy
germs that roamed the wastes of that

planet and soaked up every last par-

ticle of water, to convert it into more
spongy germs? The least exposure of

a water supply would let them in, to

fill it with their multiplying legions.

Shelton impregnated the normal wa-
ter with one per cent of heavy-water,

easily manufactured on Earth from
deuterium, "heavy" isotopic hydrogen,
and oxygen. By Mendehan principles,

applicable to all life, whether on Earth,

Mars or Andromeda, the hundredth or

so generation of the sponge-germs
were unable to breed.

Shelton remembered that back in the

1930*s the law had been laid down that

heavy water inhibited reproductive

processes. The sponge germ ceased to
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peril the water supplies o£ Earth col-

onists.

BUT in the past three years, Shel-

ton's responsibilities had been
shifted entirely to the most important
of ETBI's activities—the bio-condi-
tioning. He was one of the trusted few
who knew the chemical formula of

adaptene, and was always in complete
charge of every new bio-conditioning
venture engaged in by KTBl.

Before his transfer to that project,

b io-conditiowning had been clumsy, tak-

ing months. Shelton's researches en-

abled the process to be cut down to

weeks. He had thereby tripled the col-

onisation rate of the other bodies of the

System. . . .

"Well, the conditioning of men for

Rhea is about done," said Shelton. in

relief. He and his assistant were in

their laboratory, after having seen the
excitement of an emergency landing at

the port. "Another score for ETBI,
and for adaptene! It's laboratory evo-
lution, in a way !"

"Yes, Dr. Shelton."

Myra Benning slipped microscope
slides into a cleansing bath of alcohol.
Surreptitiously, however, she was
watching his face. It was an interest-

ing face to watch, with its glow of in-

spired feelings. It was the face of a

leader and organizer, one whose mark
would be left in the history of man's
conquest of space. But to Myra Ben-
ning, it was also just the face of—

a

man.
"Let's see"—Shelton was counting

on his fingers—"that's the eleventh

world outside of Earth to which ETBI
has sent its graduates. Iapetus will be
next, to make it an even dozen. That
will be soon now." His eyes glowed,

as one who envisions ever greater hori-

zons. "Exploring and mineral survey

have gone on for several years.

They'll want bio-conditioned men
soon, when the Navy has established

an outpost. It's like clockwork!
World after world 1"

The opti-phone bell rang.

Shelton snapped the "on" stud. The
bewhiskered, jowled face of Grant
Beatty, director of ETBI, flashed on
the milky screen. One of the six men

who, under the Earth Union's presi-

dent, ruled the spaceways, his Force-

ful personality reSected from a ha-
bitually grave face. Iron-gray hair

framed bis piercing eyes and thin, firm
lips. But his expression was more than
just grave at the moment ; it was tense.

"Shelton," he barked out of the
speaker, "drop whatever you're doing.
Something vital has just come up.

We've got an assignment that sounds
more important than anything weJve
tackled before. The space ship Tycho
just docked, emergency landing."

"The exploration ship?" queried
Shelton, glancing at his assistant to see
her head swing up sharply. "The one
that went to Saturn for an official sur-

vey of Iapetus ore ?"

"That's it!" corroborated the direc-

tor. He went on slowly, biting off the
words incisively : "It's back with only
two men alive out of ten!"

MyVa Benning's hand went to her
throat, but she said nothing. Shelton
had to admire the way she waited
calmly for the rest, though her own
brother might be one of the victims.

Shelton was shaking his head. It

always hurt to hear of brave men meet-
ing doom out in the spaceways—young,
spirited men who had much to live for.

Some of them were important, too ; sci-

entists, technicians. Now they were
martyrs to mankind's steady march
toward complete dominion of the Solar

System.

WB^WO alive and the rest dead!"

M. Shelton muttered. "On Iapetus

—the next colony world on our list.

What happened up there on Iapetus?"

He shrank from asking which men
were dead, with Myra Benning's hor-

rified eyes on him.
"No, not dead!" boomed Director

Beatty, going back to the first thing

Shelton had said.

Shelton stared. "But you just said

that there were only two alive
—

"

"Yes, but the others are not dead!"
Beatty insisted. "I had a look at the

bodies. They aren't alive
;
they aren't

dead !" His eyes looked shocked, as

though he had seen the incredible.

"And that's our job, Shelton
;
finding

out what it means. Come to the hos-
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pital ward at once. The bodies have

been brought here."

"I'll be over in a moment." Shelton

switched off the phone. "Steady now !*'

he said to the girl.

He slipped off his stained smock and
wrestled into his coat. As he stepped

to the door, he found her waiting to go
along.

"You'd better stay," he admonished
gently.

"I must go," she insisted nervously.

"No matter what it means, if Hugh's
one of them, I must see him!"
Shelton nodded. They stepped out

into the hall and wound their way
through the busy corridors, arriving at

their destination a few minutes later.

The hospital ward, in which ailing men
from the bio-conditioning process were
looked after, was spacious and modern,
second to none on Earth.

Director Beatty greeted Shelton, a
scowl of worry on his face. A physi-

cian with a stethoscope and puzzled

eyes was going over the bodies, lying

in a row of beds. One of the two men
who had come back alive from lapetus

stood at one side, haggard from days
of sleepless driving across space. But
his eyes lighted up suddenly.

"Rod ! Rodney Sheiton H he ex-

claimed, striding forward eagerly. "My
old roommate at Edison College ! Re-
member me?"

Shelton stared at the gigantic young
man blankly for a moment.
"Mark Traft!" he cried, in recog-

nition, a broad grin spreading over his

face.

"Pilot Mark Traft!" informed the
tall man. "In the Planetary Survey. I

went to the training docks, when we
graduated. I remember you went back
for research. I'd heard you were here
at ETBI, but never had the chance to

drop in. You're a sight for sore eyes,

Rod."
They stared at each other for a mo-

ment, their minds crowding with re-

newed memories of college days.

"Good to see you again, Mark!"
Shelton remarked. "But we'll talk

later. Right now—

"

He turned to watch Myra Bennteg.
Her eyes had flicked over the seven still

figures. She had stood stiffly, then,

breathing hard. Now she ran up and
grasped the big pilot's arm, squeezed

with frantic fingers.

"My brother—Hugh Benning!" Bhe

cried. "Another man came back alive!

Was it Hugh?"
Trait's face instantly became sor-

rowful.

"No, Miss Benning," he said softly.

"One man was lost on lapetus
—

"

He shifted his feet awkwardly, tried

to go on, but the words stuck. The
girl s eyes dilated. Her Hps trembled.

Shelton wished the news had been
broken to her less abruptly, but it was
too late now.

££WWTJGH—" she choked. But aud-

Ml denly she straightened up,

shaking herself slightly. "I'm all

right." she said firmly. "TelJ me what
happened up there on lapetus—about

Hugh."
As briefly and sympathetically as he

could Traft gave the details to Shelton

and the girl.

"Seeing we couldn't revive them our-

selves," he concluded, "we decided to

get the men to ETBI as soon as possi-

ble. We refueled at Titan, took on
two men as engine crew, and ripped

for Earth, triple -acceleration all the

way." He waved a hand. "Here we
are. Greeley, my co-pilot, went to re-

port to our superiors. I came here

with the bodies. I had a hunch all

along they weren't—deadt"
Shelton stepped to the nearest bed-

side, touched a hand to the forehead of

the still man who lay there.

"Cold!" he whispered. "Cold as

death !"

The examining physician straight-

ened.

"Medically," he pronounced, "they
arc dead! They don't breathe, their

hearts have stopped, and their blood
has cooled. Yet there is no rigor

mortis!"
To demonstrate, he raised a limp arm

of one of the men and let it fall. There
was no stiffness apparent.

"Well, what's your final diagnosis?"

demanded Director Beatty impatiently.

"Death, without rigor mortis!" re-

turned the physician stubbornly. "That
is, academically."
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The director grunted. "What would
you call it, Shelton?"
"Suspended animation!" Shelton re-

plied reluctantly. "The first clear case

in medical history. It means arrested

life processes, without decomposition.

Zero metabolism 1"

He looked at the bodies as though
still unwilling to believe.

"Suspended animation !" muttered
Director Beatty, though he had not
been surprised. "All right, revive

them," he ordered the physician. "Get
the whole staff on the job, if you have
to."

"I don't think ordinary methods are

going to work!" said Shelton grimly.

"However, let them try."

The ordinary methods did fail. They
knew, an hour later, that such methods
were futile. Even an injection of ad-

renalin directly into the heart of one
of the men had failed to start the slight-

est flutter of pulse. Director Beatty
became the picture of baffled dismay.
"We've got to revive those men!" he

ground out finally. "The reputation of

ETBI is at stake. You're the best

damned biologist on Earth today,

Shelton"—he spoke challengingly

—

"and we're up against the best damned
problem that's reared out of the space-

ways yet. I'm putting you in complete

charge. If it takes a day or a year, get

these men up and around !"

"I think adaptene is the answer!"

Shelton exclaimed, and went on rap-

idly to explain: "In a sense, these bod-

ies have -been thrown into an eviron-

ment without air, heat, or any of the

normal things. Thev're 'adapted' to

those extreme conditions. We can

adapt them right back to ours !"

Director Beatty nodded. "Try it!"

he said, and left. Other pressing du-

ties claimed his attention.

HEN he had sent the worn-out

Traft for a rest Shelton called

the hospital staff and gave them or-

ders. The group galvanized into ac-

tion. In a few minutes the seven limp

forms were in combination fever ma-
chines and iron lungs. Small doses of

the miracle substance, adaptene, were
injected. It remained to be seen

whether it could bring metabolism up

from a zero point as well as simply
shift it in degree.

"This must work!" Shelton said
hopefully to Myra. "But it'll prob-
ably be a wait of hours."
He saw her red-rimmed eyes and

suggested she take a rest.

"No." She shook her head, and went
on tonelessly: "There's more work to

do. I'll help you."
The puzzle of it all cropped to the

fore in Shelton's mind. "Just what
caused the suspended animation?" he
murmured. "What queer, unknown
gas—at least they spoke of gas. Is it

in the Iapetus air? I wish I knew, but
Traft forgot to bring back a sample,
in all the excitement." His eyes sud-
denly lit with a thought. "There's one
man who might know—the Space Sci-

entist !"

He whirled and strode toward the In-
stitute's main opti-phone exchange
room, beckoning the girl to follow.

"The Space Scientist!" she reiter-

ated in astonishment. "Do you know
him—talk to him?"

"I did once," Shelton said shortly.

CHAPTER IV

The Space Scientist

IN the exchange room, the half-doz-

ing male operators jerked to atten-

tion at sight of Shelton.

"Call long-distance radio central,"

Shelton ordered rapidly, "and have
them send out a full-power call for

the Space Scientist, on micro-wave
Nine. When an answer comes, give

me a private line."

"Yes, Dr. Shelton."

The attendant plugged in radio-cen-

tral, the most powerful Earth radio sta-

tion, whose services reached through
the Heaviside Layer, on micro-waves,

to every planet of the empire. Or to

any ship in space.

"I only hope he decides to answer,"
Shelton muttered.
"From what I've heard of the Space

Scientist," Myra Bentiing said,
" 'deigns' is the word!"
Rodney Shelton grinned mirthlessly.

w
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"It amounts to about that. He's the

most mysterious figure living today.

No one seems to know just who he is,

or how it started, but he lives out in

space, in a ship elaborately equipped.

He has a complete laboratory in it, they

say!" He shook his head wonderingh/-

"He's been in space for twenty years,

alone! He has never been known to

land on any planet for supplies, but he
must have some means of picking up
fuel, oxygen and food, probably

through confederates."

tervals, he contacts Earth scientists

and asks for certain information to fur-

ther his work on his great theory,

whatever it is. But if you want to con-

tact him, he's liable to ignore your call.

He's called me oace, to ask about a bio-

logical point, though how that could

help him, I don't know."
"Why are you calling him?" asked

the girl.

"A hunch more or less," confessed

Shelton. "He has on tap a lot of first-

hand information about the Solar Sys-

The Space Ranger's gunt peppered the black ship (Chapter VI)

"What docs he do out in space, alone,

year after year? I should think he'd go
mad!" The girl shuddered.

"He's a hermit by nature, I suppose,"
Shelton explained. "He's compiling
data for a tremendous new concept of

the Universe. He does no harm. Years
ago the Space Rangers tried to track
him down, but never caught him.
They've left him strictly alone since

then. His ship, with two large white
crosses on it, has been sighted every-
where, from Mercury to Saturn. At in-

tern. He may know something signifi-

cant about Iapetus."
The operator turned. "Here'B your

party, Dr. Shelton—the Space Scien-
tist!" He looked rather startled, at

having contacted this mysterious, al-

most mythical character. "You can
take the call in private booth Three,"

Shelton strode to the booth, motion-
ing Myra Benning to follow. It was
something to keep her mind off the

thought of her brother's sad fate.

He closed the door behind them, in
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the roomy booth, and snapped the
switch. The opti-screen came to life

with a subdued hum. Spectrum colors
flitted across the fluorescent round
plate and Anally intertwined into the
head and shoulders of the Space Scien-
tist.

Myra Benning caught her breath.
The face was hidden. The entire head
was enclosed in an opaque globe of
what seemed to be semi-porous cloth.

No features were distinguishable be-
hind the mask.

ffllE always wears that hood, at

-MM least while televising," whis-
pered Shelton. "No one has ever seen
his face." He did not realize that
the sensitive instrument in the en-
closed booth was picking up his whis-
per.

"And no one shall ever see my face 5"

came in harsh, stiffly accented tones
from the masked image. "I have made
a vow never to let Earth see my face
again. Twenty years ago, on Earth, in

a laboratory . . . Well, no matter." A
strange laugh came from behind the
head, "But you wouldn't want to see

my face. It isn't a pretty sight!"
Shelton glanced at the girl signifi-

cantly. This confirmed rumors that

an unfortunate accident in a labora-

tory had seared the Space Scientists's

face horribly, and had embittered him.
It had finally driven him to exile him-
self in space, where no one would see

his disfigurement. Shelton felt pity

for the man.
"I'm sorry," he said simply, then

went on hurriedly, after an awkward
pause: "I've contacted you, sir, to ask
for any information you may have
about Iapetus."
"Why do you want to know about

Iapetus?" the Space Scientist asked
coldly.

"Seven men have come back from
there in a state of suspended anima-
tion, apparently from breathing Iape-

tus air," Shelton explained. He went
on to give the details.

The masked scientist seemed to lis-

ten attentively, but at the end he said

laxly:

"I am not interested in these affairs.

I am not interested in any earthly

matters. I have divorced myself com-
pletely from that pettiness. Men are
fools. Life is futile and meaningless.
Only mind is important, and the con-
templation of the great mysteries of
the cosmos!"
The globed head moved forward and

the voice lowered with tension. "I
am at the verge of a tremendous new
concept of the Universe. It will em-
brace all things in one master formula

!

That has been my dream for twenty
years. It will be a significant achieve-
ment. It will in one sweeping stroke
give meaning to all things !" He ended
almost in a shout.
"But sir, about Iapetus—" began

Shelton.

"I don't care about Iapetus!" re-

torted the masked man scornfully. "I

have no concern with your petty trou-
bles. I'm not a citizen of Earth, fur-
thermore. I am my own master, with
all space as my domain." His arm
moved as though to snap off the con-
nection.
"Wait!" snapped Shelton angrily.

"You may be independent of earthly
ties, but you're still a human being.
As such, you must have some regard
for earthly things!"
The Space Scientist's arm drew

back. "Still a human being!" His
mirthless laugh sounded again. "Well
spoken! Who are you again?"
"Dr. Rodney Shelton, of ETBI."
"Ah, yes." said the hidden lips, re-

flectively. "I recall contacting you
once. You answered my questions. So
in return if I can help you. I suppose
I should. But be quick about it."

"Have you had occasion to test the
Iapetus air recently?" Shelton quer-

ied.

"Yes. Just a minute and I'll get my
record." The Space Scientist's form
moved aside, out of the screen's range.

SHELTON'S eyes stared wonder-
ingly into what he could see of the

cabin of the Space Scientist's myste-
rious ship. His vision went down a

short corridor, into a laboratory. A
bewildering variety of apparatus was
discernible, most of it blurred from
off-focus so that he couldn't guess its

nature. Yet he could sense the com-
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pleteness of equipment and advanced
nature of the man's experiments. An-
other of the many unconfirmed rumors
about the Space Scientist was that he
had discovered amazing new things
that Earth scientists would pledge
their souls to know.
Myra Benning shivered. "Somehow,

he's so cold and implacable," she whis-
pered. "He doesn't seem human any
more. He's been warped by his long
life in space to something different

from you and me!"
"Nonsense!" Shelton laughed

shortly. "On the contrary, he is still

human, in nature as well as body. More
human than he knows himself. He
proved it by yielding to my little

speech."

He broke off as they heard footsteps
approaching the screen. The Space
Scientist's masked face appeared.

"I had occasion to land on Iapctus,

in the cour.se of my planetary studies,"

he said. "I analyzed its atmosphere.
Gases present in Iapetus' atmosphere
are oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, car-

bon dioxide, helium, neon and traces

of the other noble gases. If you want
the percentages—

"

"No," declined Shelton. "When did
you make the test?"

"Once ten years ago. and also just

a month ago. The results were the

name both times."

"One more question," pursued Shel-
ton. "Do you think it possible for an
alien gas to be present, so unstable

that it cannot be detected?"
"Impossible !" the Space Scientist

said confidently. "Particularly with
my technique. I use a cold-tight spec-
troscope!," A boastful note crept into
his voice. "Earth's scientists don't
know of that method. It examines
substances at the low, stable tempera-
ture of Hqnid helium!"
Shelton stared. That was incredible

and he almost said so. No one had
ever made spectroscopic tests without
heat. But then he remembered to

whom he was tzlking—a genius, mad
or not, who had labored at his space
science for two decades. Space was
cold. Perhaps his researches had nat-

urally veered toward low temperature
methods.

"I see." Shelton said. "That's all I

wanted to ask you, sir. Thanks and
good«by."
He was reaching a hand to switch

off, but the Space Scientist's voice in-

terposed. "What are you going to do
about those seven unfortunate men? '

"I thought you weren't interested in

earthly affairs?" said Shelton sharply,

suppressing a smile.

"I am, though in a purely esoteric

way," the masked man returned; "Life
and men's doings are, after all, a part

of the Universe which 1 am encom-
passing in my theory. I cannot en-

tirely ignore that which exists. All

mankind will be represented by one
symbol in my formula—the symbol
zero!" There was almost an ominous
note in his voice. "Perhaps I'll ex-

plain that in some future contact."

"I'll look forward to it," said Shel-

ton. "As for the seven men, adaplene
will revive them, I believe." He set

his jaw. "And I'm going to solve the
mystery of what happened to them if

it takes a year! Oood-by !"

HE snapped off, but not before a

slightly derisive chuckle came
from the Space Scientist, just before
his image faded.

Myra Benning shivered again. "Now
I can appreciate that expression, the
'cold scientist"," she murmured. "He's
all of that. If he can laugh at the pre-

dicament of those men, he's a—a beast,

too!"
"But he's human!" defended Shel-

ton. "Notice how close he was to

Earth—must be hovering fairly near,

since there was so little delay in the
signals going back and forth. He prob-
ably stays around Earth a good deal,

eagerly listening to news and vision

programs, eating his heart out because
he's made a silly vow never to come
back. I've got him figured out!"

CHAPTER V
Expedition to the Unknown

HEN they got back to the hos-

pital ward the men were stillw
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in their lifeless stupor. Shelton or-

dered another injection of adaptene.
The night hours fled, as he waited.

But at dawn the whole tired crew was
electrified to hear a low groan, above
the noises o£ the laboring lung ma-
chines. Shelton dashed up and peered
down into the glass top of the drum,
to see the man's arras and legs twitch-
ing. His head was moving from side

to side. He was alive!

Suddenly his voice was heard, faint-

ly, through a vibrator : "Gas—cold-
choking—damn them! Gas

—

"

Agonized moans followed, then si-

lence. The man—Captain Harvey

—

had fallen, into a restful sleep.

"Take him out," ordered Shelton.

"Adaptene did it, all right. The others
will revive soon, too." His smile of

relief changed into an aching yawn.
"And then we can all get some sleep."

Eight hours later, a momentous con-
ference took place in the ward where
the seven men who had met seeming
death on Iapetus were recovering.
They were fully awake now, smoking
cigarettes, and apparently unharmed.

"Tell us just what happened, Cap-
tain Harvey," Rodney Shelton asked
when Director Beatty arrived.

Myra Benning and Mark Traft were
already there. The big pilot, looking
himself after a night's sleep, had
greeted his companions with unre-
served joy at their miraculous return

to life. For a week he had seen them
as men dead.
"There. isn't much to tell," Captain

Harvey said slowly, "It struck us like

a lightning bolt. We were looking into

the cave, couldn't see much. Then sud-

denly an intense cold feeling came over

us. At the same time some odorless
gas choked us. At least that's the way
it felt."

He looked around at his men for cor-

roboration and they all nodded. Their
eyes reflected the shock they had felt.

"We tried to run for the ship," Cap-
tain Harvey resumed, "but we lost con-
sciousness. That's all we knew until

we woke up here a few hours ago." He
smiled wryly. "It's hard to believe
that days have passed

!"

"The whole thing is a mystery!"
grumbled Director Beatty. "Where

did that gas come from? Shelton,
we've got to know!"

Shelton faced the group, his features

thoughtful. "I've come to certain con-
clusions already," he stated, without
preamble. "The strange gas did not
come from the general atmosphere.
I've checked that with the Space Sci-
entist." He gave the facts briefly, dis-

regarding their surprise, "Therefore,
it may be that the gas came from the
cave. Formed by volcanic action, per-
haps, within Iapetus. Puffed out of the
cave as a natural vent."

"That's logical," mused the Direc-
tor,

But Shelton suddenly whirled on
Captain Harvey.
"When you were coming out of your

coma, Captain, you said, 'gas—choking
—damn them!' Why those last two
words?"

THE captain started. "Did I?" he
began lamely, then drew a breath

and went on firmly. "It might have
been my imagination, but I thought I

saw figures lurking in the cave's shad-
ow! None of the others saw figures.

I've asked them. I was nearest the
cave mouth, calling to Benning to step
down from his dangerous perch. The
cold struck at that moment, and I

thought I saw some forms in the cave."

He set his lips grimly.
"That would mean," Shelton spoke

incisively, "that some person or per-

sons, in the cave, shot that gas out!"
The assembled men were dumb-

founded at tbe implications of that.

Traft's big fists had involuntarily
doubled. "It could be private interests

working!" he half roared. "Maybe they
want the beryllium ore for themselves,

and are willing to go any lengths short

of murder. If somebody has invented
a gas that produces suspended anima-
tion, they had something as useful for

their purpose as a death gas!" He
ground his teeth in sudden rage,

"Dirty dogs—using a horrible means
like that to hog the beryllium ore P

"Ridiculous !" spat out Director
Beatty, glaring at the impulsive pilot,

"We can't jump to conclusions like

that! It must be a natural phenom-
enon. Private interests wouldn't dare
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go to such lengths." He directed his

glare at Captain Harvey. "With all

due respect, Captain, I think you have
an overactive imagination!"
"Maybe so," retorted the bluff cap-

tain easily. "But my men and I are

going right back up there, as soon as

we can, and find out!" The spirit of

daring- shone in his eyes and his men
unhesitantly nodded their willingness.

Shelton's eyes suddenly took fire. He
faced the director.

"I think ETBI should send up an ex-

pedition, and I'll lead it! lapetus is

next on our list anyway, for field tests

toward bio-conditioning. In fact, we
can combine expeditions — use the

ETBI-I4. That's a big enough ship

for Captain Harvey and his men, and
all their surveying paraphernalia."

Director Beatty thought that over,

his bearded face dubious. Shelton had
led such routine expeditions to ten

other worlds, but only after navy out-

posts had been established. This was
different. "Hate to risk a valuable man
like you up there, Shelton"

—

"Risk?" scoffed the young scientist.

"There's a Navy outpost on Rhea."

"I'll sanction it," agreed the director

finally, arising. The ETBI-14 can be
outfitted and ready in a week. I'll have
to snip a little red tape to have the ex-

peditions combined, as you suggest,
but I think it's a good idea."

He had turned to leave when Myra

Benning touched him on the arm.

"I'm going along!" She wasn't ask-

ing him j
she was stating a fact.

"W-what !'* The director opened his

mouth to remonstrate, but the girl

said:

"No one saw my brother die on
Iapetus. There's a chance he's still

alive—in a state of suspended anima-

tion! I'm going along!"
"This if;—er—highly irregular," Di-

rector Beatty growled, "But I'll ar-

range it." He wilted before the girl's

fixed determination.

SHELTON stared at her in sur-

prise. It had never occurred to

him that she was possessed of so much
will. And courage.
A week later the expedition ship had

been fully stocked and fueled, -its huge
engine tuned and tested for its long
flight. Dawn was just breaking redly

as Captain Harvey and his men, fully

recovered, trooped into the lock.

The hulking form of Traft followed
Myra Benning up the gangplank. The
girl was in mannish attire. Shelton
watched her half in surprise, as though
it had suddenly come to his attention

that she was a woman. She was ob-
viously that, in man's clothing.

No one was there to see the take-off

except Director Beatty and a drome
official. Newspaper and opti-view men
had not been informed. It had been
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thought best to keep the whole matter
a secret, since the news, distorted by
rumor, might easily place an unnec-
essary stigma on Iapetus' future.

"This is purely a scientific expedi'

tion. not a snooping for trouble!" Di-
rector Beatty warned Shelton in formal
tones. But his voice became more in-

timate as he said, "Good luck, lad!"

He took Shelton's hand in. a warm
clasp and gave him a friendly clap on
the shoulder.
"Don't worry about me. Director!"

Shelton said cheerfully. "There's no
Sanger up there except a mysterious
gas from which we can easily protect
ourselves,"

He leaped lightly to the lock's thresh-
old and pulled at the heavy portal plate,

"If there should happen to be any-
thing—subversive," bawled the direc-

tor just before the plate banged shut,
"call the navy outpost—

"

With a thunderous crescendo of its

drive tubes, the great ship ETBI-14
taxied a thousand yards down the run-
way of Tellus Space Port and then
roared for the clouds as its under tubes
thrust against gravity.

Strapped securely in one of the two
seats of the pilot's cupola, Shelton re-

laxed his muscles against the inertia.

No use fighting it, as Earth-lubbers
usually did, to ache later. Beside him
sat brawny Mark Traft, watching the
panel dials with a careful, yet casual

eye that spoke of his assured skill.

"Nice boat," he said feelingly.

"Handles like oiled silk."

Shelton craned his neck tcward the

side port. The ground slanted away,
tipping at a crazy angle, with the sky-
scrapers of mighty Manhattan hang-
ing breathlessly from a steep cliff. So
it seemed from the interior of the de-

parting ship, as the rhythmic thump
of the rockets pushed Earth away.
The ship bored its way through

shimmering cloudpacbs that seemed
to split asunder as the clear shiny
stratosphere was reached. Earth was
now a huge, cottQn-nlled bowl back
of them. Shelton blinked, waiting for

the queer optical illusion to change. It

did, suddenly, and the half-Earth be-

came a tremendous concave shell.

With it came that startling, hollow

sensation that the world they had left

was dropping into a bottomless pit,

while they hung motionless.
The ship tore through the thinning,

darkening stratosphere till the stars

peeped out, one by one, gradually pep-
pering the whole firmament. The Sun,
to the side, blossomed out in unhin-
dered glory, halo and corona plainly
visible. Traft reached over with his

huge paw to adjust the Venetian-type
shades, cutting off most of its fierce,

blinding glare.

"WK7HIPPED along by its tem-
w» pestuous drive jets, the ship

hurtled through the last fringes of
atmosphere into the universal mid-
night of space. Here the way was clear
and the suddenly muted rocket blasts
revved into its high-power plane, pil-

ing on speed. Cross-hairs over the
chart on the pilotboard followed the
red line of their plotted course.

They were on their way to Saturn.
"Nice, smooth take-off, Mark!" com*

mended Shelton admiringly. "You've
got that real 'feel' for ships. You cer-

tainly didn't miss your calling!"

"Thanks, Rod!" The giant pilot

was plainly happy when sitting at the

controls of a ship. His good-natured
face shone. "Sure glad we're together
again, old boy ! It's like old times !"

"Fate kept us apart too long,"

agreed Shelton. "And brought us to-

gether on a pretty strange twist. How
long do you estimate the trip?"

"About eight days."

Shelton looked surprised. "I figured

seven myself. Why the extra day?"
"We're taking a high jump over tha

asteroid belt, following the safest

liner route." Traft reluctantly added,
as he saw Shelton's raised eyebrows.
"Orders from Director Beatty. You
see
—

"

"Yes. I see," snapped Shelton.
"Valuable life aboard—mine 1" He
scowled heavily. "I wish they'd stop

treating me like a gold cup. Why
didn't they send half the Navy along,

as convoy, while they were at it?" He
kicked disgustedly at the wall as he
made for below.
Traft grinned. Rodney Shelton

didn't realize his own importance. The
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pilot had heard much, from the lips of
Director Beatty. The man being
groomed to take over ETBI some day,
when Beatty was retired, could not be
lightly risked to the dangers of space.

Earth's program of colonial hegemony
was too vital to stand the loss oE one
of its key men. Traft had made secret
promises to stick with Shelton every
minute of the day and night.

With his attention less occupied by
the ship, the big pilot took down his

camera from its wall clamp and made
the lens adjustment that would give
the best space views. Pictures of Earth
as a receding globe were always
fascinating, and always different, no
matter how many times he took them.
Routine settled over the ship. There

was much time for cards, chess and
idle talk. Somehow, their destination
wasn't mentioned much, except cas-

ually. Yet there was a tension that

grew hourly.
Shelton could understand why. To

all except himself, the arrival at Iape-
tus would be a personal matter. To
Captain Harvey and his men it was
the desire to solve, if possible, the

mystery of their recent adventure. Big
Traft clenched his fists at times, un-
consciously, and Shelton knew he was
thinking of possible battle, if Cap-
tain Harvey's "figures'* turned out to

be real. Myra Benning's eyes showed
she was thinking of her brother—and
hoping,

SHELTON himself felt the surge
of adventure's pulse in his veins,

stirring his red blood, promising ex-
citement, in one shape or another.
Questions buzzed in his mind. Had
the mysterious gas come from the
cave? Had it been produced artifi-

cially? If so, had it been meant to
discourage further survey of beryl-
lium ore? And was it non-lethal for
that reason, to avoid bringing down
the full wrath of authority?
Two days later. Earth standard

time, the ETH5I-14 passed over the
asteroid belt. Myriad new stars twin-
kled out of the backdrop of space,
winking as the irregularly shaped lit-

tle bodies rotated in the sunlight. Had
they passed closer, they would have

seen the bright magnesium beacons
lighting the clearest lanes directly

through the gnarled group. But they
were far above the zone and soon the
little planetoids faded into the ob-

scurity of space.

After ample warning bells had
clanged through the ship, rocket
power was started up again, this time
with an off-thrust that would slant

them back from the peak of their flight

to the Solar System's level. Most
ships, except those on express sched-
ules, adopted this route for the added
safety factor, though at the cost of
time, distance and fuel.

And now, with a direct course set

for far Saturn, impatience began to

grow on them all. Iapetus, moon of
mystery, occupied their thoughts.

And more an3 more the monotonous
routine aboard the unpowered, coast-

ing ship palled. There was not much
to do in space but eat, sleep and watch
the clock.

CHAPTER VI

Attack in the Void

ON the fourth day, something hap-
pened to break that routine.

Shelton was in the main cabin at the
time, dozing in a lounge chair. Most
of the men were playing cards, mur-
muring in low tones. Myra Benning
sat stiffly, gating out into the star-

spattered void.

"Look!" The girl cried out abrupt-
ly, startled.

"What?" Snellen's eyes snapped
Qpen, staring at Myra, as were the
others.

"Out there!" She pointed out of the
port. "Something black—and huge!"
They all scrambled for the port,

shading their eyes from the cabin
light's glare, peering out. There was
something out there, black and large,

that blotted out the stars in that di-

rection.

"A meteor!" somebody yelled.

"Warn the pilot!"

"It's not a meteor!" snapped Shel-
ton. "It's oval-shaped, symmetrical.



And it's paralleling our course, which
meteors don't do. It's a ship !"

"Without a light and painted jet"

black!" breathed another o£ the men.
"A pirate ship

!"

Myra Banning drew in her breath
sharply. There were tales told of
piracy that made the blood run cold.

Shelton was already on his way to

the pilot's cupola, pulling himself up
the companionway by sheer muscular
effort in the gravityless ship. He burst
into the room to find Captain Harvey
staring out anxiously. Traft was
signaling the engine room to stand by
for emergency.

"Pirate?" Shelton demanded.
"Might be," the captain said nerv-

ously. "Anything can happen out
here, beyond the asteroids."

"Looks mighty suspicious," agreed
the Big pilot tensely. "It came up so
suddenly I didn't even see its rocket

blasts."

"Signal it!" ordered Captain Har-
vey. "They usually make their de-
mands by radio. It might be trying to

contact us already!"
"Aye, sir!" Traft punched at the

radio stud.

The black shape, looming nearer,

was evidently angling in so that its

prey could not escape. Its entire sur-

face was a uniform, dull, unglazed
black that barely reflected the light of

the distant sun. No ports were visible;

not a single beam of light relieved the
utter blankness of hull. No ship like

that had ever been reported before.

Sheltdn's pulses were throbbing.

"Ahoy!" Traft bellowed into his

microphone, on the atl-wave circuit.

"What ship? Veer off immediately
or state your purpose!"

Captain Harvey reached over to pull

the handle, sounding the alarm below
to strap in for suddenly applied

power. If worst came to worst, they
must be ready to run for it before the

strange ship, if it were a pirate, had a

commanding position with its guns.

"If they don't veer off, we will!" he
said tightly. "Traft—"
"Wait!" interposed SheUon. "Let's

not be scared off so easily. I don't see

a gun on them."
Captain Harvey's head jerked up.

"Dr. Shelton," he said firmly, "as
navigation captain, I have full com-
mand while in space. My flight orders
are to be obeyed without interfer-
ence I"

SHELTON flushed slightly, but
nodded. He realized there could

not be two captains during an emer-
gency.

"Traft," continued the captain, "try
once more, and if they don't answer,
we veer off."

The big pilot, bawling louder* than
before, repeated his call. No answer
earn*.

"Blast them!" Traft growled. "Who
do they think they are, not answer-
ing ? For two plugged Martian
nickels, I'd ram them! He coughed
suddenly, and his voice was thick as
he said jerkily: "Something's hap-
pened! I feel cold—numb

—

Everybody aboard the ship had the
same sensation. Something gripped
their nerves with an icy clasp, as
though they had suddenly plunged
into a frigid pool. Yet it was only in-

ternally that they felt it; the sur-
rounding temperature had not
changed.

Shelton gasped. What terrible force
was probing into their vitals with con-
geaJing fingers?

He had no time to conjecture. He
felt his senses swim. His legs crum-
pled weakly under Him, and he knew
that had there been normal gravity,

he would have crashed to the floor. As
it was he slowly swayed, feeling all

the strength go out of hinx A crush-

ing weight seemed to smash into his

chest, knocking his breath out. Fee-
bly, he tried to fight off the invisible

incubus. He was choking, gasping,

fighting for breath.

"Traft—veer—" Captain Harvey
was leaning crazily against the bulk-

head. Tike a sagging, stuffed dummy.
Traft's eyes were popping out as

his lungs strained against a deadly
paralysis. With a herculean effort,

half growling and half strangling, he

raised hands that were numb and
seemed non -existent. Every muscle
quivered against an intolerable leth-

argy. He punched at the power key-
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board with one big paw and with the
other grabbed the belt around Shel-
ton's middle.
His numbed lingers bent clumsily

at the knuckles as he touched the
drive-tube studs. He pressed them
over by the sheer smashing impact of
his hand. Instantaneously the off-

side rockets fumed sulfurotts ly,

throwing the ship off its arrowltke
plunge through space.

Traft's body jerked against the
straps of his seat. Shelton would have
catapulted against the wall except for
the big pilot's death grip os his belt.

Captain Harvey merely flattened

against the bulkhead) as the line of

motion was away from him.
The strange force gripping them

eased suddenly, and Traft let out his

breath in. a sobbing hiss of relief. Bus
only for a moment was there respite.

SheJton. diving for the second pilot

seat, barely had time to fling the strap
around him before the terrific numb-
ness again seized him. Coincident with
their motion, the attaching ship had
alse swung sideward, keeping close.

"Oh no you don't!" Traft snorted
savagely. "I'll show you a thing or
two about maneuvering!"
He applied both hands, rapidly going

limp again, to the keyboard, and their

ship darted ahead. The next second it

braked. Captain Harvey came flying

forward, with a Wtld cry. Shelton was
barely able to stick out a hand and grab
the captain's arm, pulling him between
his knees. He fervently hoped all

those below had heeded the warrriog

bell and strapped in when Traft had be-

gun his game of tag with the enemy.

THE big pilot sloughed the ship

around madly, with volcanic blasts

from all angles in succession. They
flew up, then down, then back, tMl the

ship creaked throughout its length.

But the mysterious blank marauder fol-

lowed relentlessly, duplicating every
maneuver with maddening ease.

The numbing force began to bathe
them with unvarying intensity, Shel-

ton felt himself sinking into oblivion,

with a hopeless feeling. Yet he saw
that big, powerful, indomitable Traft
had not given up.

Putting into play every ounce of his

splendid vitality and strength, Traft
continued punching desperately at the
keyboard. He tried a straightaway
dash, at triple acceleration. The amaz-
ing craft of Stygian gloom followed,
crawling op on them as though to show
its superiority. Expertly it maneuv- %
ered closer than before, and the para-

lyzing force grew stronger—stronger.
Muscles cracking, Traft jerked pro-

fane defiance out of his strangling
throat and pounded bis balled fists at

the keys. But it was useless. His
muscles bad turned to water. Groan-
ing, fightirfg to the last, he felt his

spine going limp. Another few sec-
ond* now, and he'd be helpless, like

the others were.
But the terrible internal stricture

ceased suddenly!
Amazed, Traft jerked his body erect.

Then he saw why. Out of nowhere,
the vermilion flames of rockets had ap-
peared, and a long, sleek ship streaked

up. A Space Ranger ship! Traft
ripped a hoarse shout of relief from his

raspy throat.

With its bristling guns peppering
shots at the black ship, the Space
Ranger blasted up like a zooming me-
teor. The black ship withdrew, sul-

lenly it seemed, as though debating
whether to outface the formidable
armed newcomer. Then it plunged
away, with the Space Ranger after it,

"What's—up—Mark?" Shelton
asked dazedly, raising his head with

a suppressed groan.
"What's up?" chortled Traft. "Our

dark friend just slunk back where it

came from, with a Ranger hot on its

trail ! You know what that means. Ten
to one that the black ship will be full

of holes in five minutes, and those

aboard lucky enough to get into vac-
suits, prisoners

!"

"Saved!" breathed Captain Harvey.
He crawled weakly from between
Shelton's knees. "Saved from—" he
broke off, shuddering. His eyes had a

strange, wondering gleam in them.
They remained where they were,

panting, relaxed, gaining back
strength that had beset sapped danger-
ously near the limit of endurance.
They didn't speak for awhile, enjoy-



ing to the fuU the delicious feeling

of being snatched from an unknown
fate.

Presently Traft snapped on the
broadcast phone, plugging in the main
cabin.

"Everybody all right down there?"
he called.

Myra Benning's voice answered
after a moment, shakily.

"Yes. All of us were strapped in.

But what happened? What was that

frightful numbness?" Her tones were
bewildered, high-pitched with hyste-
ria. Then, before he could answer:
"Is Dr. Shelton alt right?"

"He looks about like he'd just come
out of Jupiter's Red Spot," Traft said

wfyly, "but he's okay. We—

"

HE snapped off with a hurried ex-

cuse as the signal light flashed

above his space radio. Through the
port they could see the Space Ranger
returning, retarding rockets belching.

Gracefully it maneuvered to parallel

their course. The seven-pointed star

insignia of the Space Rangers, polic-

ing corps of the Space Navy, was em-
blazoned in gold over its silvery hull.

The Ranger commander's keen-eyed
face appeared, slightly baffled in ex-

pression, in the opti-screen.

"Commander Cordy, Space Ranger
ship Foity-fouT-B reporting to Dr.
Rodney Shelton, ETB1-14," said the

image. "The black ship escaped, sir!"

"Escaped!" echoed the three men
blankly. The Space Rangers, policing
all the spaceways, had the best and
fastest ships known.
"By a trick?" Shelton asked.

"No, sir. It simply pulled away
from us on the straightaway. And it

doesn't seem to use rocket motivation.
I can hardly understand it myself,
sir!" The commander looked genu-
inely shame-faced.
"Of course it was dark and un-

lighted," admitted Shelton. "No
fault of yours, Commander, I'm sure.

We're only too glad you were here,

in time to—" He eyed the officer ask-

ance. "Incidentally, how did you hap-
pen to be at hand so -miraculously?"

The man smiled slightly. "We've
been following you all the way from

Earth! Director Beatty's orders, sir!

When we saw your sudden maneuvers,
as revealed by your rocket flares, we
knew something had happened and
came up. We are to convoy you to

Iapetus. We'll be right behind you
for the remainder of the trip. Dr. Shel-

ton."

"Very good, Commander." Shelton
clicked off and whirled. "Did you hear
that?" he exploded. "A convoy—for

me! What am I, a man or a museum
piece?"
"If you ask me," Traft drawled

pointedly, "it's rather lucky for us the

Ranger was around!" He rubbed his

bruised knuckles ruefully. "About ten

seconds more and—" He interrupted

himself. "But that ship ! Why the

attack? What did they use on us?
And it didn't use rocket power! What
motivated it, in the name of Jupiter!

A space ship can't run without rock-
ets! It's fantastic!"

"Yet it did!" Shelton quietly inter-

posed. "It must run by some sort of

gravity control. Scientists have tried

for years to develop that, without suc-

cess. But that ship had it! We have
to face facts. It also had some sort

of ray, or field, projected across space
from ship to ship, that produced the
numbing sensation. Fantastic again,

but somehow they do it."

"And Shelton!" Captain Harvey's
voice was vibrant. He had come out

of a perplexed daze. "That numbing
sensation we went through—it was the
same as our experience on Iapetus!

The same cold feeling, choking, stran-

gling. It wasn't a gas at all, as we
thought. It was this same—force. I'd

swear it!"

Shelton was thunderstruck. Had
they been at the point of being thrown
into suspended animation? Had it in

fact been this same force, instead of

a gas, on Iapetus? Something that

could rapidly extract energy from the

nervous system? A sort of "cold-

beam"—exact opposite of a heat-

beam?

??*B*HAT seems to tie it up with the

JL the Iapetus affair!'' Shelton
ground out finally. "And that means
your 'figures' in the cave are real af-



tef all. Captain Harvey. But just who
are they and what's their purpose?

"Pirates with a hide-out there,"

fumbled Traft. "Or piratical private

interests who want that beryllium ore.

Same thing. They don't want our
noses in their business. Simple enough,
isn't it?" rfe doubled his fiats and
his eyes gleamed. "I think we're going
to run into something on Iapetus.

Well, there's nothing I like better than
a good fight." His good-natured face

twisted into a ferocious grimace.

Shelton smiled. "You may be right,

you old warrior. Good thing Eeatty
doesn't know of this." He laughed,
half bitterly. "He'd want me back
right away, locked up and guarded by
the Navy."
"Shelton," Captain Harvey said

slowly, "perhaps it would be best if

we did turn back! We don't know
what—

"

Shelton jerked up, his face deter-

mined. "Captain, you're navigation

commander, but I'm commander of the
expedition. I have signed orders to

land the expedition on Iapetus. Ami
that's what we're going to do !"

Captain Harvey shrugged and left

for his office.

"Good boy !" Traft approved
warmly. "Thore's nothing like a lit-

tle excitement to make life worth-
while. It—"
The flashing of the radio signal in-

terrupted him. He snapped on the
opti-screen, tuning till lights began
to flicker at micro-wave nine. Shoul-

ders appeared, and a head invisible

behind a masking globe!
"The Space Scientist !" exclaimed

Shelton, stepping to the microphone.
"Yes, it is 1 1" the image said. In cold

tones. "I am calling to warn you not

to go to Iapetus!"
Shelton and the big pilot looked at

each other in amazement.
"Why not?" snapped Shelton.

"Because danger awaits you there!

It would be best fot your own sake to

turn back, Dr. Shelton!" The mysteri-

ous scientist's tones were serious, al-

most ominous.
"But how do you know that?" de-

manded Shelton. His eyes narrowed.
"We were just attacked. Do you know

of that too?"
The Space Scientist nodded. "In the

course of my wanderings through
space, certain things come to my atten-

tion, unavoidably. Don't ask me any
further questions. I am not concerned
with those things one way or the

other. I care only for my science, my
great theory. But I give you this

warning—do not go to Iapetus!"

"Why are you taking the trouble to

warn me? 1
' queried Shelton curiously.

The queer masked man did not an-

swer for a moment. Finally he said, in

gruff tones:
"Don't attribute it to maudlin senti-

ment. I've renounced such things.

Earth is a world of fools who let hu-
man emotions run away with them. My
motive in this case is simply esoteric.

You have a good brain, Shelton, and
you are a scientist. Science must go
on. You would come to harm on Iape-
tus. That is all I have to say."

CHAPTER VII

7"he Secret of the Cave

ABRUPTLY, the masked image
faded from the opti-screen.

Shelton turned with a grin.

"By glory, the old boy likes me!"
Traft came out of an astonished

trance at having seen the semi-

legendary Space Scientist, though he
had not been too astonished to hastily

snap him several times with his cam-
era.

"What about the warning, Rod?
Maybe—

"

"Maybe nothing !" cried Shelton, his

jaw set grimly. "We're going to

Iapetus. You couldn't stop mz now
with ten cold-rays, I'm going to solve

their mystery if I have to explore the

whole System to do it!"

The great ETBI-14 nosed its way
into the little Saturnian universe. It

was a welcome sight to the voyagers,
after the long stretch through empty,

monotonous space. In its ringed
beauty Saturn looked like a gigantic

rosy apple with a shimmering halo of

perforated gauze around it.



It was the outpost, the present fron-

tier, of man's empire beyond Earth, On
misted Saturn's surface were a few
scattered settlements that gathered the
valuable medicinal herbs that grew
there. Titan's mines were already gain-

ing prestige for their rich tungsten, iri-

dium and copper ores.

Rhea, about to be exploited for its

sulphur and mercury, was soon to be

given its first bio-conditioned citizens,

tbraugh ETBI and adaptene. Shel-

ton thrilled with pride at the thought.

But beyond, in the outer gulfs of

space, man had not yet penetrated, ex-

cept for occasional explorations. Dis-

tances were so vast, the three planets
out there so frigidly inimical, that or-

ganized commerce had not yet tackled

its prodigious challenge. It was the
Antarctica of the Solar Empire, be-

yond Saturn.
After a stop at the Titanian docks for

fuel and replacements of their emptied
oxygen tanks, the BT'Bl-M and its

Ranger convoy lumbered for wayward
Iapetus. It was a small, glinting globe

as they approached, rapidly enlarging

to reveal its jagged, inhospitable sur-

face. Just what mysteries would soon
be unfolded there?

The ship began cruising parallel to

the wild surface, upheld by underlets.

Captain Harvey, after consultation of

his charts,, was able to point out the
valley with the cave mouth. Traft
landed the ship skillfully.

Back o£ them, the Space Ranger set-

tled te rest. Its commander called

Shelton

:

"We are under your orders, air!"

"Very good, Commander Gordy. I'll

contact you later."

Shelton felt a glow of confidence,

with that gun-bristling ship and
trained fighting crew at his command.
He was glad now that Director Beatty
had seen fit to send the ship along.

Shelton called a conference of his

ship's total group. He had Commander
Gordy listen in by radio.

"Officially we're here as a survey
party, and an ETBI commission," he
began, "But unofficially, due to what
has come to our attention since leav-

ing Earth, we'll investigate the cave,

first. I think we all agree on that."
"Thett *«e many others around mr in »u»-

pendtd an'imalim" (Ckaptei X)
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The listening men nodded grim ac-

quiescence.
"There shouldn't be any danger."

Shelton continued, "We have the
Ranger men for armed protection. So
that if there are men in the cave, and
if they have arrange new weapon, and
if they're hiding something—" He
left the rest hanging. "Captain Har-
vey, you and your men will accompany
me. The rest will stay with the ship."

Myra Benning was stubbornly shak-
ing her head. "No," she said flatly,

"I'm coming along ! My brother
is in that cave somewhere — and
alive! I want to help find him."

She hurried on before Shelton
could even protest:
"Since we've landed I've been sure!

Call it intuition or anything you
want. He's ative in that cave — I

know it! And I must go along I"

Shelton still looked dubious, but
Traft spoke up.

"Let her come along, Rod. I'll keep
an eye on her.'*

The girl flashed him a brief smile.

A brooding atmosphere seemed to

rest over the scene as twenty vac-
suited figures stepped from the two
ships toward the black cave mouth at

the nearest cliff's base. A ridiculously

tiny sun overhead barely dispelled a

deep gloom in the miniature valley.

Age-old, untouched by natural life,

the ancient surroundings were an ut-

terly alien motif against an unfamiliar
blue-black sky.

Shelton cautiously led his party to

the side of the cave mouth, approach-
ing it along the cliff face. Traft's

giant figure followed him eagerly,

convinced it was a pirate's nest that

must be cleaned out. Myra Benning's
smaller form was at his back, flanked
by Ranger men, ready for any emer-
gency. Shelton had told them the sa-

lient points about the whole affair.

Stooping, they were able to gain

the high lip of the cave and crouch
behind it. Then, carefully, heads
were raised and eyes peered through
visors into the cave. There was not

much to be seen except that it was
huge and stretched out interminably.
Deep shadows hung on all sides, ob-

scuring detail.

"See anything, men?" asked Shel-
ton, his audio-vibrator carrying his

voice to all of them.
A series of negatives was his re-

sponse, and Shelton felt a queer sense
of disappointment,
"There is something in that cave!"

Myra Benning's voice was low, half
breathless. "I can't see anything, but
I can feel it! Something is waiting
there, waiting

—

"

"We'll soon find out!"
Traft suddenly stood erect, lighting

his hand flash and sweeping its rays
back and forth. Harsh, startled cries

came from the cave, echoed by the
walls.

"There they are!" the big pilot

yelled triumphantly.

Scurrying figures were revealed a

hundred yards back.

"Down, you fool!" cried Shelton.
"You're a perfect target

—

"

At that instant it struck, a wave of

terrible cokmess that constricted
their lungs and turned their entire

bodies numb. Even the protection of

the rock lip was futile. Some incred-

ible force seemed to suck heat and
energy from their bodies and leave

nothing but bitter, congealing ici-

ness.

Shelton knew there was no time to

lose.

"Up. men!" he ordered. "They've
declared hostilities. Give 'cm hell!"

Jumping up stiffly, the men set their

rifles on the rock, snapping on the

flashlights attached to the barrels.

The flaring beams stabbed questingly
into the darkness.

Traft's gun spoke first, as he
sighted a dark figure at the dim
fringe of his light beam. He grinned
at the harsh yell that rewarded his

aim.

Then all the guns were peppering,
until the cave was filled with a hollow
roar. Milling figures scampered back
in the dimness beyond the range of

the lights and vanished into the

shadows beyond. Vaguely, they
could make out a huge machine be-

ing dragged back with the retreat,

and the numbing cold-wave died out.

"Cease firing !" ordered Shelton.

"That taught them a lesson!" His
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voice, however, was oddly hoarse.

"Guess they're pirates all right,"

boomed Traft. "But why didn't they
sling some lead our way? Were they
that cocksure of never being discov-

ered? And that cold business — it

doesn't add up quite right, does it.

Rod!"
"No," agreed Shelton. "Mark, go

in there and bring out one of those
bodies. We'll cover you with our
rifles, though I'm sure they've all

gone."
Without a word the big pilot scram-

bled over the lip and carefully made
his way down to the cave floor, wind-
ing past deep pits. He reached the

first fallen body and kneeled beside

it.

"Uh—Lord t" those outside heard
htm say.

Then he tossed the limp form over

his shoulder and clambered back to

the cave mouth. He tossed the body
at their feet in the light, standing

back with a dazed stare in his eyes.

Slowly, almost mechanically, he un-
hooked his camera from his belt and
looked through the finder for a good
snap. The picture would create a sen-

sation on Earth.
The same dazed stare came into the

eyes of the rest of the company as

they looked at the body, the thing,

lying on the white rock of Iapetus,

lit by a feeble, distant sun.

"It's not human!" whispered Myra
Benning, recoiling in horror. "It's

an—alien being!"

CHAPTER VIII

The Great Machine

IN a vast cavern of Iapetus that to

earthly senses would have been
freezingly cold and impenetrably
dark, a dozen figures emerged from
their space ship. They made their way
sure-footedly down the corridor.

Their large, bulging eyes, with an un-

earthly light-gathering power, saw
every detail of the way by reflected

sunlight from the cavern's yawning
mouth.

In sufficient light, earthly eyes
would have made them out as repul-

sively alien, and yet shockingly
human in shape. They were tall,

giants almost. By casual inventory,

each bad two legs, two arms, a

body and a head with two eyes, two
ears and nose and mouth. Whatever
evolution had spawned them had not

seen fit to depart from that basic

structure. Humans, thus far.

But it is in details that nature

adapts her creatures to their particu-

lar environments. These creatures

were cold-blooded, so that extremes
of low temperature could not bring

the chill of death. In place of skin,

they were equipped with a horny epi-

dermis divided into pentagonal plates.

They had no hair, but crests of sharp
spines stood on their heads. The feet

were splayed and talonod.

Reptilian, the earthly observer

would say, with a shudder. Reptilian

creatures somehow cast in the human
mold. Yet by a curious quirk, the

hands were supple, humanlike. The
scales of the faces were small and
smooth. The foreheads were high and
full, the eyes keenly intelligent.

It would be a mistake to credit them
with low intellect, solely because of

their alien attributes. The reptile

species of Earth were dumb, witless

brutes. These semi-reptilian creatures

from another world were far higher in

the scale of mentality.

The corridor opened into a large

amphitheater outfitted with a variety

of instruments, none made of metal,

In a thronelike chair made of some
plastic composition sat Lorg, the
Alien Superior, bathed in a dim red
radiance from a cold-fire bulb.

The Alien Superior was more
brutish in cast than any of his sub-

jects, with hulking shoulders and a

feral gleam in his cunning eyes.

His air was that of one who desired
power and self-glorification. Ruthless-

ness was an aura about him. For the
brain within his skull schemed end-
lessly toward a goal which, if at-

tained, would cost many lives.

He looked the recruits over with an
appraising eyes and nodded approval.
They were fine specimens of his race.
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young-, strong and intelligent. They
gazed back at him with awe, for he
was a combined Caesar, Columbus and
Napoleon in their conception.

"Welcome!" greeted the Alien Su-
perior, and they saluted htm. His
voice, to human ears, would have
seemed like the hoarse bull-roar of an
alligator, curiously muffled by the

thin, cold air.

"You all know why you are here,
1 '

he said simply, but austerely. "You
have been chosen for your courage
and your skill with machines. Ahead
of yau lie hard work and 3 sacrifice

of your normal lives. There is no re-

turn from here. Thousands have pre-

ceded you. Through the years, the
drain of life has been large. The
building of the Great Machine takes

its toll almost hourly. Besides we are

beneath the very feet of a powerful
enemy who would hound us like rats,

if they discovered our presence. It is

not a pleasant shadow to live under."

HE looked down the row of faces

that reflected youth and eager-

ness, though to human eyes they
would have seemed expressionless.

"Are you prepared for these things
—day after day of toil, sacrifice, dan-

ger? Never to see your native planet
again?"
A thunderous chorus of cheers

rolled down the dim, frigid halls.

"We are ready, Superior]" cried the

recruits.

"Good"!"
Their leader dropped his aloof,

stiff manner. The speech had been
more or less of a formal ceremony,
calculated to impress the newcomers
with the gravity of their mission.

A general exhorting to deathless loy-

alty.

He leaned forward in his throne.

"I will tell you more," he confided
tensely. "The hour will soon come
when we will prove who has a

mightier civilization, we or the Earth-
men!"
His cold, reptilian eyes flashed mo-

mentary fire. He spoke the word
"Earthmen" with the curl of his

lips, but at the same time with an un-
conscious respect. Napoleon might

have spoken that way of the British,

whom he knew he must defeat before
he could rule the world.

"This very morning," he resumed,
"we made a thorough test of the Great
Machine, and had it in operation for a
short time, Though we used the mini-
mum of power, there was a displace-*

ment of one full inch on our measur-
ing scale. You all know, from your
training in data about the Great Ma-
chine, what that means."
The recruits stared in stunned sur-

prise. The Great Machine had pow-
ers even greater than they had been
taught to expect. Then they burst out

in wild cheers, at the thought of what
this meant in the near future. . .

.

Up above, on the surface of Iapetus,

Rodney Shelton and his party stared
long at the dead creature of unmistak-
able intelligence at their feet, so like

them in general and yet so utterly
alien in detail. Scaled body, taloned
hands and feet, hooded eyes and the

crest of horny spines decorating the
head.
"An alien race of intelligence on

Iapetus!" murmured Shelton in-

credulously. "The first known in the
Solar System!"
That was true. Man, in going out

to the other planets, had found him-
self unopposed master. There were
evidences of a past civilization on
Mars, but it had passed into limbo
tens of thousands of years before.

The anthropoids of Venus gave
promise of future evolution toward
intelligence, but that would not be for

ages to come. None of the other

planets or satellites had any life above
the ape stage. Man was supreme.
And now here, like a bolt out of no-

where, was alien intelligence!

"Of all things!" exploded Traft.

"Here we came to Iapetus expecting
pirates and we find alien beings!"
He looked dumbfoundedly at the

long, sinuous body with the torn hole
in its chest where his radi-bullet had
exploded and struck out life. A thin,

pale red fluid congealed in the cold air

as it trickled out.

"He's not—-pretty," the big pilot

commented. "Scaly, reptilian, living

in caves—I don't like them, at first
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sight !"

"They're monsters!" breathed Myra
Benning, wide-eyed and trembling.
"Horrible beasts!"
"But intelligent!" insisted Shelton,

trying to absorb that fact.

"Maybe they're just savages, or at

the caveman level,'* hazarded Trait.

"They don't wear clothes—at least

this one didn't."

"Theydon't need ciothes, with that

scaly hide," Shelton pointed out.

"And clothing is no criterion of intel-

ligence. And what about their cold
force? And perhaps that black ship?

Does it mean—

"

HE stopped, not wanting to jump
to any conclusions. What did

it all add up to? The cold force, the
black gravity ship, the guarded cave
mouth? Were they a troglodytic race,

inhabiting the caverns of Iapetus,

and never discovered before for that

reason? How advanced were they,

how did they live, what were their

activities and plans? Shelton's brain
raced with a thousand questions, and
his scientific instinct demanded the

answers.
"Men!" Sheltou said suddenly, fac-

ing them. "We've stumbled onto
something important—almost incred-

ible! Well be mailing history when
we report this ! Who's with me to go
further in the cave and find out more
about these strange beings? We can
reconnoiter step by step, without tak-

ing unnecessary chances. And they
obviously can't outface our weapons."
"I'm with you !" Traft cried quickly.

"We should find out anyway why
these scaled people are so anxious to
keep us out."

Fired by the spark of adventure, the
other men glanced at their leaders.

"We shouldn't rush into this," Cap-
tain Harvey said, with characteristic

caution. "We don't know how many
there are, or what we'd be running
into."

"We could inform the authorities

first, sir, by radio," Commander Gordy
temporized. "However, we have
plenty of ammunition."
"Hugh!" Myra Banning choked sud-

denly. "My brother is in their hands!

He's a prisoner of those monsters' I

feel it V'

Traft nodded. "Maybe she's right,

men. He was standing on the rock lip

and fell inward. The aliens could have
taken him away before I searched. My
light beam, blinding them, probably
saved me at the time. But they took
Hugh Benning with them!"
Men became electrified. The

thought of a human being, one of
their own kind, a captive of the aliens,

sent fire through their veins. If there

was anything needed to swing the de-

cision, that was it. Every man in the

group whole-heartedly shouted to ad-

vance into the cave.

"Hugh Benning was a good man and
we all liked him," Captain Harvey
said, himself stirred. "If we can res-

cue him, if he's alive
—

"

"He is alive!" said Myra Benning
firmly,

"I don't suppose," Shelton asked the
girl, studying her set face behind the
visor, "that there's any use trying to

convince you to stay here."

"None at all!" assured the girl, and
Shelton could understand.

Captain Harvey insisted on a care-
ful check of their oxygen bottles.

Each had a supply good for at least

ten hours.
Shelton called the ships, via his hel-

met-radio, and informed them of the
decision to investigate the cave and
its alien denizens. Two of the Space
Rangers were detailed as guards at

the cave mouth, as an added precau-
tion.

"Let's go!" Sheltou called. He
clambered over the rock lip of the
cave, leading the way.

CHAPTER IX

Alien Underworld

ITH the gun-mounted flash-

lights illuming their path,

they trailed over the uneven cave floor,

avoiding shuddery pits that perhaps
were riven gashes from some ancient
quake. Huge twisted stalagmites of

unguessaWe age loomed in their way

w
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now and then, like great columns.
Overheard the flinty roof of rock
glinted with strange crystalline for-

mations, in the glow of their beams.
The click of Traft's camera echoed
loudly in that dank, dark cavern o£
mystery and shadow, leading to—the
unknown

!

Shelton almost wished he hadn't
been so impetuous in leading the men
down here. The atmosphere of the
place, brooding and rife with sinister
promise, was weighing down his

spirit. Who knew what lurked ahead,
what possible danger? Then he re-

membered the warning of the Space
Scientist

!

But after all, he had fighting men at
his back; armed, capable, courageous.
They could not be cut off at the rear.

With that thought he began to feel

the thrill of leading an armed force.
He, a scientist! Only incongruous
Fate could have brought this about.
Behind him, Myra Benning hurried

along, almost stumbling in her eager-
ness. Traft's ready grip steadied her
at times. The girl had thought of her
brother, alive in the hands of pirates,

but humans. To think of him now, a
prisoner of aliens

—

The rest of the party swung along
steadily, sending shafts of light on all

sides lest there be an ambush.
The cavern narrowed down to a

small corridor no more than ten feet

high and wide. Winding slowly
downward, it seemed to stretch into
the bo'wels of Iapetus. Nervous ten-

sion held the group as they trudged
deeper and deeper, with untold tons
of rock hemming them in.

"What a place for a murder!" Traft
said cheerfully. "Those beggars must
like the dark!"
He peered sharply ahead, secretly

hoping for a little excitement. But it

was Myra who first noticed a scamp-
ering, shadowy figure ahead that

darted out of a niche and raced fleetly

away. Her sharp cry brought them
all to a halt.

"Their advance scout, probably,"

surmised Traft. "Gone to tell the rest

of our little visit."

"Shelton," Captain Harvey said
nervously, "we should turn back.

This is foolhardy!"
"That's just your opinion!" Shelton

snapped back. "When I start a thing,
I go through with it."

Commander Gordy and one of his

men stepped forward. "If you don't
mind, sir," he suggested, "we'll pre-
cede you. We're good shots!"

*

Shelton acquiesced, smiling at the
subtle way they offered their protec-
tion. The party moved forward, but
more slowly than before. Shelton was
determined to find out some little

thing about the aliens before giving
up.
He estimated they had gone perhaps

a half-mile from the cave mouth when
suddenly the corridor opened out into

a tremendous hollow space. The slope
at their feet led down gradually, and
the farther walls, where the slope must
go up again, were lost in darkness. It

was a far larger cavern than Shelton
had ever seen, or had ever thought pos-
sible. It gave one the same giddy feel-

ing as being out in empty space.

"^HINE the lights down in the hol-

£5 low," Shelton commanded, won-
dering what lay on the floor of this

monstrous rock chamber.
The beams stabbed along the slope,

down and down. Their ends flared

into haziness before meeting any-
thing. But faintly beyond, by reflec-

tion, could be seen a confused mass.
Their eyes gradually adjusted to the

dim lighting, revealing more detail.

Something tremendous was spread
there, over the rock floor; something
vaguely broken up into cubes and
cones and triangular spires. Dim red
lights hung from some of these and
shed an undependable crimson glow,
barely enough to reveal architectural
details. Avenues ran between the
geometric structures, radiating from
a hub, like a gigantic spider web.

Shelton blinked his eyes, certain
that they were playing him tricks.

"It's a—city!" Myra Benning cried

excitedly. "The city of the aliens!"

Standing at the brink of the slope,

they took it in. A city within a world,
unsuspected by the outside universe!

A subterranean dwelling place whose
horizons were shadows and whose sky
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was solid rock. And all this done by
handg other than those of men, deep
within the most desolate world known
to the Earth mind. It was like find-

ing a great and complete eUy in the

middle of the Sahara, or Antarctica.

"No, it wouldn't be savages who
built that!" observed Traft soberly,

"That's civilization!"

SheItan stared down in a trance, his

brain whirling with, wild, unformed
conjecture.
"Well," he muttered, "at least we're

sure now that there's anather race in

the Solar System—one approaching
our level. That's important for Earth
to know."
'"Look!" Traft pointed, with a short

laugh. "We seem to be creating a lit-

tle excitement down there!"

Milling figures in the nearer ave-

nues wWe running back, away from
the lights, throwing up their arms as

shields. Hoarse cries, both fright-

ened and profane sounding, drifted

up.

They're troglodytes, unused to

thousand feet long (Chapter XV)

bright light," said Shelton. '"Our

flashlights must seem like blading

suns to them!'' He glanced at Myra.
"You believe your brother is down
there?"

She nodded, a little hopelessly.

"Yes, somewhere ! I'm suee he's alive,

and it mustrbe here,"

She stiffened suddenly, leaning for-

ward with one audio-resonator of her

vac-suit toward the city. Her eyes
widened. "I seem to heai his voice!"
she whispered hoarsely. "Listen eare-

fuiiy, everyone!"
They all heard it then, a faint hal-

looing that rose above the noises of

the city and its excited inhabitants,

and were instantly aware that only
earthly lungs could produce those
shouts. The cries of the aliens were
distinctly different in timbre.

"It must be Hugh B enning, all

right!" Traft was straining his eyes
downward. He shouted suddenly.
"There he is—I see him! Must have
escaped. He's running out of the city,

Up the slope—without a vac-suit

!
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And there's a pack of the critters be-
hind him!"
"Get ready to fire, men!" Shelton

yelled, gripping his own rifle. "The
first volley over their heads, to warn
them off. Fire!"

THE thunderous volley rumbled
through the cavern like a tempest,

but it failed to scare off the aliens

chasing Benning. Evidently they had
been given orders they could not dis-

obey.
The flying figure of the Earthman

raced up the slope, with a hundred
aliens at his heels. In the light grav-
ity, Benning made huge, bounding
leaps with his Earth muscles. The
pursuers came along with a rapid,

four-footed lope, like hounds at the

chase.
"Come on, Benning I" Traft's great

voice boomed encouragingly.
But the aliens caught up with their

quarry, pulling him down. Myra
shrieked and darted forward wildly,
but Sheiton held her back.

"Stay here !" he ordered tensely,

then swung to the men. "Fire!" he
snapped. "Pick them off around Ben-
ning!"
A burst of withering gunfire poured

down the slope. The aliens staggered
and fell on all sides of Benning. Wilt-
ing, they began to retreat, but dragged
the Earthman with them. Yet the dev-
astating hail of bullets began to tell.

Benning was struggling violently to

free' himself from the dozen aliens

left.

And at that moment attack came
from another quarter!

Shelton felt that now familiar,

crushing numbness grip him. The
aliens were projecting the cold force

from somewhere! He whirled. A
group of the enemy had stolen up from
the side, along the slope's rim, with a

gigantic instrument whose redly
glowing center was focused in their

direction.

He yelled in warning and his men
turned stiffly to blaze away at the new
threat, fumbling to reload their guns.

Shelton groaned as he realized their

precarious situation. Their motions
were rapidly becoming sluggish from

the paralyzing effect of the cold force.

Soon they would be unable to use their

limp fingers and the battle would be
over.

To make matters worse, he saw
Myra Benning dash away toward her
brother, who was being dragged down
the slope. She was running right into

the arms of the enemy! ^Shelton
leaped up like a wound spring,
bounding after her.

Traft, blazing away at the attackers,

cursed and leaped after them. He had
promised on Earth to stick at Shel-
ton's side at all times. Now was one
of those times.

The three racing figures reached
the aliens at almost the same time.
Myra swung futile fists at them. An
alien loomed over her with a snarl,

raising his hand to strike. Shelton
jammed his gun in the brute's mid-
section and fired. Another alien
wrenched the gun out of his hands.
Shelton began swinging his gauntlet-

ed fists, with a surge of joy each time
a scaly chin cracked under his ham-
mering blows.

Traft had leaped into the fray with
his rifle clubbed. Growling, swinging
right and left, his powerful blows
brought howls of pain from the enemy.
Many fell to lie still with battered
skulls. But more pressed up from the

city, completely surrounding them.

FACED with certain defeat by
sheer weight of numbers, Shelton

kept fighting automatically. Perhaps
the men above the slope could yet turn
the tide. But his last hope died when
he glanced up and saw them tottering,

falling stiffly. Their rifle fire died
away to sporadic shots, then stopped
altogether.

"Cold force—numb—" came Cap-
tain Harvey's choked voice, by the hel-

met radio. "Can't hoid out—

"

His swaying vac-suited figure, the
last standing, toppled over to lie

among those of the other men. Shel-
ton knew that they lay still, imbreath-
ing behind their visors, caught in the

pseudo-death of suspended animation.
The cold red eye of the cold force pro-

jector was turned ofT, having done its

work.
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Shouting triumphantly at this vic-

tory, the aliens surrounded ShcJton
and his patty and quickly bore them
down. Even Traft's great strength
was unable to shake off a dozen cling-

ing terms that twisted his arms behind
him. Benning was already being car-

ried off, unconscious from his exer-
tions in a coJ.d, thin atmosphere unfit

for laboring Earth lungs.
Panting, exhausted, the three Earth

people were prodded down the slope
to the city—to what £ate? Shehon
didn't know and was almost past car-

ing. Bitterly he realized tfiey had
fallen into a trap. The empty cavern,

the way open to the city—it added up
to that.

Had the aliens known they would
come for Benning, or had they banked
on human curiosity? How much did
they know of humans? Shelton's
brain was tortured with queries.

CHAPTER X
Loig, Mailer of AHens

AS they approached, the unearth-

like city was weird with its dim
red glow. Windowless buildings of
geometric harshness of design stared
blackly. Metal was nowhere apparent.
Even in his extremity Shelton nctrtced

that.

The four prisoners were taken to a

building standing alone on the fringe
of the city. There was a hissing sound
as a door swung open. Was it an air-

lock? Such it turned out to be and
they were shoved into a lock-cham-
ber, Benning's senseless form with
them. Traft quickly lifted Benning
in his arms as an inner door, opened
and they stepped through.
The large chamber beyond, to their

amazement, was outfitted with earthly
furniture, or more properly, with the
fittings of a space ship's cabin—bunks,
sjjrap-chairs and even a washstand out-
fitted with a water tank. Shelton saw
the name, Galileo, in black letters

painted across the tank. A ship of the
Exploration Service, reported lost

years ago I

Traft had already opened his visor,

sniffed at the air. He began stripping
off his suit.

"Earth normal pressure and
warmed!" he said with forced cheer-

fulness. "We're prisoners but we
may as well be comfortable."

Shelton and Myra followed his ex-
ample, glad to be free of the encum-
bering vac-suits. They were not too
curious at the moment as to how such
a chamber as this existed.

Not much had been spoken among
them, since the battle. A depressed
silence bad weighed their tongues,
But now the girl burst into sudden
tears.

"It's my fault!" she sobbed. "For
making you men go—

"

"Of course not!" snapped Shelton.
"We just didn't know what we were
running into. This thing is turning
out to be bigger, more amazing, than
we could suspect. First of all we have
to revive your brother, find out from
him all we can about the aliens."
Hugh Benning's physical condition

approached that of a man who had
been lying on a mountain top, exposed
to its bitter conditions. His skin was
blue, bis breathing labored. He
moaned and twitched at times.

Shelton strode to a medicine cabinet

he had already seen reposing in a cor-

ner, also taken from an Earth ship,

He returned with a chemical warming
pad and stimulants that gradually
brought the unconscious man around.
They waited breathlessly.

But suddenly a large round screen
on the waH before them flickered with
spangled lights. Though of strange
design, it was an opti~screen. A mo-
ment later the features of an alien

peered out at them, with an expression
they could only interpret as sardonic.
Large, greenish eyes flicked from one
to the other, as though surveying
specimens in a goldfish bowl.
"Well," Traft rumbled insultingly,

"what are yc-u staring at, you two-
footed snake! I wish you could talk

our language. I'd—"
"I do speak your language!"
These words, spoken clearly with a

precise accent, coming from an ut-
terly alien creature of non-earthly
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origin, brought incredulous cries of

surprise from the three Earth people.
It was more astounding almost than
any of the crazy events of the past
hours.

TKAFT had lost his voice, his

mouth agape, but Shelton recov-
ered and stepped before the screen.
He stared directly into the enigmatic,
unblinking eyes.
"Who are you?" he demanded.
The alien face drew up in what

might have been a smile.

"I am Lorg, a Superior ef my peo-
ple, the Torms. As you would say, I

am one of their rulers. You are sur-
prised that I know your language? I
have known it for many years. Our
instruments pick up your Earth radio
programs, and thus I hear your lan-
guage constantly."
"Why have we been imprisoned?"

Shelton demanded. "Retribution will
follow, at the hands of Earth authori-
ties, if you hold us against our will!"
He glared at the Alien-Superior in

a boiling anger that had been accumu-
lating since the capture.

"I am not easily intimidated,
1
' Lorg

said harshly. "You will remain here
at my will. You are out of touch with
the Earth authorities. They will not
interfere. You will be treated well."
Shelton cooled down suddenly,

passing a hand over his forehead.
"What is this all about?" he asked

wearily, as if talking to himself.

"Just what do you want with us ?"

"You are Dr. Rodney Shelton. of
ETBI!" Lorg stated blandly. "We
will have much to talk about later.'*

Abruptly, the image in the screen
faded away, with a queer expression
that human eyes could not interpret.

"He even knows my name, who I

am!" murmured Shelton.
He threw up his hands. It was all

an insoluble, soul-shaking mystery.
And each succeeding event seemed
more cryptic.

'Hugh," Myra Eenning was saying
in a glad voice, "you're awake! Thank
God—

"

Benning had finally opened his eyes,

with a sharp horror in them, but this

died away as he stared around eagerly

at their faces. He struggled to sit up,
Myra helping, and grinned at them
weakly.
"Hello, Hugh !" Traft boomed heart-

ily, gripping his hand. He gave Shel-
ton a brief introduction.
"Glad you're here!" Hugh Benning

said fervently. "Three weeks among
the Torms—" He shuddered. "You
can't imagine the feeling of being the
only one of your kind, among
aliens

—

"

Shelton patted him on the back,
soothingly. "Take it easy, old man.
Begin at the beginning and tell us
what happened." He realized that
they could n»t rush the man into tell-

ing what he knew of the aliens.

Hugh Benning nodded. He was a
small, slight man with a studipus air

about him. His knowledge of science,
as Myra had previously revealed, was
extensive. He had been with the
Planetary Survey as one of its best
technical men.

"I was standing on the rock lip of

the cave, at that time you know about,
looking in." he finally began. "Sud-
denly I was choking and turning
numb. I felt myself falling, then
everything went black. I woke up in

a big room, filled with instruments. I

thought it was a nightmare when I

first saw the aliens t"

Again he shuddered. "I'd been ly-

ing in a sort of glass coffin. There
were many more around me, in tiers,

containing other humans, in suspend-
ed animation. I had come out of it

for some reason. A big machine stood
in the center of the room, radiating
bright, colored rays. I think it was
seme kind of mind-reading process,
because I felt my mind being probed,
searched, revealed."

MM IS eyes were dull with perplex-
Al ity. "I'm not sure what it was.
All I know was that I broke out of my
glass container like a maniac and ran
from the horrible place. Aliens pur-
sued me. I went unconscious, from
the thin air and cold. I woke up in

this room. Since then my one thsught
has been to get away. When I saw
your lights at the top of the slope,

from the window, I went wild. The
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jailer had just come in with food for

me. I knocked him down and ran

out."

He shivered. "It was cold and cruel

to my lungs, but I knew I could stand

it for a few minutes. I ran toward
you—the rest you know."
His story, brief and jerky, left an

aura of horror in the minds of his lis-

teners more by reason of what was left

unsaid, rather than what he had told.

"Do you know anything definite

about all this?" asked Shelton, "These
aliens, and what they're doing, plan-

ning?"
Benning's eyes went bleak. "Just

enough to give me an awful fright

when I think what it might mean !" he

said, his voice shocked. "I didn't tell

you, but I escaped once before, while

I still had my vac-suit handy. It had

a few hours oxygen-supply and I fig-

ured to get to the surface. I got there,

all right, slipping past the guards—to

find the ship gone. I was marooned!
The guards chased me back down, but

I managed to elude capture, hiding in

shadows. I suppose I went a little

mad, then. I crept past the city
—

"

His voice became tense. "This is only
pne part of their community. There
are other chambers beyond. One is

filled with big black space ships. An-
other with thousands of cold force

projectors. Several others"—his eyes
were stark

—"with dozens of bodies of

Earthmen in those glass coffins, in

suspended animation. Men from miss-

ing expeditions."
"The devils!" cried Shelton, white-

lipped. "What—

"

"Wait!" Benning went on. "There's
something still more significant. I

looked down a deep shaft. It seemed
to be miles. Down there is a gigantic

workshop, and some great machine"

—

he drew a breath—"some great ma-
chine ! I think it means danger to the
whole Solar System f"

"Why?" asked Shelton, startled at

the bare suggestion.

Benning shook his head. "I can't

tell you why. I don't know. But I do
know it represents a great science,

perhaps superior to ours!" He low-
ered his voice. "These people don't

use metals ! They use plastics. Look

at the walls which aren't stone, the
window which isn't glass, the whole
city which hasn't a scrap of metal in

it. They use plastics for everything!"

"Plastics?" echoed Shelton. "Why
should that

—

"

"The science of plastics is not a sim-

ple one," Benning said, with an as-

sured scientific air. "It is just begin-

ning on Earth. We know of celluloid,

cellophane, bakelite, and so on. They
are the basic simples of a possible in-

dustry supplying every material need
of mankind. These people have gone
into it deeply. They have plastics

harder than steel, clearer than glass,

more lasting than stone! And all

made of chemical ingredients at low
temperatures. They don't have to use

elaborate blast furnaces, coal, power,

or dig ores. Theirs is a laboratory

civilization if there ever was'one!' 1

HE waved a hand suddenly. "It's

mainly conjecture on my part,

but"—his face went haggard—"I have
the feeling all this activity within

Iapetus spells danger to the Space
Empire. It broods in the air here.

It—"
"The Empire can take care of it-

self!" "Traft bursit out belligerently.

"When the time comes. Why, these

fish-eyed aliens haven't even guns, if

it came to war. Earth's Space Navy
could surround Iapetus and bottle

them up,"
"Don't underestimate their cold

force weapon," Benning said quietly.

"It can be as effective as a heat force.

They're probably developing it day by
day. As for Iapetus, this is not their

native world !"

Shelton nodded. "I surmised that.

Iapetus is barren of native life. But
where have they come from? 1"

Benning shrugged. "Uranus, Nep-
tune, or Pluto. They are a race in-

ured to cold, hating light. It must be
one of those three."

"Or all three !"

Shelton was suddenly pacing up and
down. Some of &enning ?

s Conjectures

had seemed wild, the ravings ci a man
whose imagination had been touched
off by three weeks in a strange, dark
world of aliens. But naW Shelton felt
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that the true scope of it might be still

more incredible.

"Saturn," he said, "has been Earth's
frontier. Beyond lies the unknown.
I've seen the official records, not often
revealed. More than half the explora-
tion ships that have gone beyond Sat-

urn have never returned. 'Natural
hazards', the official epitaph is. I won-
der r
Traft tied things together, sweep-

ingly. "Looks like the aKens, on Pluto,
Neptune and Uranus are expanding
inward, while Earth is expanding out-
ward. Where the two meet, here at
Saturn—hefl will pop T
"We're painting a pretty lurid pic-

ture," muttered SheJton, dazed by the
tremendous implications of it.

He shook his head. It might all be
a poisonous mushroom blooming from
the spores of undigested facts. They
must get down to basic facts. He
turned to Banning.
"But why has this room been pre-

pared, with Earth conditions, for live

prisoners?"
"I can't guess," admitted the tech-

nologist. "They've fed nie. kept
Earth-pressure here and warmth.
They haven't mistreated me. I've just

been sitting here, brooding, marooned,
surrounded by aliens, thinking—
thinking

—

"

He was sobbing suddenly, and Myra
comforted him, They realized, what
he had gone through. It was' plain in

his sensitive, lined face; the marks of

an experience no human could have
passed through without mental scars.

CHAPTER XI

Dash /or Freedom!

LOSG. the Alien Superior, sat in

his seat of authority. He turned
as Murv, his second-in-command, en-

tered and advanced with quick tread.

Murv stopped before him and saluted

respectfully.

"Lorg," he said, in their own speech,

"we must try arbitration with the

Earttilings, now that the hour draws
near. They are more powerful than

you think. That has been part of our
plan from the first, and for that reason
the Earth-conditioned room was pre-

pared. You have in it now -their Dr.
Rodney Shelton, a high official, with
a voice of authority. Through htm
you can arbitrate with the earthly gov-
ernment."
As the Superior shook his head, the

spines of his head swayed.
"I think it will be useless at this

point," he objected. "We are ready to

strike. After the first point in our
plans is carried out, then will be the
time to talk. They will be im-
pressed."
"They will be enraged!" Murv in-

sisted. "Take care that you do not
ruin everything, Lorg ! Best that you
arbitrate now. And"—he spoke firm-

ly—"do not make your demands too

high!"
"Who are you to speak thus to me?"

shrilled the Superior, rising angrily.

"The voice of those of our people
who do not want a war with the Earth-
lings!" returned Murv, eyeing Lorg
steadily.

"All right''-' he snapped. "I will at-

tempt arbitration. But I make my
own demands, and follow my own
judgment thereafter!"
Once again the opti-screen in the

Earth people's prison chamber flared

with pulsing lights. The Alien Su-

perior gazed dawn at them, singling
out Shelton.

"Dr. Rodney Shelton," began Lorg,
"you have authority, I believe, that

can connect directly with your su-

preme Earth Government? What yon
say. they will believe—and c*nsider?"

"Yes." snapped Shelton. "But how
do you know that ? How—

"

The sounds made by the alien might
have been amused laughter.

"Do not be astounded," he mur-
mured. "We have been in contact with
Earth affairs for a long time. Not only
through radio, but by gleaning infor-

mation from Earth minds—those

whose bodies we have in suspended
animation. We developed the cold

force for that purpose, as well as for a

weapon. The cold force is a pseudo-
magnetic field that absorbs all elec-

trical nerve currents in the human
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Greeley tallowed with lao more of the stricken

«e» (Copter I)

body. The nerves become dead,

frozen, but without affecting any of

the other organs.

"Those bodies in suspended anima-

tion are a library of information to U3.

We are far more fully aware of your
affairs than you would believe possi-

ble ! We know much of your science,

history, social structure, and your in-

terplanetary program of expansion.

Daily, we gather more information,

with our psychic-extractor appara-

tus."

Shelton was tense with horror at the

thought of human bodies kept in the

pseudo-death, like mechanical records,

for the aliens to delve into their

minds.

®flT THINK I can promise you," he

.said harshly, "that when Earth
finds out about this, you will be blast-

ed out of existence. You have done
things that make you a bitter enemy
of mankind t"

"Those men are unharmed," re-

turned the alien, half apologetically.

"The psychic-extraction does not af-

fect them. I would not wish to earn

the wrath you promise. I wish to open
arbitration with Earth, in fact!'*

"For what?" Sheltgn asked bluntly.

"For control—absolute, undivided
control'—of certain planets. You
might call it a ceding of planets!"

There it was, staring them starkly

in the face. Shelton was staggered a

little, though it had not been a com-

1
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plete surprise. He was being asked to
inform his home authority that an un-
suspected outside power, an alien race
from somewhere beyond Saturn,
wanted planets for its own empire! It

was utterly fantastic"!

"Which planets?" he managed to
query, trying to keep cool.

"Pluto, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn
and Jupiter—and all their moons!"
Lorg calmly informed. "My race is

very prolific. The three outer planets
are ours in all but name already; our
people inhabit them. We are asking
only for recognition there of what al-

ready is ours. But Saturn and Ju-
piter, in addition, must be ceded to

us by Earth!"
The four Earth people looked at one

another. Was this some monstrous
joke, spawned in the mind of an alien
who aspired to an impossible tin-pot
empire?
"You can't be serious!" retorted

Shelton, He suddenly laughed short-
ly. The thing was ridiculous!
Lorg's alien features drew up tight-

ly in what was obvious even to Earth
eyes as outraged anger,
"Cease your laughter, Earthling!"

he snarled, his repugnant face thrust-
ing forward in the screen. "Those are
my demands. If I must, I am prepared
to take Saturn and Jupiter. The day
of earthly dominion over them is fin-

ished. I, Lorg, say it!"

Shelton was quickly in the grip of

equal anger.
"Taka them?" he blazed. "Against

all the Earth forces? You are mad,
Lorg ! Earth might conceivably waive
jurisdiction over the three outer
planets, since you say your race in-

habits them, but Saturn and Jupiter
are out of the question!"

Lorg had turned his face and spoke
lo someone unseen by the Earthlings.
Nor could they guess that what he said
was : ''You see, Murv? Arbitration is

impossible."
They heard another voice answer,

but did not Understand when Murv
answered in the alien tongue:
"Your demands are too high. Saturn

and Jupiter are theirs!"

Only the tone of Lorg's reply, "You
anger me, Murv. Go!" was under-

standable to the four as Lorg turned
back to the mystified Earth people.
"We shall see about arbitration. Dr.

Rodney Shelton!" he said ominously.
"Perhaps Earth will soon be glad to

do so, at my terms !"

"Wait!" said Shelton thoughtfully.
"Perhaps it would be best after all.

I'll do it, Lorg!"
The other three stared at Shelton.

Was it possible he had been cowed by
the alien? He seemed to look so. The
Alien Superior peered at him nar-
rowly.

'T know what goes on in your mind,
Earthling," he said shortly. "You
would simply make that an excuse to

contact Earth and have warships come
winging. Fool! I would know of a

way to prevent you. But no matter
now, I have decided not to arbitrate

at this time!"
His image vanished.

SHELTON lurched away from the

opti-screen, sank weakly into a

chair. The stark revelation of the past
few minutes was almost more than
the human rnind could accept with-
out, he felt, going mad.
"Holy Jupiter!" Traft was exclaim-

ing. "Wants five planets for his em-
pire, and apparently is ready to fight

for them." He balled his fists. "He
won't be so eager after a taste of the

kind of war Earth people put up in

big doses!"
^That's the trouble!" Shelton's

voice was worried. "Think once.

What fighting forces have we? Actual
fighting forces? AH the Space Navy
has had to worry about is traffic duty
in the spaceways, rescue of stranded
ships, and battling a few pirates. In
total, the Navy consists of only a

dozen battleships, built just in case, a
few hundred Space Rangers, and a few
thousand lightly armed ships that

haven't fired a gun in years,"

He made a sweeping gesture. "Sup-
pose the enemy, planning long, have
thousands and thousands of ships

—

"

He stopped, appalled at his own sug-
gestion.

Traft was unworried. "What good
would superiority in space battles do
them, granting that? We have people
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on Jupiter and Saturn. Their space
ships couldn't tight ground forces.

They'd need ground forces. And I

doubt they can stand up under the

sun without going blind, and get-

ting a heat stroke. Unless they were
bio-conditioned. But they don't know
about that."

Shelton suddenly went cold. Un-
less they were bio-conditioned! Was
that where he came in, in the aliens'

plans?
He jumped up.

"Talk is useless," he ejaculated

forcefully. "Earth must be warned!
Earth must strike first—wipe out this

alien nest! If we could only get in

touch with our men in the ships, on
the surface—

"

He strode to their vac-suits and
grabbed up his own, with the helmet-

radio attachment. He snapped it on,

holding the helmet upside down, and
spoke tensely into the tiny micro-
phone.
"ETBI-Fourteen, attention! ETBI-

Fourteen, attention! Shelton calling!"

He tried this for long minutes be-

fore he gave up. "Not enough range,

as I expected," he groaned hopeless-

ly. The helmet-radios were for suit to

suit converse, at short ranges of a few
hundred feet. He whirled. "We've got

to get to the surface!"
"Guards outside," muttered Hugh

Benning. "They'll be more watchful
since I made my break.
"Never mind about guards!" Traft

rumbled grimly.
"But they'd run us down," Benning

said in a monotone. "And we have no
guns."
The four looked at one another

helplessly. They had priceless, vita!

information that should go to Earth,
and no way to transmit it.

Shelton paced up and down with a

concentrated frown. "Get thinking,

all of you!" he urged. "One way or

another, we've got to escape!"

Traft made a mental inventory,

aloud. "No guns, no lights, no weap-
ons of any sort. We're outnumbered
a hundred to one. We have to have
some way of holding them off for

about ten minutes, while running up
the slope."

"Light would do it," mused Shelton.

"Bright light alone! Their eyes are

extremely sensitive to light, and
therefore blinded by what to us is

normal light."

^tRAFT was looking around.

M- "There's not a thing here to help

us." he growled. "No flashlights, can-

dles, or even matches."
"Matches!" murmured Benning

tonelessly. "They would be useless

anyway. Things don't burn in the

thin Iapetus air!"

Myra Benning, less despondent
than her brother, pointed at the glo-

bular bulb hanging from the ceiling,

shedding its pale reddish glow over

the room.
"Can we use that?"
Shelton shook his head. "Too dim.

Some kind of cold light, without blue

rays. We need something with strong

blue rays. They are the strongest/'

He snapped his fingers suddenly.

"Listen, all o£ you!" He held up the

helmet-radio at which he had been
staring. "If we can find a way to

short the battery and produce an arc,

we'd get a bright light, much brighter

than our flashlights were. An arc

would blind them so thoroughly we'd
have a chance to get away! Well
try it! How about you, Benning?
Can you go out there without a suit

again?"
Benning nodded. "I'll go as far as I

can."
"And after that 1*11 carry you!"

finished Traft. "Let's get set-
ready for them when they come with
food!"
When three aliens entered with

food a little later they let out hearse
cries as three determined Earthmen
attacked with whirlwind speed. Ben-
ning tripped one and struck him on
the head with a table leg. Shelton
knocked his adversary out with a
clean uppercut. Traft disposed of

the third with a hammerlike blow to

the forehead. Taken by surprise, the
aliens were easy prey, although in a
normal fight they might have been
more effective, using their taloned

hands.
"Come onl"
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Shelton hustled Myra into the lock
left open by the aliens, the others fol-

ing a moment later. The outer
seal flung open, automatically, after

the inner seal had closed. They
stepped out.

Hugh Benning gasped as he met the

frigid, sparse air outside, but set his
lips grimly. A dozen outside guards
stared for a moment in surprise, then
leaped forward. Shelton was fum-
bling with his gauntled hands at the
two bare wires he had previously
drawn from the radio coils, at the
peak of his helmet. He touched the
wires and then drew, them slightly
apart.

A blinding blue radiance shot from
the contact as hot sparks sizzled
across the gap. In the thin air, con-
ditions were ideal for a high voltage
spark. The advancing aliens let out
painful shrieks as the glaring light
bathed their light-sensitive eyes.

They flung up their arms and stag-
gered back.
Shelton set the lead away from the

city, up the slope. It was a long
stretch. If the arc lasted till the top,

they were not likely to be cut off.

They would have to take their chances
with any cold beams.
As they bounded up the incline, the

whole city seemed to burst into

movement. Aliens rushed from all

sides, shouting in their queer, disso-

nant tones. But the blazing arc at the
top of Shelton's helmet kept them off.

They, would approach within thirty or

forty feet, try to run against the light

with face averted, and finally reel

back, rubbing their tortured eyes.

TO them, Shelton knew, it was like

running toward a hot, incandes-
cent furnace whose beams would burn
their eyes out, and whose heat

crackled on their scaly skin. Skin on
which water at just above the freez-

ing point would have felt like live

steam!
Once in a while the arc sputtered,

and Shelton had to reach up quickly
to adjust the gap. Several times, the
instantly numbing force of a cold

beam struck at them and made them
stumble. But each time it died away

as quickly. The operators were hav-
ing a hard time focusing on what to

them looked like an unveiled sun.
On and on they raced. Time and

again the aliens would have cut them
off except for the blue-bright ball of
fire they could not face. But gradu-
ally the arc weakened. The small bat-

teries were being quickly drained.

With a hundred feet to go, the arc

flickered out entirely.

Instantly the aliens leaped forward,
in the dark which was normal to them.
Traft, at the rear, began lashing out
with pummeling fists, fighting them
off. A dynamic whirlwind, he pro-

tected the other three completely.
They gained the top. Shelton whirled
to help Traft, but saw he wasn't
needed. The big pilot had just picked
up an alien bodily and flung him
among the rest. Then he dashed up,
grunting exultantly.

Brazenly he stood for a moment at

the slope's rim, taking a camera snap
as a gesture of defiance to the aliens.

"You and that fool camera!" barked
Shelton. "Come onl"
A cold beam bit at their muscles,

but they staggered through into the
corridor leading to the surface. Here
they knew they could easily get away,
protecting their rear. The aliens did
not even follow, as though shirking
the prospect of facing the ferocious
Earthmen in a narrow space.

Hugh Benning let out a bubbling
gasp suddenly and collapsed. Traft
caught him and swung him to his

shoulder without lessening his pace.

"Made it!" panted Shelton.

"Though we'll have to watch for

guards at the cave mouth."

CHAPTER XII

Message to Earth

HEN the glow of the city be-

hind them died away, Stygian
gloom slowed them down. Shelton
fumbled with the wires and managed
to eke a little more current out of the
batteries, enough to give a dim, sput-

tering radiance. It served to warn of

w
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outjutting rocks and treacherous un-
derfooting.
But finally the glow of the cave

mouth appeared ahead, like a stead?
candle, and they entered the large

cavern. The guard detail of aliens,

evidently warned of their coming, had
their path blocked with their cold

beam projector. Its paralyzing grip

touched them.
Shelton raised his voice in a shout

to the two Rangers that had been left

on guard. Two flashlight beams
stabbed into the cavern, centered on
the Earthmen for a minute and then

swung to the aliens. Guns spoke and
with wild cries the aliens flung them-
selves flat. Shelton and his party
raced past.

The two Rangers greeted them
warmly.
"Glad you're back, sir," they said,

saluting Shelton. "We were about to

organize a search party. Where are

the others?"
"No time to explain now!" Shelton

said shortly, and headed for the shir*.

The sun had set. The desolate

topography of Iapetus was eerily lit

by a blend of starlight and the reddish
glow of Saturn hanging like a moon
in the sky. The scene was quiet,

peaceful. Shelton found it hard to

believe they had just returned from
a bustling city deep underground.
It had all been like a nightmare,
tumultuous and unreal.

Within the welcome interior of the
ETBI-14 again, the bruised and bat-

tered party took off their vac-suits,

and basked in the warmth of the ship.

Shelton left all explanations for Trait
to make and dashed for the pilot's

cupola. He jerked over the radio stud.

"Dr. Rodney Shelton of ETBI call-

ing from Iapetus!'* he harked into the
microphone. "Titan station, please
answer immediately!"
He repeated the call several times,

using the full power of the ship's

radio. Waiting for the return call,

he fidgeted nervously, cursing radio
operators who couldn't see blinking
signal lights before their very eyes.

At last a rather sleepy voice an-
swered:
"Titan station. Go ahead. Dr. Shel-

ton."

"Emergency V* he snapped. "Get
this and get it right! Call the Navy
outposts, both yours and on Rhea,
and say I want every fighting ship

available here at Iapetus, as soon as

possible. There is to be no delay.

This is a matter of vital importance.

Tell them an alien menace is here that

requires their presence. Every fight-

ing ship! Is that clear?"

His keenly stirred mind seizing on
the smallest details, Shelton timed the

reply just right—forty seconds from
Titan, at opposition to Iapetus, three

million miles, back and forth.

The operator's voice was no longer

sleepy, but puzzled. "This is such an
unusual request, sir J" he objected.

"Are you sure — " He broke off.

"Please give me opti-screen contact,

Dr. Shelton. Routine, you under-
stand."

Shelton growled, but was aware
that the operator had the right to be
startled, and careful. This was per-

haps the most momentous call that

had ever hummed across the ether

lines. Shelton switched on the icono-

scope and adjusted its electrodes
rapidly to catch his face clearly in di-

rect focus.

Wj^tf'QW," he declared, knowing
l^m he would be recognized, "I

want those ships immediately. Then
call me back." Just to make it stronger
and avoid any delaying red-tape, he
added : "If you question my author-
ity, you're questioning the authority

of Extra-Terra Bio-Institute! Under-
stand? 1 '

Forty seconds later : "Yes, Dr. Shel-

ton ! I'll call the outposts imme-
diately. And then call you back."

The operator's excited voice clipped

off.

Ten minutes later his signal light

flickered and Shelton rushed back
from the pilot port. He had been star-

ing out at space, beyond Saturn, won-
dering where out there lay the alien

civilization that had sprung upon the

ken of man with such blinding, threat-

ening swiftness.

"Titan station reporting," said the

operator alertly, "Both Navy out-
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posts have answered. Dr. Shelton.
They will send all available ships as

quickly as possible, though it will

take a little time to organize the de-

tails. The Rhea outpost says it will

have five Rangers there in about eight

hours, others to follow. Anything
else, sir?"

"Yes," Shelton stated. "Put me
through on a line to radio-central,

Earth, right away."
"Go ahead, Dr. Shelton!" acknowl-

edged the Titan operator, after the
appropriate time lapse.

Shelton spoke slowly and dis-

tinctly.

"Radio-central, Earth. Dr. Rodney
Shelton of Expedition Ship ETB1-
Faurteen calling. Attention, Director
Grant Beatty, by transcription, if

necessary. Say this: 'Director Beatty,
I've been on Iapetus just ten hours
and in those ten hours the incredible

has happened. Aliens, intelligent be-

ings, are on Iapetus. That's a bare,

unbelievable statement. I know it will

shock you.'"
Shelton went on to give the details,

as far as he thought necessary.

"'And so, Director,' he concluded
grimly, 'this alien menace has been
flowering secretly on the three outer
plants. They are looking inward.
They have a foothold in ouf empire,

on Iapetus. They must never get any
further! I don't know what powers
the aliens have, but they must have
a highly developed science. It is evi-

dent from what we've seen and heard.

Lorg, the Superior, as he calls him-
self, radiated confidence that he could

get what they wanted, by force if not
arbitration. I can only describe him
as a devilish character, capable of
devilish plans and deeds!'"
Carried by humming radio waves

across the deep gulf of interplanetary

space, Shelton's voice became hard,

inflexible.

"'My idea is to force their hand.
I've called for all available fighting

ships from Titan and Rhea. Send
from Earth a fleet of whatever ships

can be spared. If necessary, the

aliens must be blasted out of Iapetus!

I know, Director Beatty, that you'll

want me to leave Iapetus immediately.

when you hear this. But I'm staying!
Don't waste breath begging, demand-
ing or cajoling me back right now.
I'm here to see this thing through.

I'll open negotiations with the aliens

as soon as the first ships arrive. I'll

await acknowledgment of this call.'"

SHELTON turned away from the
radio, heaving a great sigh.

Earth had been informed. Regardless
of what happened to him, the most im-
portant thing had been taken care of.

As he stepped away, the signal light

flashed, signifying another call. Shel-
ton turned back, and started, as the
strangely leering face of Lorg, the
Alien Superior, rippled into the glow-
ing opti-screen

!

"You made a clever escape, Dr. Rod-
ney Shelton!" remarked the alien im-
perturbably. "You Earthlings are re-

sourceful. I also overheard your re-

cent radio message." The voice be-

came ominous. "It will avail you
nothing, Earthman! I am ready to

strike. You will be too late with your
attack t"

"We'll see about that!" Shelton
drawled easily. "When our armed
space ships are ready to blast away.
If you attack me tonight, remember
that I have an armed space ship with
me, and several expert gunners."

"I will not attack you," scoffed

Lorg. "It is not necessary, in the

least." A queer expression flitted

across his repugnant features, ar.d the
hoarse cackle that came from his lips

made Shelton's nerves grate. "I say
only one thing to you. Watch at

dawn !" He cackled again, omin-
ously. "Watch at dawn, Earthman!"
Down tn his chamber, the Alien-

Superior turned from his screen

when Shelton's face had vanished.

"Go," he commanded his aide.

"Spread the word. The hour has

come I"

The aide saluted and sped away, his

face gleaming.
Murv, who was there, pressed his

lips together. "'You have made your

move, Lorg," he said quietly. "Let us

hope it was the right one. You have
incurred the wrath of the Earth peo-
ple. I have often told you of their
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dangerousness when aroused. The
chance for peaceful arbitration may
be lost forever!"

Lorg's ruthless face flared with
anger. "Murv, you annoy me with
your childish fears. Go!" He added
a threat: "And take care that I do not

depose you from all authority one of

these days, if you try to hinder me!"
Murv turned away with a shrug, his

face stony. . . .

In deep thought, Shelton made his

way from the pilot's cupola to the

horror at the fate of those who had
not returned from the cavern of alien

menace.
Shelton briefly gave the details of

his radio calls. Then he counted his

forces- The three engine men, two
ETBI men, two Rangers here and two
left as guard in their ship—twelve

men, including himself. And a girl.

He turned to the Rangers. "You
two go back to your ship. Keep one
man on guard in case anything pops
during the night."
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main cabin. Why was the Alien Su-
perior so confident? What did he
have up his sleeve? Watch at dawn!
What was going to happen at dawn?
The occupants of the cabin looked

up at Shelton's preoccupied, haggard
face. Myra Benning had nursed her
brother back to consciousness, but he
lay weakly in a bonk, still breathing
stertorously, Traft had just finished

telling the story of their experiences
underground. The listening men
were looking at each other in shocked

They saluted and left. When the
air-seal had hissed shut again, Shelton
swung on his two ETBI men.

£?^rOU'VE made preliminary

M- tests of the lapetus conditions
—enough to give a rough approxima-
tion of bio-conditioning steps?"
"Not quite finished," answered one

of the biologists. "Couple hours' work
on it yet."

"Then we'll finish it now," Shelton
decided. "We must transmit the data



to Earth, in case it comes to the
point"—his eyes blazed—"where bio-

conditioned fighting men are needed
to rout out the aliens, Mark, you stick

at the radio, for any calls. You three
engineers keep watch at the ports.

Lorg said he wouldn't attack us, but I

don't trust him. They might try to

come sneaking up in the night. Miss
Benning"—his voice became gentler
as he turned to the worn girl

—

"you'd better get some rest. This has
been a trying day for you."
"I'm going to help you, Dr. Shel-

ton," she quickly interposed. "Hugh's
asleep and won't need me."

Shelton admired the way she had
drawn herself together.

"Incidentally," he said, "you've done
a great service to the Empire

!

Through your search For your brother,
the aliens were discovered sooner.
Lock at it that way, not that you led
brave men to a living death. They can
yet be rescued. But with the alien
menace uncovered. We've stolen a
march on them!"
The girl's eyes brightened. It had

not been pleasant to think of her part
in the half-tragic events since the
landing.

"But we've work to do!"
Shelton led the way to the small but

completely equipped laboratory in the

back of the ship. They plunged into

their work. The Iapetus air was
checked and rechecked for density,
pressure and mean temperature. Cos-
mic radiation was recorded, by means
of a sensitive Geiger counter. An
anesthetized guinea pig was put in a
pressure tube, dosed with adaptene,
and his reactions to Iapetus' condi-
tions noted, his bloud count taken.
Rough, hurried approximations they

were, but Shelton knew he must race
against time. Data went down rapidly

under Myra's flying fingers.

CHAPTER XIII

At Dawn!

AS soon as Traft's voice thundered
down from the pilot room, an-

nouncing the return Earth call, Shel-
ton hastily grabbed up the single rec-

ord sheet and raced up.
"Mark." he demanded, rapidly add-

ing a few words at the top of the
paper, "you know the secret code of
your Planetary Survey Service?"
"Like I know my own name!" as-

sured Traft readily, pushing aside his
dry chemical developing kit, with
which he had been making prints.

"Code this!"

Shelton turned to the radio. Direc-
tor Beatty's forceful face, half twisted
out of shape with amazement, was in
the screen. Only three hours had
elapsed since Shelton's call. It was
probably a record for a return call

across the stupendous nine-hundred-
million-mile stretch between Earth
and Saturn.
"Director Beatty calling Dr. Rod-

ney Shelton on Iapetus." said the
image's lips. "Your message was re-

ceived in full. I need hardly say it's

the most startling news I or the world
ever received. An intelligent, unsus-
pected alien race in the Solar System
—an underground city at the doorstep
of the Empire—miraculous science!
If it were anybody else but you re-

porting that, Shelton, I'd refuse to be-

lieve it
!"

A hand reached up to mop a sweat-
ing brow. "An armed Earth fleet is

already being organized. They will ar-

rive at Iapetus in four days, at mul-
tiple acceleration. We can't tolerate
any subversive program, defying our
jurisdiction on the planets. Saturn
and all its moons are an official part of

our Empire. The aliens must leave, or

be driven away!"
The Director's eyes stared out com-

mendingly at Shelton. "Everything
you've done is right, Shelton. But
don't go any further. You've exposed
the aliens. When the first armed ships
arrive, from Rhea, simply have them
on guard. Officials will arrive with
the fleet from Earth, to take up nego-
tiations." The eyes twinkled slightly.

"I should command you to leave for

Earth immediately. However, I

won't, to save you the embarrassment
of a court martial later. I'm trusting
you not to be reckless."
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His voice became serious. "But this

is a grave situation facing the Empire.
How grave, I suppose none of us
knows yet. Report to me the instant

anything new comes up. Signing
off."

The bearded face faded from the

screen, but Shelton hurriedly called

the Titan relay station for another

line to Earth radio-central.

"Director Beatty!" he called when
the connection was completed. "After

I sent my message to you, Lorg, the

Alien Superior called me! He had lis-

tened in. He is p»obably listening

now! So I'm sending the rest in secret

code. Planetary Survey."
He went on in the code that Traft

was rapidly transposing from the rec-

ord sheet, calling out letter by letter

swiftly and clearly. The decoded
message ran:
Important to leave nothing to chance.

Have thousand men bio-conditioned for

Iapetus, in ea»* netded to ttorro under-
ground city. Data, follows.

Shelton's voice droned on for an-
other half hour, with the laboring
Traft barely able to keep ahead with
his coding. Finally it was done, and
Shelton heaved a sigh of relief.

"There!" he said. "We're another
jump ahead of the aliens!"

DOWN in the main cabin, a tan-

talizing odor met them. With
the limited facilities of the ship, Myra
Benning had managed to prepare an
appetising meal. Shelton was hungry,
despite the cheerless situation. And
for awhile they were able to keep up
a dinner conversation free of the
thoughts uppermost in their minds, re-

laxing somewhat from their tense-

ness.

"We have four hours till dawn," said
Shelton, consulting the chart of Iape-

tus* day-and-night periods. He
yawned. "The ships from Rhea will

be here two hours later. Let's get

some sleep till then. We'll have one
man on guard, turn about."

This arranged, they went to their

separate bunks. Shelton threw himself
down, fully clothed. His head hum-
med with the breath-taking events
that had burst like a bombshell into

the course of things. Many things

had been answered since the day on.

Earth when the ship Tyebo had land-

ed with two alive out of a crew of ten.

But many things remained to be an-

swered. In what bizarre way would
they be revealed?

Shelton's nerves quieted as he be-

came drowsy. He felt satisfaction in

how it had all turned out so Ear. In
a few hours armed Earth ships would
arrive, to hold the aliens at bay. Yet
in the back of his mind, like a haunt-
ing refrain, thrummed Lorg's strange

words: "Watch at dawn !" What
could it mean?
He turned over. He had the watch

at that period. He would watch at

dawn. He slept. . . .

A hand shook Shelton's shoulders.
He awoke from a troubled sleep,

nerves throbbing.
"Your watch, sir," said the engineer

whose vigil was over.

Shelton arose and made his way
through the dimmed cabin to the

pilot's cupola, where a sweeping vision

all around the ship was possible. He
stared around at the desolate, barren
landscape, glinting somberly in star-

light. Saturn, had set in the sky of

Iapetus. Soon the Sun would rise.

Shelton pressed a hand to his fore-

head, wondering why his nerves
should be jangling so much. Sudden-
ly he started. Was tt his nerves, or
was it his whole body, the whole ship,

and the very ground it stood on? Ab-
ruptly Shelton realized that was so.

A subtle vibration trembled through
the entire ship! He was aware now,
too, that he had felt that steady tremor
in his sleep, for at least an hour!
He pressed his feet firmly to the

floor. The strongest vibration came
from below, from the ground. Was it

some sort of Iapetus quake? It felt

as though the whole satellite were
quivering and trembling. The aliens

—underground! Did it have any con*
nection with them?
The Sun roee. Small and feeble

though its reflection was, it made an
appreciable contrast to dark night.

Shafts of light speared down, dispell-

ing shadows, gleaming from crystal-

line peaks. It was strangely, haunt-
ingly beautiful, this sunrise on an-



other world, but Shelton's mind kept
humming those relentless, maddening
phrases: "Watch at dawn! Watch at

dawn !**

Shelton glanced at the chronometer
above the pilot's keyboard. And a
startled cry burst from his lips.

The dawn bad been ten minutes
late!

The electrically - operated clock

could not be wrong. The chart of Ia-

petus' rotation could not be wrong.
Yet the sun had peeped above the ho-
rizon fully ten minutes behind time!

SHELTON'S face was white,

drained of blood. His hands were
trembling fitfully. His heart skipped
a beat, then began to pound furiously.

For of all the things that man depends
on with a blind faith, it is the clock-
work of the heavens. The certainty
of sunset and sunrise on split second
schedule, for ages on end without fail,

whether on Earth or any other world.
"What is it, Hod?"
Traft spoke from the door. The

others were behind him, awakened by
his involuntary cry, which had re-

sounded through the still ship.

"Ten minutes late!" Shelton whis-
pered hoarsely. "The sun

—

"

"What!" roared Traft, blinking
dumfoundedly. "You must be wrong.
Rod! That would mean the rotation
of this whole satellite has changed !"

Hugh Benning ran forward, grabbed
up the space sextant and trained it,

then compared its readings to the chart
of Iapetus' rotation and revolution.

The others waited breathlessly. Fi-
nally he set the instrument down care-

fully, and turned a drawn face.

"It's true!" he breathed. "Impos-
sible, but true. The rotation of Iapetus
has been slowed and—

"

He let out a sharp cry and flung a
hand up, pointing. Saturn had risen
above the horizon, opposite the sun.

"Saturn just set!" groaned Shelton.
bewildered. "How can it rise again,

and go the opposite way? Even the
slowing of rotation couldn't account
for that!"

"No," Benning croaked. "It means
that Iapetus' rotation and revolution
both have changed! Iapetus has left

its orbit!"

Traft lunged forward, picking up
the sextant. He angled Saturn and the
sun, put the figures down, and ran his
finger down the trigonometric scale
fastened above the pilot board.
"We have a velocity of a hundred

miles a second, relative to Saturn, with
the sun as a fixed point," he announced.
"The orbital velocity is supposed to

be only two miles a second. So Iapetus
is streaking out of the orbit, at a tan-
gent, in the general direction of

—

Pluto!"
The appalling fact was like a living

force.

"We're on a runaway satellite!"

Shelton summed it up as calmly as he
could. "But worlds don't just sud-
denly slip out of their orbits, after
ages of cutting the same groove, obey-
ing the laws of gravitation. Iapetus
has been forced out— by the aliens!
This vibration going through the
whole satellite

—

"

"The Great Machine!" Hugh Ben-
ning cried wildly. "I knew it meant
something unbelievable. That great
machine, buried deep, motivates the
satellite as though it were a space
ship ! Now you'll believe me, Shelton,
that they have a miraculous science

—

incredible science ! Greater than
ours !"

Shelton jerked erect. "I wouldn't
say that." he fiercely defended, "More
developed in one direction, perhaps,
but not necessarily superior. And
they're not going to get far with this,

whatever crazy scheme it leads to.

When the ships from Rhea arrive
—

"

HE stopped, his jaw suddenly
dropping.

"If they arrive!" croaked Benning.
"Two hours from now they'll arrive
at the point in Iapetus' orbit where
Iapetus used to be! They'll look
around, dazed, and recheck their
course chart. They won't find an er-

ror in that. They'll look for Iapetus,
but it will only be a pinpoint star by
then, no different from the other
Stars,"

"Stop it !" shouted Shelton, but he
knew Benning was right, of course.

Shelton knew Benning had spoken
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with inexorable scientific exactness.

At their present velocity of 100 miles

a second, they would be three-quarters

of a million miles from where the ships

would arrive. At that distance, small

Iapetus, much smaller than Earth's

moon and three times further away,
would be just a bright, starlike object.

The ship's men would have no reason

to single it out as the lost satellite,

from all the other bright stars of open
spaee.

Shelton dived for the radio. "What's
the matter with me?" he muttered.
"Can't we teH them what has happened
and where we are?"
But as soon as he snapped the

switch, a sinking feeling came over

him. The speaker blared forth with a

confused crackle, as though all the
static in the universe had poured into

its coils. Some powerful interference

was jamming the ether lines.

Shelton tried desperately, twisting
the rheostat to full power.

"Iapetus calling the Rhea ships!

Please answer !"

But no answer came. No answer
could, it seemed, worm through that

barrage of interference.

He gave a glad cry suddenly, that
as quickly changed to startled disap-

pointment. The face of Lorg, Alien
Superior, blinked into the optL-screen.

His voice came through clearly as the

discordant noises became a rustling

background. His powerful wave, from
so near, was able to work through.
"You can't signal those ships. Dr.

Rodney Shelton!" the alien said with
aggravating conviction. "Nor any
ship, unless it should happen to pass
within a few dozen miles. But no
ships are going to blunder that close.

Iapetus is lost to the Solar System.
We are motivating it away, by means
of our Great Machine, underground.
Our scale shows an inch of displace-

ment each second, or a rate of a hun-
dred miles a second away from Saturn,

I was not—what is that Earth word?
—bluffing, was I, when I said your
planned attack would come too late?"

Shelton glared at him, unable to

speak because of rage, frustration and
choking hatred. He had never felt

s;ich a burning hate before. His fists

clenched till his knuckles were white.

"I see you cannot speak," the alien

mocked. "You are too stupefied by
what has occurred. And you hate me

!

It is the hatred of inferior beings for

one superior!"
Shelton reached to snap the screen

off.

"Wait!" The Alien Superior went
on. "Do not try to leave this moving
satellite in your ships, which would be
your next move. Disaster will follow

if you try. There is a stricture of

space, a warp, surrounding the globe.

Your ships cannot pass it. It would
take far more power than your engines

produce. You are prisoners— or

guests. You will not be harmed. I

have need of you later, Dr. Shelton!"

The repulsive alien visage glided

out of the screen.

CHAPTER XIV

Trapped on the Runaway World

THERE was silence within the

ETBI-14 for a moment. Then
Trait's voice boomed out.

"It's a bluff!" he scoffed. "About
not being able to leave."

"It may or it may not be," Shelton
said slowly. "But I think it has to be

tried. It's our on>y chance to get word
to the System. And we don't know
what that devil has up his sleeve. The
Ranger ship must be used. It's light-

er—more take-off power. Power is the

thing needed. To judge from Lorg's
warning, more power than any ship

has."

"There's one way to power up a ship

specially at take-off," said Traft. "By
resetting the timing of the rockets,

and hand-pumping fuel at all the lines.

I'd need"—he counted around—"every

man here except two !'*

Shelton faced the company hag-
gardly. "Every man except two—to

defy death!" he said wearily. "The
Erst attempt will probably be the only

chance to try it Yet it has to be tried,

doesn't it?"

They all nodded. Shelton went on:
"As for the two men—

"



Traft interrupted. "Benning's one;
he's sick. You're the other, Rod!"
The big pilot spoke frankly, facing his

friend. "If the ship cracks up, you'll

at least he left here. And you're the
one most qualified to outwit the aliens,

in some other way." He grinned
wryly. "It's a sort o£ devil-and-tbe-
deep choice. It's even-Steven either

way, Rod!"
Shelton saw the logic of that, though

at first it seemed he was being asked
to shirk taking his chances.

"All right," he said gruffly.

It was no time for heroics, though
Solomon himself would not have been
able to say which was the most heroic
choice.

Traft. as pilot, took charge, order-
ing the men into vac -suits. After sol-

emn farewells, they trudged to the
Ranger ship.

Shelton, Myra Benning and her
brother, alone in the ETBI-14,
watched from the pilot's cupola. After
half an hour, while the Ranger ship's

engine had been idling, and the men
instructed, Traft's big, cheery face ap-

peared in the opti-screen, behind the

visor of hts vac-suit,

"AH set !" he said.

Shelton had thought of a hundred
things he wanted to say to his friend
at this final, chilling moment which
might be thei r 1 ast together. B ut

something choked him.
"Good luck, old man!" was all he

could bring out, in a dry. hoarse voice.

"Watch me ram through that

damned warp of his!" promised the

big pilot, waving; nonchalantly as

though departing on a pleasure cruise.

But they could see the set grimness
behind his wide grin.

He stared at Shelton oddly for a
moment, then.

"You know where my camera is.

Rod." he said softly. "It's yours—in

case,"

Shelton nodded blankly. It was the

big pilot's way of acknowledging the

moment.
His image flickered out.

Shelton watched tensely. It was
their last chance now to get word to
the Rhea ships, so that the runaway
satellite could be traced. If this

failed. Lorg and his aliens would have
escaped entirely, free to carry on their
plans, whatever they were. The Ran-
ger ship must get through that threat-

ened, invisible barrier. Simply must.

THE long, sleek ship out there

trembled. Long tongues of sear-
ing flame shot from its underside. It

catapulted up suddenly, into the sun-
shine, like a roaring monster. Rock-
ets blasted away at the rear, to give it

a forward momentum and thus tear

away from Iapetus' gravity at a tan-
gent. Gathering speed swiftly, it

launched itself into the sky.
Shelton held his breath. Where

would the mysterious "warp" mani-
fest itself? What was it? What
would it do?

Dr. Shelton tried to quiet his grow-
ing horror. Traft was at the controls;
big, powerful, indomitable Traft with
the strength of a bull and the cunning
skill of piloting in the spaceways. He
would win through!
The sleek Ranger ship hurtled up-

ward, driven by powerful blasts sel-

dom used in take-offs. Against an un-
known force, Traft was pitting every
ounce of ramming power the ship had.
Split seconds passed with the drawn-
out beat of hours,
A gasp of horror was wrung from

the lips of the three watchers in the
ETBI-14. The Ranger ship, drilling

into the sky nose foremost, stopped
almost abruptly, a thousand yards
above. As though it had struck a wall
of steel, the nose flattened and bent
Shiveringly, the rest of the long tor-

pedo hull telescoped upon itself with
a terrific grinding noise that even the

thin air of Iapetus carried as a grating
thunder.

Shelton stared with fixed eyes that
refused to turn away. The wreck
dropped like a stone, a broken, twisted
thing without Bemblance to the ship
it had been a second before- It crashed
°n jagged rocks, and fell apart as

though it were a rotten apple. Nausea
twisted Shelton's stomach.
One soul-torn shriek escaped Myra

Benning's Hps. "Those men!" she
cried, looking down at the destroyed
ship.
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"No use hoping for them," muttered

Shelton, with an infinite ache in his

whole body.
His very soul shook at thought of

bodies ground to quivering, bloody

shreds, their lives snuffed out like

snapping strings.

"Dead, every one of them," he said

tonelessly.

"I think you're wrong!" said Hugh
Benning. "Something is moving near

the wreck—by that red rock. Thrown
clear."

stumbling pilot back.

Inside again, * Traft's suit was

stripped off and he was laid on a bunk.

For a nunute he lay with closed eyes,

breathing heavily. Finally he opened
his eyes—and grinned.

"Here I am!" he whispered weakly.

"Can't kill me off so easy I"

Shelton shook his head. "You're

alive, though you shouldn't be. The
pilot's cupola cracked into it Srst.

You should have been ground to a

powder."
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Shelton let out a startled yelp. "It's

Trait!"

It was. Unmistakably a giant figure

in a vac-suit was crawling to its feet,

a dozen yards from the shapeless mess
of the wreckage. It rose stagger-

ingly, helmet twisting as though to

locate the ETBI-14, then reeled to-

ward them.

Shelton was in his own vac-suit,

and was out in less time than he had
ever taken before. He sped across the

intervening distances, helped the

Traft sat up, vitality once again

flowing through his veins.

"Call it a miracle," he said simply.

"AH I know is the Universe cracked

open and I fell through. The Grim
Reaper just didn't call my number,
though"—his eyes went bleak—"he

reaped plenty!" His fists clenched.

"Damn that Lorgt" he snarled. "If

there ever was a fiend
—

"

"A seienriftc fiend V put in Hugh
Banning hopelessly. "With super-

science at his command. We're



trapped now, completely I"

"|^ONE of them could deny that.
•1.™ Shelton realized that the big,
heavy ETBI-14, undermanned, could
never leave if the Ranger ship
couldn't. Their radio signals were
blocked. Not a thing more could be
done. It was simply a matter of rid-
ing away with the moving satellite,

away from Saturn, away from the
Sun, out to the—unknown.

It was a terrifying feeling, like

sinking to the bottomless depths of
a dark ocean. Already huge Saturn
had dwindled to a tiny moon with a
bright ring around it. The Sun's light
grew steadily fainter. What breath-
less velocity was taking them from
the empire of man, receding behind
them?

"Let's check our velocity." sug-
gested Shelton.

Traft, in the pilot's cupola, angled
the Sun, Saturn, and a fixed star.

"Five thousand miles a second!" he
said at last, incredulously. "lapetus
has been accelerating constantly all

this time!"
Shelton tried to think of the Ti-

tanic powers necessary to accelerate
this great bulk, millions of times
larger and heavier than Earth's
hughest freighter, but stopped in dis-

may. Tt was, as Benning had said,

super-science.
The radio signal blinked in his eyes.

"Lorg, I suppose," he muttered, snap-
ping the stud.

The Alien Superior's reptilian fea-

tures shone in the screen.

"Are you convinced, Br. Rodney
Shelton?" He spoke austerely. "I

watched the crash of your other ship,
with an optical instrument of mine
that pierces matter. It was a futile

attempt. The warp is impenetrable.
I warned you. But you disbelieve

—

at the cost of ten lives!"

"Nine, damn you—only nine !" Shel-
ton yelled back, taking a small, twist-
ed pleasure in that denial. "One lived.

But you'll pay for those other lives!"

"A few Ifves!" scoffed the alien.

"What of the lives of my people that
you and your men took? But I do not
hold it against you, There is much

more at stake than a few lives." His
eyes glistened. "Planets, worlds, are
the prizes I want!"
"You will not find it so easy," Shel-

ton grimly retorted. "You will have
to war against all our forces. You
will never wfn("
The Torm leader smiled cryptically.

"Indomitable spirit!" he mused.
"Murv is right in that." He raised his
voice. "I am busy. I will contact you
later. You understand fully now that
you are my—guests?"
With a mocking glance, his image

vanished from the screen.
Shelton writhed internally. Help-

less captives in the hands of a ruthless
intelligence! Yet it was not that so
much. His personal welfare was un-
important. It was the thought of not
being able to warn Earth.
He tried the radio again, full power,

calling out a time-honored SOS for
attention. But there was only a con-
tinuous Niagara of howling static,

through which no wave could work.
In desperation he tried every conceiv-
able wave-band. Everywhere, the
drowning static. . . .

No, wait ! His pulses leaped. At
Micro-wave Nine the hiss of a strong
carrier-wave came through. Micro-
wave Nine—the Space Scientist! He
must be near, near enough to batter
through—and perhaps trying to make
contact!

HOPEFULLY, Shelton tuned the

vernier and let out a triumphant
cry as the Space Scientist's masked
head ghosted into the screen.

"Space Scientist!" he cried eagerly.

"Shelton calling—Dr. Rodney Shel-

ton !"

Apparently startled, the Space Sci-

entist seemed to be staring, speechless
for the moment. Then he said:
"Dr. Shelton! You—"
"Listen to me!" Shelton hurriedly

burst in. "I'm caught on lapetus,

can't leave or radio Earth. There are

aliens here, somehow motivating lape-

tus. They threaten war on the Em-
pire—want planets ! Can't explain
more now. You're last hope. You
must radio Rhea Ships to follow.

Hurry! Lorg might hear—send ships
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after you!"
The globed head shook. "I do not

take commands from you, Dr. Shel-

ter! !" he declared frigidly. "I am not

concerned with the Empire's affairs!"

Shelton choked. Was the man still

playing his childish part, in the face

of this?

"But this is something vital!" he

roared. "Samething bigger than your
paltry ideas of isolation and indepen-

dence. The Empire is in danger!

Can't you understand ?" Suddenly re-

membering, Snellen's face grew livid.

"You knew of this before! You
warned me not to come to lapetus!

You knew of the aliens. But you
would not tell me. You would not
warn Earth! Unless"—he ground his

wards out vehemently, glaring with
fierce accusation at the Space Scien-

tist
—"you have renounced all claim

to your human birth, youll inform the

Rhea ships—redeem yourself to that

extent, at least!"

"No!" The word came flatly.

"Man, you can't calmly stand by!"
cried Shelton, aghast. "When the

least little word from you
—

"

"Enough!" snapped the Space Sci-

entist. "Emotions do not move me.
lapetus and the aliens are an interest-

ing problem to me, and to my theory
—no more. Their relation to the Em-
pire of Earth is irrelevant!"

"But you were trying to contact

me!" groaned Shelton. "Why? To
taunt me? You—*'

At that moment, on the screen, a
second view superimposed itself over
the Space Scientist. The latter's fig-

ure vanished instantly. Lorg's feat-

ures, suspicious, stared out of Snel-

len's opti-screen.

"To whom were you talking?" the
alien demanded.
"None of your business," retorted

Shelton, snapping off.

Shelton turned away from the radio

with sagging shoulders.

"That was our last hope!" he mut-
tered bitterly. "And it had to hang
on the mad ego of a monomaniac!"
"He's inhuman!" Myra whispered.

"A man who thinks himself a god
!"

"He's lower than the aliens!"

snapped Traft. "I just wish I had

him here for one minute. I'd change
his mind about some things!"

Shelton shrugged. He looked out

at receding Saturn, now scarcely dis-

playing a disk.

"Too late now. Lorg and his Torms
have succeeded in stealing a whole sa-

tellite from under the Empire's nose.

All we can do now is wait and see

what develops." He sighed, and went
on in a monotone. "As far as we our-

selves go, we're in no immediate dif-

ficulty. We have oxygen and food

enough here in the ETBT-Fourteen
for a month."
But he knew that before the month

was up, stupendous things were to

happen.

CHAPTER XV -

Outward to Pluto

EIGHT hours later Saturn had

taken its place in the starry back-

drop of space as another of the pin-

point host. The Sun had dimmed
and shrunk proportionately. Traft,

hoarsely, bad announced their veloc-

ity as twenty thousand miles a sec-

ond !

Four humans riding a runaway sa-

tellite at a prodigious velocity that

could barely be matched by Earth's

fastest and lightest ships! Fantastic

dreamt An entire world, whose mass
measured a staggering total of earthly

tons, hurtling; away from its age-old
orbit, like a gigantic cannon-ball. The
engine to drive it must produce forces

comparable to the smoldering giant
that at times on Earth had laid Waste
its crust. Colossal power was in

play, whose designation in horse-

power would require reams of paper
to record.

Shelton had fallen into a sort of

shock-proof calm. Facts had to be ac-

cepted. Now that the initial excite-

ment had died down, he began ponder-
ing. Why had this been done? An
entire satellite ripped from its orbit,

Rung toward the outer reaches? Their
destination was Pluto, obviously.
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What was to be done there? What
were Lorg's cryptic plans?

Shelton tried to anticipate a little,

but made no headway. So far it was
inexplicable.

THE radio signal flashed. Shelton

knew it would be Lorg, the Alien
Superior. His hatefully confident
features peered out of the screen, bis

large, unlidded eyes aglow.
"A complete success!" Lorg chor-

tled in triumph. "The Great Machine
which drives this satellite has come
up to all our expectations. We worked
on it many years. It would have been
a sad blow if it had failed. But our
engineers and scientists performed
nobly. You have perhaps noticed, Dr.
Shelton, that we have achieved the
velocity of twenty thousand miles a

second. I think you will agree with
me that it is a marvelous feat—a prod-
uct of super-science?"
Shelton remained stonily silent,

"But let me show you this Great
Machine of which I am so proud,"

Lorg went on imperturbably. "I will

relay views of it through to you. Just
one moment."
Shelton almost snapped off the opti-

screen, enraged at the Torm's smug
boastfulness. But then he stayed his

hand. It might be well to know as

much of the aliens' doings as possible.

The Alien Superior's face was re-

placed in the screen by another pic-

ture. It was meaningless at first, a

jumble. But suddenly its perspective

leaped out, as finer tuning smoothed
the general haziness.

Shelton gulped as the impression of

great depth smote him. It was an
aerial view of a Cyclopean chamber.
The walls were studded with little

boxes'—no, big transparent boxes in

each of which sat an alien. They were
manipulating controls. Strange beams
stabbed outward toward the thing in

the center.

And the thing in the center was a
truly amazing object—s gigantic coil

of glasslike material, uprearing from
floor to ceiling. It sm rounded a thin-

ner coil that in turn surrounded nar-

rower coils, dozens of them. Finally
the core was a thick laminated post

that lost itself in the screen, evidently
piercing the roof and continuing.

It was hard to estimate dimensions.
Shelton conservatively placed the
largest, outside coil as a thousand feet
lung and at least a hundred wide, Its
glasslike, glistening cable was perhaps
five feet thick. But there was no sign
of a support. The thing upheld its

own tremendous weight. Earth's best
steel would never do that, as a coil.

A purling violet glow surrounded
the coils, deepening toward the core.
Electrical power, in one form or an-
other, But Shelton was certain, look
aB he might, that there wasn't a pin-
head of metal in the place! Plastics?
That must be the only answer.
Lorg's voice came, as though he

were a commentator lecturing tour-

ists.

"The Great Machine!" he informed.
"From its coils springs the world-
moving force that motivates Iapetus.

It is simple. Electricity is fed through
the coil matrix and transformed there-

by into space-warping energy. When
space is warped, gravitational forces
arise. I believe your scientist Ein-
stein postulated that, a century ago."
The alien nodded slightly, as though

giving unvoiced commendation to

Einstein. He went on.

"We warp space in the direction
opposite that in which we wish to go.

A negative gravitational field results,

repelling the gravity of Iapetus. Ia-

petus moves, since space is fixed. It

is that warp beyond which your radio

calls cannot penetrate, and that your
Hanger ship so unfortunately crashed

into. It is a solid wall of bent space
!"

Shelton was thunderstruck, but to
control himself he asked:

"How do you produce the great

amount of electricity needed?"
The alien smiled. "We need but

little electricity. We have taken ad-
vantage of a simple fact. The lower
the temperature of a conductor, the

less resistance to the flow of electri-

city. The electrons move more easily.

As some of your Earth scientists

know, a slight current in a coil of wire
near absolute zero will continue for

hours, even days, without diminish-
ing-
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"At the absolute zero itself, the cur-

rent would continue forever! This
chamber is enclosed, artificially

cooled, and is as close to absolute zero

as we can achieve. Perhaps it is a few
mlUionths of a degree above. My
workers there are in sealed suits. We
have only to feed in tiny amounts of

electricity, now and then, to make up
for small losses. But the original

current put in is still there, circuiting

endlessly, producing the great world-

moving forces for us like a faithful,

undying slave!"

The Earth people stared at the great

coils, trying to understand. A pulsat-

ing current rippled silently through,

never dying, never wearing out!

"It's impossible !" Shelton found
himself muttering. "Absolutely im-

possible!"

"Then we do the impossible:—in

your conception?" the alien said

pointedly. "Notice the coils them-
selves. They are not metal

;
they are

of plastic composition. It is also true

that poor conductors become good
conductors at low temperatures. We
are masters of low temperature meth-
ods, Earthman, and of plastics.

"Our life, our environment, exists

at much lower temperatures than
yours. We know little of heat meth-
ods. Therefore we have never been
abie to utilize metals, furnaces, and
all those processes that are the life of

your civilization."

The picture of the Great Machine
had flicked away, and Lorg's face once
again greeted them.
"We do not use explosives, guns,

since we have no metal industry," he
went on. "Instead of rocket ships, we
have gravity ships whose engines are

miniatures of the Great Machine. We
have developed plastics to serve all

our needs. We have a greater number
of varieties, serving all purposes, than
you have alloys ! Thus you see we are

not handicapped. We handle greater

powers, in fact, than you, as you have
just seen. Our civilization and science

will prove themselves superior—in the

coming events!"

Shelton felt suddenly chilled. What
would those corning events be? That
question stabbed through his mind.

crowding out the amazing super-

science he had glimpsed.

"You are taking Iapetus to Pluto,"

he stated as a feeler. "For what pur-

pose? Is Pluto your home world?
Why—"
He stared quizzically at Lorg, wait-

ing.

The Alien Superior smiled enigmat-
ically. "You will find out all those

things in due time," he said non-com-
mittally. "We will reach Pluto in

thirty-sis hours. I suggest" — he
glanced mockingly from one to an-

other of their haggard faces— "that

you get some sleep. You cannot es-

cape, and you are safe. Incidentally,

here's a little bedtime entertainment

for you, relayed from a ship just be-

yond the warp."
The loud speaker crackled for a mo-

ment, then blared forth with an ex-

cited Earth commentator's voice. The
Earth people leaned forward tensely.

"—that utterly vanished a few hours

ago. This eighth moon of Saturn has
apparently slipped out of its orbit, in-

credible as it sounds, and lost itself.

Earth astronomers are searching fe-

verishly with their telescopes, but so

far it has not been located. The Titan
Ranger patrol has been out searching

through and around Saturn without
result. Iapetue is gone

!

"No one knows how it happened.
Astronomers say it is impossible for

a moon to wander off. No official

statement has been issued yet by the

Government. Something startling will

probably be the answer, but official

channels have not revealed a thing.

All official posts at Titan and Rhea
are under a seal of silence. It is hoped
that wayward Iapetus will soon be

found somewhere around Saturn and
thus end this unprecedented mystery.

This is the central
—

"

The voice was clipped off. With
his mocking leer Lorg said, "Au re-

voir" and his image faded.

"They're looking around Saturn!"

said Shelton bitterly. "We're past the

orbit of Uranus alread-y. If only some-
body knew before

—

"

"Before what?" queried Traft
"What do yeu figure the aliens are

going to do when we've reached Plu-
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to?"
Shelton shook his head. "Let's get

some sleep," he said.

Lying in his bunk, a little later, he
thought of Iapetus at Pluto, being
loaded like a bomb with ships and
aliens. A movable war base ! It could
rumble into the Solar System, disgorg-
ing its fighting forces anywhere
needed. He could almost picture the
scene, a moon looming in one of the
planet's skies, ships plunging down to
attack, earthly forces taken unawares-
Was this what Lorg planned? Shel-

ton's sleep was troubled by the tailings
of these ominous conjectures.

CHAPTER XVI
Impossible World

DAY had become permanent on
their side of Iapetus, since the

anti-gravity force was projected back-
ward from their position on the sat-

ellite. It was a queer sky they saw,
stationary, immovable, with the plan-
ets and Sun slowly fading.
The bright dot of Earth had drawn

in so close to the Sun, as its orbit

shrank, that it was obscured. They
could not see Pluto, with the bulk of

the satellite between, but they knew
it must be getting bright, expanding
into a disk.

The party aboard the grounded ex-
pedition ship had slept, or tried to,

for a few hours. Since then they had
waited in an air of portentous gloom,
eating a little, as the hours passed.
Finally they felt an increased throb-
bing under their feet, as the satellite

quivered with decelerating forces.
Their weight became noticeably
greater as inertia pressed them
groundward.
"We must be arriving at Pluto,"

Traft surmised. "Slowing down now.
Well, they did it!"

Shelton nodded reluctantly. He
was forced to admire the achievement,
if jrot the achieveri. A tremendous,
world-sized bulk, driven by namelessly
supreme energies across three billion
miles of space! Never in the annals

of Earth science had such a thing
been dreamed possible. The aliens
had touched a height, in this direc-
tion at least. It was something to be
respected.

After awhile, the pressure vanished,
and subtly they felt a new motion that
Iapetus had taken.
"We're revolving around Pluto,"

predicted Hugh Benning.
"And rotating," added Traft, indi-

cating the stars which had begun to
wheel up from one horizon and down
the opposite.

Shelton dashed for the radio.
"Maybe they've turned the warp

off!"

But the roaring static greeted him
as before. Lorg was not making any
slips.

Presently, in their sky, a dark,
shrouded bulk shouldered up between
two peaks at the "east." It rose like
a brooding monster, barely lighter
than the black void behind it, Lit by
a starlike Sun four billion miles away.
"Pluto!" breathed Myra Benning,

catching her breath. Not many hu-
mans had seen the outermost planet
of the Solar System so close. She
turned to Shelton. "They've made Ia-
petus a moon of Pluto, at present. Is
that what the aliens* plans amounted
to? Perhaps Lorg was just talking
without meaning the restj"

"I wish I could think so !" murmured
Shelton.
He stared up at the dark planet,

somewhat larger than Earth. It was
too far to see, but was the Torm civili-

zation up there, on that bitter surface?
Were there dozens, perhaps hundreds
of cities built of plastics, unwarned,
unlighted save dimly, the natural
homes of the cold-blooded reptilian
aliens who had come to take Iapetus
away? And, fnore important, were
there fleets of warships there, with
highly developed cold force projec-
tors, ready to be transported toward
the San to swarm into the Solar Sys-
tem?
Shelton waited to see, in a fever of

anxious, impatience.
Nothing seemed to happen. The

skies continued to revolve overhead
for several hours. Pluto swung around
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majestically with the stars and finally

sank again, as broodingly as it had
arisen.

But not long after, the empty fir-

mament slowed down and locked into

place. They all tensed suddenly as the

steady underground vibrations slowly
increased.

SOON the throbbing became so vio-

lent that objects in the ship rat-

tled against the metal walls. Even the

teeth of the waiting four clicked, and
their shoes beat a tattoo against the

floor. Outside, the landscape seemed
to dance. The stars became darting
fireflies, whirling in small circles, as

their vision stuttered.

"G-gr-eat J-jup-pi-ter !" exclaimed
Traft. "Is Ia-pet-tus-s H-y-ying

ap-part?"
It almost seemed that way. Plainly

some inconceivable force was being
spawned within Iapetus. even greater

than the energies that had driven it

from Saturn. For one panic-stricken

moment the thought came that perhaps
the Great Machine had been strained

beyond its limit, was now breaking
down, to unleash its pent-up torrent

of energy in one space-shattering ex-

plosion!
Each of the four, waiting breath-

lessly, felt as if sitting on top of a

volcano.
But gradually the nerve-jangling vi-

bration smoothed out into a steadier,

though still powerful, rhythm. It felt

now like the humming beat of a Gar-
gantuan Diesel motor. The stars

ceased their dizzying motion, yet the
four Earth people sensed that the
Great Machine below was laboring
harder than it had before. Hope
roused in Shelton that the machine
had partially broken down, or was at

least weakened. A machine constantly
in need of repairs would hinder the
aliens considerably.
They fell to waiting again, without

knowing for what they were waiting.

After an hour, Trafton stared fixedly

at the stars, then jumped to his space
sextant. He looked up, after taking
tentative readings.

"That's queer," he observed. "We're
going past Pluto's position, but in a

straight line. We've left the orbit!"

They crowded at the "east" port,

waiting for Pluto to appear. The wait
grew to an hour—and the dark, brood-
ing planet had not "risen," as it should
if they were going past it. In what
crazy direction were they going, and
where was Pluto?
Suspense charged the air, with no

one daring to speak.

At last Hugh Benning broke the

taut silence with a long, sibilant

breath. The lines of his face deepened
perceptibly as he spoke.

'"Pluto isn't there!" he said, almost
inaudibly. "Pluto has been moved
from its orbit I"

For a mad moment, Shelton almost
felt like forcing Benning to take back
those incredible words. It just

couldn't be ! It was one thing to move
a comparatively tiny body like Iapetus
— dumfounding as that had been
awhile before—but moving Pluto, a

definite planet a hundred times larger

and more massive. . . . How could
one accept such a palpable impossibil-

ity?
Shelton kept staring out of the port,

telling himself that with their motion,
Pluto must eventually appear, reced-
ing. He turned finally, in hopeless
dismay. It fit in, of course, with the
increased beat of the Great Machine.
Somehow, the Titanic gravitational
forces had been made to drag the big
planet from its orbit!

ACCEPTING that, his stunned
mind tackled the looming enig-

ma of why and where?
"Mark, he commanded the pilot,

"find out where—in what general di-

rection—we're going."
Traft nodded and raced for the pi-

lot's cupola. It would be a rather

delicate measurement, with the basing
planets so dim.

Shelton eyed the Sun gauge. Its

measurement of the strength of sun-
light was a rough scale by which to

judge advance to or recession from
the Sun, The needle was going down!
Shelton refused to think what that
meant until Traft came down again.
"We're receding directly from the

Sun !" he reported with false calmness.
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"The velocity is already about a thou-
sand miles a second!"

Shelton met the shock of this rev-
elation with a savage curse. Myra
Benning put a hand to her throat and
froze in that attitude. Hugh Benning
bobbed his head, with a queer, twisted
smile on his face. Trait kneaded one
hand in the other, aimlessly.
That was where, stupefying as it

was, but now why? Shelton finally
ran to the radio, the others following
as though afraid to be alone.

"Shelton calling Lorgl" he harked
into the microphone, determined to
swallow his pride and ask pointblank
questions.

There was some delay, but finally
the Alien Superior's visage rounded
into the opti-screen.

"I am very busy at present," he
snapped. "My attention is needed
with the moving of Pluto. What do
you want ?"

"You're moving Pluto away from
the Sun," Shelton snapped back.
"Why? And exactly where?"

"I told you I wanted planets," re-

torted the alien. "I am bringing Pluto
to my home world?"

Shelton's sharp gasp was explosive.

Shock piled on shock!
"Your home world!"" he echoed

weakly. "Out there?" He waved a
hand vaguely toward the regions be-
yond Pluto's former orbit. "Do you
mean there's a tenth planet out this

way? It has never been detected by
Earth .astronomers !"

"No, there is no tenth planet!" in-

formed the alien, without elaborating.

He seemed to be enjoying their sur-

prise.

"Then where is your home world?"
demanded Shelton. "The nearest star

would take years to reach, even at

your best speeds. Your home world
can't be out there. It — it's impos-
sible !"

"You like that word 'impossible.'"

Lorg grinned, and shrugged. "Well,
then, my world is the Impossible
World, but it's out there ! I'll contact

you later—and explain."

Shelton snapped the radio stud with
such force that his fingers were
bruised.

"Am I going craay?" he half
moaned. He looked wildly at the
others. "Tell me, where do we find
worlds, planets? Around suns, of
course! And where are the suns?
The nearest is four light-years away.
And he talks of an impossible world,
his home world, out there! Planets
don't fly around free in space; they're
formed from suns, bound to suns.
It—"
He broke off, realizing he had let

go of his nerves. "Sorry!" he mut-
tered. "Doesn't help any to blow up.
I'll have to follow my own advice—
to accept facts. We're moving away
from the Sun, and to Lorg's alleged
home world. That's that!"

BLANK-FACED, dazed, they
gazed out toward the Sun, their

Sun, dimming perceptibly back of
them. The events of the past day had
blunted their minds. A satellite

yanked out of its con-long orbit, mo-
tivated to Pluto like a great ship;
Pluto tugged out of its orbit, and now
being pushed out into the abyss of
outer space! It was more than the
mind of man had ever before been
called upon to witness and accept.
They ate mechanically, then dis-

covered they had be*n awake for
many hours. Wearily, they slept.

When they awoke, they hardly
dared look out of the ports. But an
unwilling fascination drew them.
The sight stabbed every nerve with
icy needles. Around them was the
true chasm of the empty void; chill-

ing, abysmal. The Sun had been rele-

gated to the rank of a true star,

though an exceedingly bright one.

Even at Pluto's orbit, sunlight was of

the intensity of five hundred full

moons on Earth. But here, the Sun's
beams had become starlight, feebler

than Jupiter's smallest moon!
There was a terrifying grandeur to

the scene. Theirs were perhaps the
first earthly eyes to look back at the
Solar System from such a remote
viewpoint.

Traft's camera clicked, recording
the bixarre perspective on micro-film.

Most of the planets were invisible:

one with the Sun. Jupiter could be
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distinguished, a slight distance out

:

and Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. like

tiny pinpricks in the black fabric of

space.

But where was Pluto? It should be
visible too. Shelton started, remem-
bering. Pluto wasn't there where it

should be. It was being towed away,
out into the sunless void. But where?
To what impossible destination?

Finally the anxiously awaited call

came from the Alien Superior, who
alone could tell the answers to the

plaguing question.

"You still think it is impossible for

my home world to be out here some-
where?" Lorg inquired amusedly.

"Planets come with Suns," Shelton
doggedly insisted. "The nearest star

in this direction is Sirius, almost nine
light-years away." Something clicked

in his mind, something about Sirius.

"A dark sun—that's the only possibil-

ity!" He finished with a sharp, quiv-

ering breath.

Lorg, preparing to throw this

bombshell, looked almost angered
that Shelton had guessed the answers.

"Yes." He nodded. "There are dark
suns as well as bright ones. Suns that

have burned out, or dimmed to a low
red heat. Your astronomers do not

know how many of such invisible

dead suns exist between and among
the burning stars. Such a dark sun
would be undetectable by your earthly

telescopes, unsuspected. That is my
home world—a dark sun compara-
tively close to your bright Sun, with
one planet!

1*

A dark sun, out in the great gulf
between Sol and its surrounding
stars! A more staggering conception
could hardly be advanced. Yet in a

way it was almost a simple answer.

ffWJfHERE is this dark sun?" he
ww jerked out. "How far?"

"About ten billion miles out from
Pluto's orbit," stated Lorg. "There-
tore, about fifteen billion miles from
the Sun. It is, in fact, a companion
star to the Sun—a dark companion.
They form a binary, revolving about
a common center of gravity. Many
stars have dark companions. Even
your scientists know that. Sirius. for

instance. And it is likely that the

Sirians. if the star has inhabitants, do
not know of their companion dark
sun, just as you Earthlinga have not

suspected,"
"A binary—our Sun!" murmured

Shelton, finding it a queer thought.

"But their motion around a common
center. . . . Shouldn't that be detect-

able to our astronomers in the posi-

tions of the stars?"

"Not unless parallax measurements
were taken over the appropriate

eighty-year period." Lorg seemed to

sneer. "Your stargazers missed that.

And they missed a still bigger clue

—

the extremely eccentric orbit of Plu-

to, which at one point crossed Nep-
tune's. They kept looking for a myth-
ical tenth planet. Why could they
not conceive of a dead, but gigantic,

sun exerting its gravitational influ-

ence scarcely much further? How-
ever, that clue is gone now—Pluto's

orbit
!"

There was satisfied maliciousness in

the alien's tones.

Shelton saw it with breath-taking

clarity now. The pieces of the mad
jig-saw puzzle were falling together
rationally.

"And you are taking Pluto to your
sun," he said, "to be one of your plan-

ets?"

Lorg nodded. "Our sun has only
the one natural planet. We Torms
are a growing, ambitious race. We
need worlds in which to expand.
What better than to take them from
our neighboring System, which has
them to spare?"
The Earth people could only stare,

hearing the diabolic world-stealing

plan of the aliens laid bare. Lorg
and his people were thieves out of the
void, come to loot the Solar System
of its planets! The realization was
staggering.

Lorg raised a hand at the storm of

outraged protest that was ready to

burst from his listeners.

"Let me tell the whole story, brief-

ly." he said.

He settled back in his seat, as

though to enjoy the exposition of

these mind-staggering things that

would amaze his audience.
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CHAPTER XVII

World of the Dark $u>f

WMMILLIONS of years ago," LorgMM began with a grand flourish,

"a doable star, a binary, plunged at

Sol, then a single star without plan-
ets. Ae your Lyttleton Theory states,
in part, one of these suns grazed Sol,
so that it ejected a mass of its burning
material. The attraction of the other
sun drew this out into a long tongue
that finally split into fragments

—

molten balls becoming the planets.
"This second sun then careened on

into space, as our cosmogenists have
reconstructed that cosmic tryst. But
its companion was torn from its bin-
ary attraction, because after the col-

lision, the first sun's velocity had been
reduced. This sun then became Sol's
double, retreating to fifteen billion
miles. In passing the molten planets,
it clutched the last one for itself, be-
coming our lone planet, Torm. We
call our sun 'Tor3."

Lorg paused and made a motion as

though sweeping billions of years
aside, then resumed.
"So much for that. In due time life

appeared on Torm, when it had
cooled; warm life such as yours, for
Tor was then a hot sun. Intelligence

evolved, in close to human form. Evo-
lution is repetitious, because of the
analogous mutation through the con-
stant cosmic-rays.
"But then"—his voice softened a

little
—"Tor, an older sun than Sol, be-

gan to cool. A struggling civilization

fought against increasing darkness
and cold, losing. Intelligence was
eclipsed on Torm, for ages. But Na-
ture is resourceful. Mutation finally

produced a cold-blooded species, in-

ured to the dark life—our present spe-
cies I"

The Alien Superior's eyes glowed.
"The latent spark of intellect burst

into flame again. At about this time,
in Sol's system, intelligence arose
again, on Earth. The first uprise, on
Mars, had passed into decadence.
Thus our two civilizations, Torm and

Earth, grew up almost side by side.
Yours, much like our ancient warm-
age one, with metals and heat indus-
tries. Ours, today, a cold-age one,
with plastics and low temperature
methods.
"Your civilization had not sus-

pected ours, for you could not see our
dark sun. But we saw your blazing
proximity from the first. When we
had conquered gravity and sent space
ships to explore the Solar System, we
frankly envied your big family of
planets, where we had only one! The
thought germinated, grew, blos-
somed—

"

Lorg's lips twisted significantly,
then he continued on a different tack.

"We sent colonists to Pluto, Nep-
tune and Uranus. But we could not
go any closer to the Sun, with its ter-
rific heat—not until we found the
great natural hollows within Iapetus.
We established a colony there. That
was a century ago, at just the time you
Earth people initiated interplanetary
travel."

Lorg's voice rose on a more vital

note. "At this time, I became the
Superior of all our colonizing activi-
ties. Yes, I am more than a hundred
years old. We are long-lived, as are
all cold-blooded creatures. I foretold,
seeing your Empire-building, that
eventually there would be friction be-
tween our races, when you reached
Uranus and outward. You would
claim those planets, establish juris-
diction over our colonies, and we
would be no better off than before."

LORG straightened importantly.

"I laid plans before the rulers
of Torm. Work was begun, installing
the Great Machine within Iapetus. It

took us a century—a hundred years of

driving scientific research, hard labor,
sacrifice and danger. I saw that at the
end it would be a race against your
earthly expansion, before you had too
firm a grip on the planets we wanted.
Particularly"—the alien looked hard
at Shelton-— "with the application of
your admirable bio-conditioning
process. We must get the planets
away quickly, we decided!"
The Earth people were listening in
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a taut silence. Was this all a mad,
impossible dream? That all these tre-

mendous, unsuspected events had
been going on, building up to a crash-

ing climax, for a century? Shelton
shook his head, remembering the fa-

mous soliloquy : "There are more
things in heaven—

"

The alien, went on, dovetailing the

more recent occurrences.

"I had hoped not to have our pres-

ence in your System discovered until

the Great Machine had been com-
pleted. Some of your exploration

ships, landing on the outer planets
where our colonies existed, were

—

eliminated. We did not fear discov-
ery on Iapetus, being underground.
But quite by accident, recently, the

survey ship of which you know
landed next to one of our cave en-

trances. The men peered in. Star-

tled, my guards there blunderingly
used the cold force."

Lorg looked at Traft and Ben-
ning. "Later, when that giant man
there shone his flashlight, looking for

the small man, my guard fled, taking
the man you call Benning along.
Hearing of this, I knew there would
be investigation. Work was rushed
on the Great Machine. Only a few
more days and it would be ready." .

He looked at Shelton. "You came
into the picture, Dr. Rodney Shelton.
From what I know of earthly affairs,

your ship, approaching Saturn,
spelled investigation on Iapetus. I

sent a ship to attack, to put you into
suspended animation and bring you
here as prisoners. But the Ranger
ship intervened. Events seemed about
to get out of hand, for me.

"I decided not to attack you on the
surface of Iapetus with our ships, for
fear you would radio for help imme-
diately. Instead I planned a trap.

You fell into it, were captured. Your
later clever escape and message to

Earth of our presence came perilously

close to upsetting my plans, but not
quite^-by a margin of only hours!"
Lorg finished gloatingly. "The

rest you know. Our hundred-year
plan, for which we have labored with
fanatic zeal, approaches ita fulfilment.

Torm will have sister planets, and our

race will expand!"
Shelton had been standing rigidly,

listening with every fiber of his being

to the amazing recital. But it was no
time now for squirrel-cage rumina-

tions. One burning thought usurped
his brain: "Find out all you can!"

Every little item of information

would be useful in the looming clash

between Earth and Torm forces.

"How many planets," he asked de-

liberately, ''do you plan to take as

you've taken Pluto?"
And suddenly he remembered the

arbitration episode, back at Saturn.

Lorg had asked for five planets and all

their moons, and threatened to take

them by force, if balked. Now Shel-

ton knew Lorg had meant that liter-

ally!

Lorg smiled arrogantly. "We will

discuss that later," he said abruptly.

His alien, scale-covered features

flicked from the screen.

ON and on into the dim void sped

the powered satellite, pushing
stolen Pluto, in the tongs of artificial

gravity, before it.

Already oppressed by the knowl-

edge of the alien menace, the Earth
people were still more crushed in

spirit by the dark, sunless caldron of

outer space around them. The Solar

System seemed lost. The Sun was
now a distinctly yellow 8tar, almost
unthinkably remote.

But Shelton did not let mental leth-

argy destroy all initiative. He drove
Traft and Benning to plotting the

exact direction of their flight, in re-

lation to the fixed stars. Long hours

of tedious work gave result. Shelton
smiled grimly. The direction of Tor,

the alien sun, was known, in case

earthly forces should wing out here.

Six Earth days passed, after the de-

parture from what had been Pluto's

orbit, as the ten-billicm-mile gap was
negotiated at the prodigious velocity

of twenty thousand miles a second.

LorgJ
s "guests'* slept, ate, and in-

spected their oxygen units regularly,

carrying on the details of life while
their brains were torture chambers.
At last, far out in the hollow im-

mensity of space, deceleration was
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felt. It pressed them for hours, as the

Great Machine groaningly dragged at

their plunging speed-. Sudden, quake-
like vibrations arose and died, and
their motion veered.

"Putting Pluto in an orbit around
Tor," observed Traft.

They waited anxiously to see Tor,
the sister sun of Sol. It rose slowly
above their horizon, a giant, redly
glowing globe, whose atomic fires had
long since burned low for reasons that
the cosmos only knew. Its surface
temperature could not be much more
than that of heated iron; perhaps a

few hundred degrees centigrade. Its

rays were too feeble to reach across
the void and register in earthly tele-

scopes. It would be a corpse sun.
truly dark and dead, in another mil-
lion-yeaE tick of the cosmic clock.

Its ruddy radiance cast a ghastly
glow over the landscape of Iapetus.
paler than moonlight. The Earth
people shuddered under that alien
luminescence. A more unearthlike

setting could not be imagined.
Caught in a spell, Traft almost for-

got to snap pictures, but finally did
with his camera lenses open to their

full light-gathering power for the
darksome scenes. He hoped the weird
colors would come up.

A full Earth day was taken up in

maneuvering Pluto into an orbit

around Tor. The Great Machine'*
song of vibration changed pitch
hourly as. greater and lesser forces

were brought into play. It was fan-

tastic, this manipulation of heavenly
orbs!

They could feel a sudden surge as

Iapetus finally ungripped its plane-

tary burden. Soon Pluto was seen
receding, slowly rotating, following
its given orbit. Tor was its primary
now, and its dark surface was lit som-
berly by the dull torshtne. A planet

that had circled the Sun for ages on
end had been transplanted to a new
part of the universe!

It grated against Shelton's every
instinct. The whole thing wasn't
right; a violation of the design of

space.

Then Iapetus picked up speed and
raced inward toward the dark sun. A

planet appeared, perhaps as large as

Saturn, gloomy and shadow-haunted.
Torm, the home world of the aliens

who had come marauding to the Solar
System!

IAPETUS lowered until it must
loom in Torm's sky as a huge

moon. It halted there, for some rea-

son.

Shelton tuned the radio and finally

an opti-screen view appeared of mill-
ing crowds of aliens within a city

square. Thousands upon thousands
were there, cheering and waving hys-
terically. Their combined voices
thundered from the speaker. They
were cheering Lorg, who had brought
them the first of new worlds!

Shelton started suddenly, listening.

The warp must be off, if radio waves
came through ! But even as he turned
to remind the others, Lorg's face

blotted out the other scene."

"We are hovering above Torm, my
home world," he said. "For the pres-
ent the warp is not in operation. But
do not try foolhardy escape. You will

note that several of my ships hover
over you. If you try to leave, the
warp will be immediately turned on.

You would not like to crash, like the
Ranger ship

!"

The alien face, mocking, flicked

from the opti-screen.

Shelton looked out of the port.

Above hovered a half dozen black
ships, silent sentinels. It would be

madness to attempt a dash for free-

dom.
Ceremonies went on endlessly for a

day. Black gravity ships, plastic-

hulled, shot back and forth. A scene
showed Lorg, high on a balcony,

bathed in torshine, addressing the
mad crowds.

Periodically they cheered. It was
a scene that might have been recorded
anywhere on Earth, with the return
of a conquering hero. Lorg was the

great man of the hour to the Torms,
an explorer who. with no new lands

to discover, had brought back a land,

fetched it from the heavens!
"He's having his moment now V*

growled Traft. "But just wait!"
Tense worry gripped Shelton.
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What were Lorg's plans in regard to

them? Were they to be incarcerated

in Torra, ia some Earth-conditioned

prison? Shelton knew that Lorg
wanted something with him, for he
had hinted it, and in Shelton's mind
was horrible suspicion.

Even as the Earth people helplessly

waited down in the Torm city, Lorg
faced Murv in a private chamber.

Outside the ovations of the crowd
over Lorg's speech, could still be
heard,

The two aliens eyed one another,

faintly hostile.

"You have made bold hints, Lorg,
in your speech," said Murv. "Hints
that you would not only bring back

more planete, but defy the Earthmen
entirely. I warn you against such a

dangerous course, Lorg. You must
arbitrate with Earth, lest we earn bit-

ter enemies for all time. It may be

too late already, though I think they

will condone the taking of Pluto. But
you must arbitrate with them now, or

you will plunge our two worlds into

a war of practical extermination, on
one side or the other!"

"Yes, yes, of course I will arbi-

trate," assured Lorg, averting his

eyes, "Am I not taking the Dr. Rod-
ney Shelton back with me, for that

purpose?"
Satisfied, Murv turned away. Lorg

watched him with a twisted smile.

CHAPTER XVIII

Solar Menace

ALL the Torm celebrations over

the great event done with, Iape-

tua leaped away, back the way it had

come. The great red sun, Tor, began
to fade behind, as the course was set

for Sol.

The Earth people felt instant re-

lief. Their hearts gladened at the

mere thought of returning—home!
The utterly alien world in which they

had been stifled their senses, frayed

their nerves. They watched as the

dim bulk of Tor, dark sun of the

aliens, dwindled into the midnight of

space.

Only a short while later, Traft sud-

denly let out sharp cry.

"Look!" He pointed out of the port.

"The Space Scientist's ship! What
in thunder is. he doing here,"

Shelton saw the large torpedo-

shaped ship with two white crosses on
its sides. It scudded over above the

warp, blocking out the stars, and
darted for open space,

Shelton started for the radio, then

stopped and groaned.

"What's the use?" he murmured,
"He doesn't care about us, or the Em-
pire! He's probably here only to ob-

serve, like a aloof god. Somehow he

followed all the way from the System.

But only to fit all this into his mad
theory, whatever it is. It's ironic,

that he alone should be able to warn
the Empire—and won't!"

Time seemed to stand still in the

star-powered void. Their hurtling

velocity was in nowise apparent.

They could not see the approaching

Solar System, precluded by the satel-

lite's backward motivation. But they
knew they were nearing Sol, and
hourly their spirits lightened—and at

the same time grew tense.

What would the outcome of this

cosmic drama be, the first act of which
they had seen unfold?
Lorg contacted them when it

seemed an eternity had winged past.

Still flushed by the triumphant recep-

tion his people had given him, his

tones rang.

"The culmination of a century's

planning!" he fairly crowed. "You
have seen, Earthlings. Is there any-
thing to stop me? I will take planet

after planet, as easily as this first! I

will build a great empire, and my
people will make me Grand Superior,

ruler over all Torm!"
Shelton asked the question that was

haunting him.
"How many planets do you plan

to take?" In the back of his mind
drummed that self-command: "Find
out all you can!"

"At first it was planned," the Alien

Superior said loftily, "to take only

Pluto, Neptune and Uranus, and their

moons, and those only after arbitra-



tion with Earth. Certain timid ele-

ments in our ruling- body fear war-
fare with Earth. But I do not fear
it I" His reptilian eyes blazed. "I
will not arbitrate. I am going to take
all the planets, one after another?
Your Sun will be stripped bare. My
sun. Tor, will beam down upon a
great brood. Every planet, Earthman,
do you hear?"
Shelton recognized the symptoms.

Lorg had gone mad with power! It

was a common failure with all intel-

ligence, whether Torm or earthly.
Perhaps in the unsolved death of
Martian civilization, too, could be
found the agent of power madness.
Moving a world, with all the majestic
command of an omnipotent being,
Lorg had succumbed to further im-
possible ambitions.

Impossible? That word again. And
so many times had it been the syn-
onym for the real that Shelton felt an
ominous dread.

ffEMOW will you do it?'* queriedMM Shelton, quietly. "Earth
forces will find some way of stopping
you! Even if the warp protects you
from attack here on Iapetus, Earth
will eventually trace you to Torm, and
attack there!"
Shelton hoped it wasn't too obvious

that he was asking leading questions,
trying to ferret out the details of

Lorg's plans. But Lorg, in flushed
confidence, merely spoke scornfully.
"A great" fleet rides with Iapetus, in

fact most of our forces— thousands
upon thousands of ships. They out-
number your Earth forces by ten to

one. Our cold force, though not quite
a match for your gunfire, will be ef-

fective in massed battles. Whenever
Earth ships appear, my fleet will at-

tack, decimate them. Thus we will

gradually cut down the Earth forces.
They will not 6nd out about Torm
till too late. I will go on, all the while,
with my planet moving. Iapetus it-

self is immune from attack, because
of the warp. Do you see, Earthling?"

Shelton saw all too clearly. An alien
egomaniac whose plans had all the
cunning of the power-mad, ruthlessly
determined to annihilate a civiliza-

tion. And there seemed no flaw in his
plans

!

"What about us—about me?" Shel-
ton asked wearily.
"You were to be the means of arbi-

tration with your Government," Lorg
informed. "But that I have eliminated
from my plans. However, I have a

use for you. Dr. Shelton. You are an
expert in bio-conditioning. You know
the formula of adaptene. Later, you
will show us how to make adaptene.
That is one Earth secret we have not
been able to uncover, since it has been
guarded so well. With adaptene, we
will be able to condition our race to
the variations of climate that will re-
sult with far-flung planets. Then—

"

"But I'll never give you the secret

«f adaptene!" Shelton broke in with
harsh, stubborn defiance. "If you
know Earth people as you claim, you
know I'd die first!"

"You have forgotten we have a way
o£ extracting secrets from men's
minds, while they are in suspended an-
imation," Lorg said calmly. "Our
psychic extractor apparatus sends
sensitive X-rays into the brain. They
come out, modulated by the tiny elec-
trical currents of thought, even the
circling ones of the memory cells. By
suitable interpretation of the modu-
lated X-rays, we read the original
thoughts. It is something like your
voice-modulated radio waves being
translated to sound.

"I could have used the psychic ex-
tractor with you already, Dr. Shelton.
save that, as I mentioned before, the
first intention was to be used in nego-
tiations with Earth. However, with
ray change of plans, you will be sub-
mitted to the psychic extraction upon
my next return to Torm!"

Shelton recalled Bennings' account
of the chambers in which Earth bodies
were kept, like living records, for the
mind-reading process. He battled
with sheer hopelessness that threat-
ened to overwhelm him.
"As I was saying," resumed Lorg,

"the adaptene will be used to condition
some of your people to our conditions,
when the conquest is over. When
your armed forces are annihilated, and
your worlds and cities exposed, our



cold force beams will sweep over

Earthlings, put them in suspended an-

imation. Later they will be adapted.

And they will become slaves! Those
that are not left to die!"

SHELTON felt a sticky wetness

where his own nails had dug into

his palms, drawing blood. Now the

full depth of Lorg's terrible ambitions

was revealed. He had the true, de-

praved nature of the conqueror, a de-

sire to destroy and enslave.

"I will have no compunctions," Lorg
continued implacably. "You are, after

all, an alien race to us. Two diverse

species of intelligence can only have
hatred for one another. One must
dominate the other. We will dominate
yoilrs!"

On this ominous note, the Alien Su-

perior clicked off.

And it was this ominous note, like

a tormenting dirge, that whipped
through their brains all during the

trip back to the Solar System.
"We must get awayt" Shelton said

a hundred times. "Get away somehow,
to organize Earth's forces, with what
we know against Lorg's horrible

campaign."

But how? They could not get past

the warp, with either their radio waves
or ship. They had already ascertained,

by experiment, that the warp was on
at all times, whether the satellite was
in motion or not. Evidently it was a

fixed and permanent feature of the

Great Machine's operation. Only at

Torm had it been turned off for a

while.

They were trapped as securely as

though in unbreakable chains. Shel-

ton felt himself turning old and gray,

revolving scheme after scheme in his

mind, none of which promised a ray
of hope.
When the familiar feeling of decel-

eration came, they knew they must he
near the Solar System. Probably they
were passing vanished Pluto's old or-

bit, and approaching Neptune.
Neptune had two large moons, one

so dark that it had been unknown and
unseen before 1950. This outermost
moon, of course, would be the next an-

nexed and spirited away to Torm.

And then the Solar System would be

humming with another mystery—the
third disappearance of a planetary

orb.

And no one would know, or guess,

how and where. The black alien ships

would take care that no Earth ships

followed them out into the void, Only
four people knew — four who were
trapped on Iapetus. No, five knew

—

the Space Scientist, too!

Shelton ground his teeth. If only

the Space Scientist had spoken one
word—But useless to think of that

now.
"We must get away!" he repeated

through clenched teeth, pacing up and

down in the cabin like a caged tiger.

They could feel the beginnings of

maneuvers to attach Neptune's second

moon to the gravity hook. Gigantic,

cloudy Neptune itself reared into their

Sky as Iapetus jockeyed into -position.

The Great Machine beneath their feet

sent its teeth-jarring pulsations

through the ship.

Shelton, still pacing, took no notice,

a frown of concentration on his face.

"Must get away r his brain was
chanting. "Must get away!" He
stopped, glaring at Traft.

"Good Lord, man!" he snapped. "Is

that all you can think of doing at a

time like this?"

Traft was clumsily fumbling
through his collection of small prints

with his big paws.
"I'm trying to think, Rod," he mum-

bled. "All these shots taken under-

ground—might be a clue." He went
on in spite of Shelton's snort. "I'm
going through them one by one. It's

a sort of review of what we know.
Here's a shot of the cave. Those sta-

lagmites and stalactites shine here"

—

he used his magnifying glass
—

"like

ice. They—

"

RODNEY SHELTON stopped in

midstride. "Ice!" he exclaimed
thoughtfully. "I noticed that, too,

when our flashlights shone on them.

They've existed there probably for

ages, in the uniform cold, with drop
by drop adding onto them from water

squeezed out of salt crystals in the

roof." His eyes narrowed. "Suppose,"
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he added tensely, "that a great heat
played on them. What would hap-
pen?"
"They'd melt." Traft looked up

quickly. "With enough heat, steam
would be formed!"
"Live steam!" Shelton said tightly.

"Blown back into the corridor, down
to the alien city underground—what
would that do?"
Hugh Benning raised dull eyes in

which a light had dawned.
"It would disorganize the aliens, all

that heat. Like a terrific heat wave
would in any earthly city. Steam to
them would be like molten metal to
us!"

Shelton spoke tensely. "If we can
just force them to shut the Great Ma-
chine off for a few minutes

—

-a few
seconds—the warp wouldn't be there
to stop us. We could escape!"
Traft hastily ruffled through his

prints and picked one out.
"A shot of the Great Machine," he

said- "I took it from the opti-screen
while Lorg was showing us views of
it, Look, Rod, there's the cooling ap-
paratus."

Shelton grabbed the print and ex-
amined it carefully with the lens.

"A pump affair, run by power from
the city. Mark, this picture is price-
less! If we blew steam down there,
it would upset their cooling appara-
tus that keeps the Great Machine at

absolute zero. It can only run at that
temperature. They would have to shut
it off!"

"But how produce the heat, the
steam?" puzzled Traft. "It would take
a great amount of heat to do the job.

And you can't even light a match in

Iapetus' air!"

"If we had one good heat-gun—

"

Shelton glanced about the cabin,

knowing in advance there was no such
instrument aboard.

"There was one in the Ranger ship,"

murmured Benning. He looked out of

the port at the crumpled wreckage and
shook his head. "No use looking for it.

Smashed to bits."

"Think! Think !" charged Shelton,
as hopeless looks were exchanged.
"The steam would do it, I'm sure. We
must figure out a way of producing

it!"

Myra Benning spoke up. "We have
plenty of battery power, in a ship like
this. Can that be utilized?"

Shelton mulled that over for a mo-
ment, dubiously. "No," he finally

judged. "We'd have to have big re-

sistance coils. We haven't the appara-
tus—or the time! We need large vol-
umes of heat rapidly."

TRAFT suddenly snapped his fin-

gers. "Rocket fuel!" he cried.
"Like any other explosive, it can be
burned too, in the open, with oxy-
gen—

"

"Wait!" Shelton'a voice cracked
eagerly. "If we could get the ship
backed up, with its rear tubes stick-
ing into the cave-mouth — heat and
blowing pressure at oncef Mark, can
you do it?"

Traft had already leaped to the side
port, looking the situation over.
"Ticklish!" he admitted wryly.

"And I'd need someone in the engine
room to keep the fuel lines open,"
Hugh Benning came to his feet.

"Used to be a fuel man in the space-
ways, ten years ago. I'll keep the en-
gine at peak for you. Myra can watch
the dials for me."
"We'll have to try it!" Shelton de-

cided. "It'll have to be done as quickly
as possible. They have ships around
here some place. They'll investigate,
try to stop us, of course."

"Strap in!" warned Traft, as Hugh
Benning and Myra turned for the en-
gine room. "This is going to be a
rough ride!"

CHAPTER XIX

Though the Worf>

^S big paws expert and quick,

Traft started the engine. He
let it idle hummingly for five min-
utes, in the meantime staring over the
intervening terrain to the cave mouth,
planning with narrowed eyes. Then
he turned back.

"If I don't rip the hull off on some
sharp boulder," he said grimly, "we'll
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make it."

Shelton realized the hazards. No
ship had ever before been called upon
to traverse such rutted ground.

.
There

was no chance to raise the ship and

gently plop.it near the cave mouth, in

that short distance. It was simply a

matter of wheeling over the jagged
ground, trusting to luck.

The rear rockets burst out in a deaf-

ening roar at the big pilot's touch. The
ship trembled, inched forward, then

catapulted ahead. Rocking crazily,

the heavy craft bounced over the

twisted surface of Iapetus. Muscles

strained, Trait kept himself hunched
forward within reach of the controls,

and touched off the proper blasts.

Like a fiery monster, the ETBI-14
swung in a big arc for the cave mouth,

tail end swinging as it neared. Timed
neatly, the rear tubes were in line with

the cave, only ten yards short. But at

the last second, the ship tipped crazily,

almost bowling over.

"Side wheel shot!" panted Traft.

A ravening burst of the retarding

rockets shoved the ship backward,
grinding on its wheelless side. But
the rear tubes were almost projecting

into the cave.

"Good enough I" shouted Shelton.

"Give her half blast, so the ship

doesn't move, from the rear—and keep
giving it!"

A hollow tumble at the rear told of

long, searing tongues of flame belch-

ing into the cave, filling its confined

space with terrific heat that would
melt the ice, turn the water to hissing

steam. The blasting of the rockets

would then cram this steam down the

corridor.

Shelton's imagination vividly

painted the picture. Billowing clouds

of live steam rolling into the alien

city, the Terms thrown into a panic.

The steam rolling on, filling every cor-

ner of their cavern spaces. Large vol-

umes of heat released, far more heat

than the cooling system for the Great

Machine could cope with.

He switched on the radio. The roar-

ing crackle of the interfering warp
sounded. If that stopped, they were
free to dash away from Iapetus.

It seemed they sat there for ages,

with the rumbling thunder of the rear

rockets filling their ears. Was it futile,

after all? Did the aliens have some
way of closing off the Great Machine's

compartment?
Suddenly Shelton clutched Traft's

arm. Black ships had arisen over the

horizon, part of Lorg's great fleet ma-
neuvering within the warp. Silently,

ominously, they winged close, hover-

ing with their anti-gravity forces. Al-

most instantly the biting, numbing
force of cold-beams gripped them, pry-

ing into every nerve with congealing

fingers.

Myra's cry and her brother's hoarse

yell came from below. Shelton began

fully to realize how potent such a

force could be, in battle, paralyzing

gunners, pilots, crews!

"Another couple—seconds!" panted

Traft, "and we're done—for."

DESPERATELY, cursing through

lips he could barely move, the

big pilot jammed his knuckles at the

controls. The rocket blasts cres-

cendoed as Traft sotight to cram more
heat and steam into the cave.

The next instant the bedlam of

noise changed queerly. Shelton stiffly

moved his head nearer the radio

speaker. Only a slight, steady hiss

came from it!

"The warp's gone E" he cried,

clumsily trying to shake Trait's shoul-

der with a hand he could not feel.

"Up—the ship—

"

His throat seemed filled with liquid

air. He slumped back, with dancing
spots before his eyes.

Traft responded like a berserk mad-
man, He hunched his powerful shoul-

ders, in defiance of the cold force that

had almost paralyzed them to rigidity.

Growling, he threw his hands at the

rocket studs. They were like ampu-
tated stumps. Muscles cracked with
strain.

Somehow, through sheer determina-

tion, he hammered his wrists down,
moved studs. The-rocket blast grew to

the thunder of take-off power. Bounc-
ing crazily on its wheelless side, the

big ship jerked forward.
Traft nudged over other studs, with

his elbows. The underjets belched
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and thrust the ship up into the air.

The upward surge was almost enough
to snap their necks.

But there was a monTent of respite,

as the cold beams momentarily lost
their range. Traft shoved the accelera-
tion lever over to its last notch. Like
a flaming comet, the ETB1-14 hurtled
up into the sky of lapetus, beyond the
area that had once been the warp bar-
rier.

They were free!
Shelton, his senses swimming back,

realized that, but he also saw that a
horde of alien ships were at their tail,

rapidly overhauling. Lorg was not
going to let his prey escape, The black
ships zoomed close, and again the
numbing force came into play. Al-
ready weakened by it. Shelton knew
they could not hold out long,

Traft's eyes were smoldering
thoughtfully.

"Got to get away!" he mumbled
"One possibility—richer fuel mixture.
Will give six gravities of acceleration.
We'll go unconscious—or worse! En-
gine might blow up. But aliens
couldn't match that acceleration.

Automatic shut-off after five minutes.
Want to chance it, Rod?"
Shelton nodded. "Last chance! Go

ahead!"

Traft poked at his controls, setting
a robot shut-off five minutes ahead.
Then he grasped the fuel mixture
wheel with the heels of his two palms
and groaningly slammed it over from
"normal" to- "rich." With a terrific

surge, the ship leaped forward.
Crushing weight, six times normal,

came into being for the humans
aboard the ETBf-14. Each carried a

burden whose equivalent would be a

half ton on Earth. Their senses
reeled into oblivion. But before he
passed out, Shelton saw the alien

ships dwindle, as though they were
going the other way.
Traft clung to consciousness for a

moment longer. There was a trium-
phant grin on his face, but behind it

stark anxiety. Death, whom no ac-

celeration could leave behind, might
steal up on one or all of them. Over-
burdened hearts stopping—engine ex-
ploding—hull cracking open—any-

thing might happen during those five

minutes while super-forces shoved
the ship through space. Then the big
pilot plunged into a river of dark-
ness. ...

SHELTON came to with an infinite

ache in every bone. He moaned
with sharp pain as he moved his head.
But the mountain that had been lying
on his chest was gone now. The ship
was silent and unpowered. He looked
around, meeting Traft's eyes.
"That did it!" The big pilot's voice

was weak, but jubilant. "No sign of
the alien ships!"

Shelton nodded in voiceless relief,

looking for himself. The stars shone
clearly, with no black hulks blotting
them out. lapetus was visible as a
large disk. Already it waB maneuver-
ing to grip Neptune's second moon
again, after the temporary halt of the
Great Machine's activity. The Earth
people had succeeded in stopping its

operation only for the minutes needed
for escape. But for that. Shelton
was supremely thankful.
Traft groaned suddenly and darted

out of his seat.

"My camera!" The super-accelera-
tion had torn it from its clamp and
hurled it into the corner. He picked
it up and his face cleared. "Not a

scratch!" he said, with almost more
relief than he had had for their

escape. "Let's go down—see how the
others are."

Shelton unstrapped himself and
managed to stagger down to the en-

gine room, with muscles that threat-
ened to turn to water. Thankfully,
he saw that the two down there,

though numbed by the experience,
were unharmed, though grimy from
the engine's fumes while it had been
blasting so furiously.
Hugh Benning looked up dazedly.

"We got away? he asked hopefully.
At Shelton's nod, Myra gave a cry

of joy.

"Thank heaven !" she whispered.
"Away from the aliens—from Lorg!"
A little later, when they had all re-

cuperated somewhat, Shelton spoke
to his companions, his eyes lighting
grimly.
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"Now that we're away, we can in-

form the Empire. The Great Ma«
chine on I apetus must be destroyed

!

Without it Lorg's whole diabolic plan

falls flat. Time is important. It

would take too long to go to Saturn,

at least a week. We'll radio them.

Something must be planned quickly.

"Lorg will have Neptune's moon
transported and be back for the other

moon in no more than two weeks. It

took a century to conceive and build

the Great Machine, but only days for

its accomplishments! If Earth waits

too long, half the planets will be

gone I"

"Direct attack on lapetus won't

work," Hugh Benning said heavily.

"Lorg wants the Earth forces to

attack, against his superior numbers
on lapetus, and be gradually cut

down. He's probably ready to lose

ten ships to one."

"He wouldn't lose that many,"
Traft gloomily observed. "With grav-

tty control, they can outmaneuver our

ships in space. And that damned cold

force is bound to play hell with pilots

and gunners." He shook his head.

"Then on top of it all, the warp pro-

tecting Lorg and his underground
headquarters so thoroughly!"
Solemnly they looked at one

another, baffled by a problem that

seemed insoluble.

Shelton's mind battered against the

stalemate. What could be done be-

fore Lorg stripped the planets away
from the Sun, like peeling a ripe

fruit? A queer expression spun in

his brain, though it had little mean-
ing at the moment : "The best defense

is a good offense." But suddenly it

crystallized into a plan, a daring,

breathtaking plan that made the blood
race through his veins.

^^H^HY is ix that Lor£ made
ww such a desperate try to stop

us, if he's invulnerable?" he de-

manded, and answered himself ex-

ultantly: "Because we know where

Torm, his home world, lies!"

"You mean attack Torm?" cried

Benning. "Most Earth ships don't

carry enough fuel to get to Pluto and

back, much less Torm."

"But they can carry more, fill every

available inch of cabin space!"

snapped Shelton. "And bombs—"
"But what good would that do?" ob-

jected Traft. "The Great Machine
would still be left. I don't see

—

"

"Listen to me!" Shelton went on
rapidly. "Lorg has most of the alien

forces, in ships, there on lapetus. In
a way, that's a tactical blunder. If

Torm is attacked, he must send help.

The warp must be lifted, for ships, to

leave on that mission. While the

warp is lifted, a fleet of our ships,

secretly hovering, dart down and
land. Then it's just a matter of storm-

ing the underground city!"

"Sounds like it might work!" cried

Traft.

"It will work," Shelton said confi-

dently, "if it is timed right.**

"Providing," croaked Hugh Ben-
ning, "Lorg doesn't catch on and leave

half his fleet at Torm, now that we've
escaped."

"That's up to chance." admitted
Shelton. "And to one more thing I'm
banking on— Lorg's own certainty

that he is a mastermind and we are in-

ferior thinkers!" He pushed the pilot

toward the cupels. "I 'm going to

write out what I want to say and
you'll code it, so L»rg's ears won't in-

tercept it. Then, while I'm radioing,

you scoot the ship in several direc-

tions alternately, in case Lorg's ships

are waiting to trace our position by
our signals."

Shelten began writing furiously,

composing the most startling message
that had ever been winged over the

humming ether lines of the Empire.
Fleetingly, he thought of the stupe-

fied surprise with which his fellow-

men would hear of lapetus, the mo-
torized satellite, the incredible theft

of Pluto, and of the Impossible
World of aliens, far out in the void.

CHAPTER XX
At Bay with the Atient

FOUR hours later, when the por-

tentous message had found its
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way to Earth, the Earth Union Coun-
cil gathered for the most momentous
conclave in Its history, or in all the
history of mankind.
Shocked beyond words by what

they heard, there was a period of ex-

cited, dazed comment. It all seemed
inconceivable, fantastic— impossible.

Particularly the thought of a dark
sun, companion to Sol, out in the
void, unsuspected by astronomers.
That was the Impossible Wsrld!
But they had the evidence of the

vanishment of three heavenly bodies,
which could not be denied. And Di-
rector Beatty, one of the councillors,

fiercely declaimed that his young pro-

tege, Dr. Rodney Shelton, had one of

the soundest minds he had ever
known, and that every word he spoke
must be true.

Bewildered, the council took up
Shelton's plans, and as an official ges-

ture, passed them in the record time
of half an hour. For they knew that

in this stupendous crisis everything
depended upon the soundness of the

reasoning of a keen-minded young
scientist; far out in space.

The council moved with unprece-
dented swiftness. Orders hummed
over wires, and the vast, intricate or-

ganization of interplanetary affairs

burst into feverish activity. Two
fleets had to be prepared. But a strict

censorship, specified by Shelton him-
self, kept the news from broadcast
channels,, so that Lorg's radio would
not hear of it.

One fleet, as planned by Shelton,

was composed of any and all commer-
cial ships available, hastily loaded
with bombs and reserve fuel. Little

more then enough room for skeleton

crews was left in the cabins. Private

ship companies were conscripted to

donate ships to the project. Space
crews were picked of the best and
most highly trained veterans of the

spaceways.
Within three days this fleet soared

away from Earth. Though only the

leaders knew, it was bound for Tor.

on a grave mission. And on the long-

est trip ever undertaken by man.
The second fleet was Earth's regu-

larly armed Space Navy, and this

was carefully outfitted, stocked and
primed for its part in the coming
struggle. With it went a hundred of

the special ET B I ships, used to

transport bio-conditioned colonists.

Within these were a thousand men
bio-ennditioned for a cold, thin-aired
world like Iapetus. Director Beatty
had heeded Shelton's first message,
three weeks before.

Finally this fleet too winged into

space, secretly, bound for Neptune.
The climax would come in ten days'
time.

A week later the Space Navy fleet

cautiously maneuvered near Neptune,
and got in touch with Shelton on low-
powered, coded radio signals. Further
details of their plan were gone over
item by item. The success of the
coup depended upon timed, bursting
action. Scout ships, drilled with in-

structions, were sent to a position be-
yond Pluto's former oroit, to watch
for the return of Iapetus and the
aliens.

The bombing fleet arrowing for
Torm followed a curving course
plotted by Shelton, planned to avoid
passing close to Lorg on his return
trip. They arrived within the mar-
gin of time allotted and stopped to

hover beyond sight of Torm. They
sent back a brief, long-range signal of

their readiness, then waited with
cabins darkened, rockets still. The
men within were somewhat dazed by
the tremendous journey they had un-
dertaken, but were grimly ready fer

action.

RECEIVING their signal, Shelton

_ breathed a sigh of relief. A
miracle had been accomplished al-

ready. It was as if the English Ar-
mada had sailed to the unknown
shores of America, immediately after
its discovery by Columbus.

Finally the electrifying signal came
from the scout ships that Iapetus was
rumbling up to the Solar System.
Shelton gave the word, and a coded,
long-range signal was sent to the
Earth fleet far out near Tor. These
ships thundered up to the lone planet

of the aliens, swooping low and drop-
ping bombs in their cities.
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The best defense is a good offense!

Shelton's plan, carried out on two
fronts ten billion miles apart, was
smashing to its climax.

In the ETBI-14, the four Earth-
people awaited developments in an
agony of tenseness. Their cabin lights

were out. Beyond their ports, they

could barely make out the first of the
Space Navy Beets, occulting the stars.

The Sun was not visible to betray

them while they awaited the arrival

of the planet stealers. They were in

the huge, conical shadow of Neptune
that speared far out into space.

Telescopic observers aboard the

Navy ships finally reported Iapetus

approaching, aiming directly for Nep-
tune's great, single moon that was
left. Lorg*s world-sized tug slowed

and maneuvered into position. The
two bodies drew closer, Iapetus

dwarfed beside the moon. But it had
powers that could whisk the larger

body from its orbit, as easily as pluck-

ing away a marble. These powers
came into play, invisibly.

The Earth observers could see the

great moon's orbital speed decrease.

Shelton turned his radio to low
power.
"Now's the time!" he said in a bare

whisper. "It will take them several

hours to reduce the moon's orbital ve-

locity. We'll creep up on the other

side of Neptune's moon and be within
striking distance, when the time
comes!"
"Aye, sir I" came back from the

Navy commander, and the other ships

were informed in the same careful

way.
Gently, on the lowest of rocket

blasts, Shelton's ship and the fleet fol-

lowed Neptune's shadow until they
were behind the moon, from Iapetus,

then headed for its surface. Reach-
ing this vantage, they crept slowly,

cautiously around the Neptunian
moon's bulk. It was a game of stalk-

ing and the enemy must not receive

premature warning.
Finally they hovered, high enough

above the moon's surface so that

gentle underjets counteracted grav-

ity. A slight glow over the horizon

told them they were just short of see-

ing Iapetus—and being seen.

So far, so good!" Shelton mur-
mured to Traft. "The eall should

come to Lorg at any moment now that

his world is being attacked. It takes

radio waves just ten hours to come
from Term. Our fleet there attacked

-just ten hours ago."

Their own radio, kept open, got the

call from the bombing fleet suddenly

that the attack on Term had begun.

"Now he must know!" Shelton said

tensely. Into the microphone he
whispered: "Fleet, attention! Move
slowly in view of Iapetus. At the mo-
ment their black ships rise, to go to

Torm, the warp will be gone. Blast

down then, at top maneuvering
speed

!"

*W*HE fleet moved slowly ahead, til!

Jl half of Iapetus hung as a huge
moonlike object over their "horizon.

Then they stopped, awaiting the cru-

cial moment.
"It should be soon now!" Shelton

said hoarsely.

"It had better be!" grunted Traft.

"Lorg has already dragged Neptune's

moon out of its orbit, given it a ve-

locity of a hundred miles a second

toward Tor!"
Fifteen minutes passed. A half

hour.

Still no sign of alien ships rising!

Through telescopes they could be
seen as huge black blots resting on the

white surface of Iapetus.

When would they rise? Shelton be-

gan to wonder if his great plan had
failed. Was Lorg so heartless, so in-

tent on his goal, that he would not

send the help his people must now
be clamoring for? Or had he some-
how been warned of the Earth coup?
Or had he thought of possible attack

at Torm and left half the fleet there

on the last trip?

Shelton realized that the success

of his coup lay in the lap of Destiny.

Which way had the wheel of Fortune
turned—for or against Earth? Rod-
ney Shelton's mind was Crucified by
doubts and agonized torment, more so

than during any of the tumultuous
events preceding. He did not know
that his fingers were squeezing Traft 's



shoulder until the big pilot winced.
Shelton started. His eyes strained

forward. A ship moving across his

vision, ahead! Ready to put hie lips

ta the microphone, for the advance
signal, h« suddenly drew back with a
violent curie.

The ship had not risen from Iape-
tus. It had drifted from Neptune's
shadow. And on its sides were two
big white crosses—the ship of the
Space Scientist!
He was on hand again, watching

this episode of the mighty struggle
between two great civilizations. A
mind divorced from all former attach-
ments, living its own mad. inde-
pendent existence, unconcerned over
the turn of events. No doubt, were
the Earth forces decimated, the whole
empire of man exposed to alien con-
quest, he would laugh coldly and put
the zero symbol representing human-
ity in his formula of the cosmos!
Enraged at his own analysis, Shel-

ton shook with the temptation to
order the Space Scientist's ship fired

upon, destroyed. He had refused to

warn the Empire, weeks back, when it

would have meant much. He was a

traitor to humanity, wasn't he?
But Shelton conquered his blind

anger. Such an act would instantly

warn Lorg, disrupt the whole coup,
precarious as it was already.

Fuming inwardly, Shelton saw the

Space Scientist's ship glide back into

the shadow of Neptune, waiting for

what would happen.
Shelton himself concentrated again

on a sharp watch toward Iapetus. In
the name of heaven, would the black
ships never rise? How much longer
could he stand the nerve-shattering
wait?
And then—it happened!
S he 1 ton's whole body jerked

violently. Black ships rooming up
from Iapetus, a long line of them,
fully half of the total alien forces.

They were streaming off toward outer
space, to save their home world from
the savage bombing of the Earth Beet,

or extract revenge, at least. Lorg had
tumbled into the trap J The warp was
lifted! Iapetus was a free-floating

body now, vulnerable to attack.

Twisting his rheostat to full power
Shelton shouted into the microphone:
"Down at Iapatus ! Full acceleration!
Land near cave mouth! Blast away!"

THE entire fleet leaped forward,
like greyhounds unleashed. The

ETBI-14, under Traft's skilled, sure
touch, led the van. Down they sped
toward Iapetus, at reckless accelera-
tions, courting disaster on landing.
But Shelton had stressed the neces-
sity of speed, before Lorg should
know of the attack and once again
threw around Iapetus his impreg-
nable warp.
With action started, a deadly calm

settled over Shelton. Half the dis-
tance covered—three-quarters. Would
they make it? Was Lorg even now
reaching his hands to whatever con-
trols threw on the warp? Would all

these thousands of magnificent ships
smash into a terrible, invisible bar-
rier, to rebound as shattered, broken
debris, spattered with human blood?

Shelton felt the weight of his re-
sponsibility in this daring, desperate
attack. Yet in the back of his mind
was the voice of assured hope.
And a minute later, his hopes were

fulfilled. Retarding blasts thundering
and splitting the thin air of Iapetus,
the Navy ships plunged for the jagged
surface, wheeling for a landing. The
fleet had come as a wide-spread pan-
cake, all arriving at almost the same
time. It was the precision, trained
skill, practiced formation flying of

Earth's finest pilots. Shelton's heart
leaped with admiration.
But then he cried aloud. Some few

ships, lagging, burst Into flying frag-
ments against an unseen barrier and
slithered off into space. The warp had
been turned on again! But too late.

By-far the majority of the Earth fleet

was nestling down for landing, well
within the barrier. Those deaths of a
few brave men would not be in vain!
"Look out!" came Traft's warning

roar. "Bad landing!"
Shelton suddenly remembered their

damaged undercarriage, gripped for

his seat handles with sweaty fingers.

So precipitous had their descent been
that the underjets could not cushion
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the fall, though Traft blasted them
valiantly.

The ETB1-14 landed with a jarring

thump, rocking crazily as it rolled for-

ward a few yards with hull scraping.

Shelton's body straps broke and he was
flung against the wall. The big pilot,

face lit with concern, quickly un-

strapped himself and picked Shelton

up like a baby.

"Hurt, Rod?" he cried anxiously.

"Sorry I couldn't
—

*

"Let me down!" snapped Shelton.

"I'm all right." But when he tried to

stand, his left leg buckled under him.

"Guess I've got a sprained ankle! And
of all times

—

"

He broke off and hopped to the

radio.

"Fleet, attention!" he barked. "Man
your guns! Their ships will attack

soon. Give 'em hell! We've got to hold
them off while the underground city

is stormed. Conditioned men, atten-

tion! Come to the ETBl-FoiiTteen
immediately

!"

CHAPTER XXI

Act of the Space Scientist

ITH all moves discussed to the

last detail long before, the

Earth forces swiftly organized them-
selves. The armed ships lay like

silvery dots in all directions, bristling

guns pointed upward, waiting for the

enemy ships to appear.

Some of the ships lay half smashed
from bad landings on treacherous

Iapetus, but in these, the men were
already in vac-suits. Here and there,

unavoidably, two ships had smashed
into one another, in the close landing
maneuvers. Undoubtedly there were
some deaths, ruined ships and guns,

but on the whole, the casualties of that

roaring, precipitous descent were
slight.

From the special ships came the men
who had been bio-conditioned to the

Iapetus air and cold. They loped

rapidly across the rocky terrain, con-

gregating around the ETBI-14.
They were to invade the under-

ground city, on an equal footing with
the aliens, unencumbered by vac-suits.

They would be a mobile force, swift

to attack, much more effective in a

long-drawn-out, hand-to-hand battle

than unconditioned men in vac-suits.

Shelton thanked the forevision that

had prompted him to ask for the corps,

as a hunch, weeks before when con-

tacting Earth to first reveal the alien

menace, '

They were armed with rifles, ban-

doliers of ammunition. Certain groups

dragged with them wheeled machine-
guns, flame-throwers, and ponderous
heat-beam guns. Earth had been un-

sparing in arming them with its best

and most effective weapons.
Shelton tried to struggle into his

vac-suit, but had to give up. He would
not be able to walk on his badly

sprained ankle.

"GuesB I can't make it;" he groaned.

"Mark, you and Hugh Benning lead

the men. Smash at the aliens with all

you've got—force quick surrender!"

"And get Lorg!" Traft added grim-

ly, fastening his visor.

"Keep in constant touch with me by
radio," Shelton admonished. "The bio-

men have several along. You can hook
one on your belt." His face lighted

somberly. "We've got to win!" he
declared earnestly, "We should now.
The battle was half won when we got

past the warp. Ge to it!"

Traft and Benning stepped out of

the lock, in their vac-suits. They con-

versed briefly with the bio-men, then
set the lead toward the cave mouth,
a quarter-mile off.

Alone in the ship with Myra, Shel-

ton and the girl looked out from the

pilot port at the familiar, though un-
worldly, landscape of Iapetus. dotted
now with the waiting Earth forces. A
hushed lull seemed to hang over the

universe, as though it were watching
this soon-to-be bid for mastery be-

tween two warring intelligences.

Shelton's face clouded a little,

watching Traft's army march to at-

tack.

"Why did I have to get a sprained

ankle?" he muttered. "Now I have to

wait up here, like a lame duck. It's

ironic, isn't it, Miss Benning?"
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"Yes, Dr. Shelton."
They looked at each other strangely,

finding it a little ridiculous that after
all they had been through together,
they were Btill so formal. In the swift
tumble of events, they had carried
through, without change, a reserved
attitude to one another. Shelton smiled
a little, and opened his lips to speak,
but at that moment the radio blared
forth.

"Traft calling! Cold beams pouring
from the cave ! Here's where they get
a taste of hot lead. The battle's on,
Rod!"

THE first line of bio-men had fallen

. to the ground, writhing in the grip
of concentrated cold forces. The sec-

ond line promptly began pouring rifle-

fire into the cave mouth. In a mo-
ment, the chatter of machine-guns and
the hiss of the flame-throwers joined
the battle sounds.

Then, over the horizon, came the
black ships of the enemy, in seemingly
countless numbers. Like buzzards,
they swooped over the Earth ships,

ppuring down their numbing cold
force.

The Navy guns began popping vici-

ously, in a steadily increasing roar.

The larger dreadnaughts hurled their

thunderous big shells into the melee.
Black ships faltered, peppered with
jagged holes, and fell to the surface
to split open like eggshells. Their
plastic hulls, though diamond-hard,
could not withstand the battering of

Earth's most powerful guns.

But they kept coming in endless
numbers, spraying down their cold

force with enough effect to prohibit

accurate gunfire. Here and there an
Earth ship's gunfire ceased entirely,

as its crew was thrown completely into

suspended animation. If the aliens

ever won, with their strange weapon,
all the Earthmen would be prisoners,

in a state of suspended animation. And
later slaves!

But Shelton was sure the enemy
could not win. It might hsve been
different in space, where the gravity-

ships could outmaneuver the rocket-
propelled ships. But on solid ground,
with the Earth forces like a grim, im-

pregnable fortress, all the advantage
was with Earth, The alien ships were
raining down; broken, useless. It

should be just a question of time be-

fore they would no longer be superior
in numbers, and completely inef-

fective.

At the cave mouth, Traft had routed
the large force of aliens there. Al-
ready he was leaping into the cave,
leading his men on. In the light
gravity, the men easily lifted bulky
machine-guns and heat-projectors.
The bio-army disappeared from sight,
invading the underground world.
A half-hour later, Traft's voice came

cheerily, via radio.

"Overlooking the city now!" he re-

ported. "Aliens swarming up the slope,
armed with long sharp things. Ben-
ning says plastic swords and spears,
as good as steel. There'll be hand-to-
hand fighting now. They have us out-
numbered plenty, but we're reducing
the proportion with bullets, flame and
heat. Sort of a"—he sounded as if he
were a little nauseated—"slaughter.
But they have courage, coming
through it all like demons. Hand-to-
hand fighting started now—

"

"You and Benning keep out of it!"
warned Shelton. "One slit in your vac-
suits and you're out of the picture.

Just stay back and give orders. That's
your part!"

"Right, Rod!" Traft answered, re-

luctantly. Half under his breath he
added, "Anyway, I'll get some nice
Bnaps."

And so the battle raged on, above
and below ground, with the Earth
forces rapidly gaining the upper hand.
After an hour, above ground, Shelton
could see that the black ships were not
coming in such tremendous numbers
any more. They began to fall away
from the massed stand of Earth ships,

and retreated to the fringes, where the
Navy gunners continued to pick them
off one by one.

"It's practically all over!" Shelton
breathed joyfully. "Lorg should be
surrendering any minute now—

"

"Look!"

MYRA was pointing upward. A
ship had dropped directly over
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them, hovering. And then Shelton saw
the two large white crosses on its

sides. The Space Scientist's ship!

None of the Navy gunners had fired,

for they had seen it was not an enemy
ship. It lowered and landed, just be-

yond the ETBl-H.
"Wonder what he wants here?"

Shelton growled* "A front seat at the

big show? I'm going to give him a

piece of my mind!"
He turned to Micro-wave Nine and

barked into the microphone: "Atten-
tion, Space Scientist!"

The Space Scientist's masked head
appeared on Shelton's opti-screen, but

said nothing, though his air of cold-

ness could be fairly felt.

"Look here!" Shelton exploded.

"You're a traitor to your own race, a

renegade! You knew of the aliens, but

you wouldn't lift a finger to help the

world you were born on- Had you
given the warning, much of this would
not have happened—the disappearance

of Iapetus and Pluto, men dying in

battle!" Shelton choked with rage.

"You're going to pay for it! You
thought you could come here, observe

things as though it were all a gigantic

play for your benefit, and then leave.

But you're not leaving ! If you try to

go, Til command the Navy gunners to

fire. You're going to be taken to Earth
—and court-martialed!"

The Space Scientist appeared to

show only studied indifference to the

threat.

"Court-martialed, as a traitor
!"

yelled Shelton. "Do you hear me?"
"Yes, I heard you," came back the

Space Scientist's voice, with a half

mocking note.

He raised his hands to fumble at his

mask. As he removed it, Shelton was
thunderstruck at the face revealed.

It was the scaled visage of an alien!

The alien's large, dark eyes peered

at Shelton with faint amusement.
"I am Murv," he announced. "A

citizen of Torm, and an official just

beneath Lorg in authority \"

f'But the Space Scientist?" gasped

Shelton. "Where is he? You have

his ship!"

"I am the Space Scientist!" the

alien stated calmly. "Or rather, I am

the embodiment of the myth of the

Space Scientist I You see, with the

spreading of your race among the

planets, it became imperative for us

to learn as much about earthly things

as possible. We learned your language

from captured men. Then, twenty
years ago, I was commissioned by
Lorg to drift close to Earth, to pick

up any and all information as to your

plans and exploits. Knowing that I

would eventually be sighted, my pres-

ence questioned, I devised the Space
Scientist story. Your authorities

finally came to accept me as a harm-

less, if eccentric, human who chose to

live in space."

So for twenty years an alien,

masquerading as a human, had been

spying on earthly activities! No won-

der Lorg had known so much.

PWHE alien, Murv, went on.

m "I took the precaution of having

false rocket tubes added to my gravity

ship. And when I knew human eyes

were watching, a chemical giving off

bright but cold phosphorescence was

ejected, exactly as though I had a

rocket engine. The two white crosses

I adopted as my insignia, mainly be-

cause you humans regard that symbol
with peculiar reverence. My mask, and

the hinted story of a laboratory acci-

dent, is self-explanatory."

These revelations dovetailed, but
still in Shelton's mind, there were in-

consistencies.

"You warned me not to go to Iape-

tus," Shelton mused. "I understand

that now. It was to avoid exposure of

your underground city. But why did

you keep up that pretense, when I con-

tacted you? I was a prisoner, and for

all you knew at the time, a permanent

one."

"I expected you later to act in the

arbitration between Lorg and your au-

thorities," Murv informed. "My duties

then would have been to hover near

Earth and watch for any secret moves
on Earth's part. As the Space Scien-

tist, I could do so with impunity. But
branded as an alien by you, I would
be hunted down, driven away."

Then an amaeing thought struck

Shelton.
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"But up there at Neptune's moon,
before the attack !" he cried, "You saw
us Earth forces waiting to attack
Lorg

! Why didn't you inform Lorg?"
Shelton drew a sharp breath. Why,

the whole coup could have been dis-
rupted, all their careful plans whiffed
to eternity!
"You had plenty of chance to warn

Lorg," he repeated, dumfounded, "and
yet you didn't!"
The swift thought was in Shelton's

mind: Could the alien be a renegade
as he, Shelton, had accused him?
The Torm smiled strangely, sadly

perhaps. "I did not want to warn Lorg

!

He is defeated. Better so!" He bowed
his head for a moment.
Murv looked up, suppressing what-

ever feelings were his.

"Lorg went mad with power," he ex-
plained. "He wanted to destroy and
enslave all Earth people, take all the
planets. His own idea, entirely. My
people have good and bad elements,
exactly as yours. We all wanted
planets, and endorsed the building of
the Great Machine for that purpose,
but our reasonable element hoped to
gain planets purely by arbitration, not
by force. Lorg betrayed us!"
Momentarily, fierce anger illumined

the speaker's face before he went on;
"I kept waiting for Lorg to arbitrate,

through you. But when, after the tak-

ing of Pluto, he made no such move,
1 knew he was planning bloody, com-
plete conquests. I knew, too, that he
would never succeed. Having ob-

served earthly doings for twenty
years I know of your spirit, courage,
your indomitable will. Lorg might
succeed in taking half the planets, but
eventually the tide would turn. And
then, I knew, there would be a bitter

war of extermination, till either my
race or yours was obliterated from the
face of the Universe!"
Mufv's eyes held horror. "You see

now, Earthman? Why I did not warn
Lorg? I had been thinking for days
of what to do to avoid the inevitable

holocaust that Lorg's course would
bring about. I saw that with the suc-

cess of your coup, a solution would be
reached, quickly. For I believe that

now, with the elimination of Lorg, our

races can come to an understanding.**

SHELTON realized, during the mo-
ments Murv had been speaking,

that the entire complexion of things
had changed. It was Lorg who was
the arch-enemy of mankind, its would-
be conquerer; not his people. Tact and
consideration must now be used in

dealing with the Torms.
"Will you expect more planets, by

arbitration?" he asked.
Murv shook his head. "No," he said

softly. "We have forfeited our chance,
through Lorg's blundering tactics. We
are now a defeated race, with no right
to make demands. I only ask that the
two bodies we have already taken to
Tor—Pluto and Neptune's second
moon—be left to us!"

"I can promise you they will be,"
Shelton said promptly. "Our sole aim
at the moment is to destroy the Great
Machine, so there will be no more
world moving. And I think the basis
for a permanent peace between our
races will be your promise never to
build another Great Machine !"

"You will be given that promise,
gladly!" the alien said earnestly.
"We—"
A new voice burst in on the all-wave

circuit. Traft's voice; from below.
Shelton had almost forgotten that a
battle was still raging there.
"We've got them licked, Rod !" came

the big pilot's bellow. We swept
through the city, drove them back.
One Earthman is worth ten Torms I

They've thrown down, their arms in

surrender. We've surrounded the
chamber in which Lorg has barricaded
himBelf. We're battering down the
door! There it goes—and there's
Lorg!"
Shelton snapped on his auxiliary

opti-screen, barbed into the phone.
"Shelton calling Lorg!"

CHAPTER XXII

The Moon Bargain

LORG'S autocratic features, twisted

with bitterness, appeared on the
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second screen.

"You must surrender, Lorg I" barbed
Shelton. "Your ships above ground
have been driven off. My men down
below—

"

"They had beat not step nearer!"

threatened the Alien Superior. "I have

my hand on the master switch of the

Great Machine. If I close it, all its

energy will be released at once, tear-

ing Iapetus apart with its terrific

stored forces!"
His face gleamed evilly. Madness

shone from his eyes. True madness
now, from the crashing of his power.

"You have won, Earthman!" he said

sardonically. "But I hold your life in

my hands. In revenge—

"

"Don't !" Murv cut in sharply.

"Don't destroy Iapetus and all on it.

Then Earth will never know the true

facts, and the war will go on!"

Lorg's left hand reached to the side,

to -tune an auxiliary screen.

"You, Murv!" he ground out. "I

suppose this is all to your liking?

With me out of the way, you would
arbitrate. But I tell you, races alien to

one another cannot live in peace! One
must dominate the other. If I had
succeeded, we would have ruled the

Earthlings. Now, since all is lost, I'll

at least take with me, into death, the

Earthman who brought my downfall !"

Shelton thought rapidly, in this

frightful moment of impending death

for all.

"I think you had better not, Lorg!"
he said quickly. "You may have for-

gotten that you started to move Nep-
tune's moon before the attack came.

You had given it a velocity of about

a hundred miles a second — toward
Tor! That velocity is not lost, as you
know from the laws of motion in space.

It will take time, at that slow rate, but

if you destroy Iapetus, the free-plung-

ing moon will eventually reach Tor.

crash into it, drawn by its gravitation.

The impact will send out a wave of

scorching heat and blinding light to

Torm, your planet. If you destroy

Iapetus now, you destroy all your peo-

ple!"

Lorg's mad eyes glared in momen-
tary indecision. His insane mind
seemed trying to determine whether

that was so. Mad or not, he could not

let his own people be destroyed, to let

the Earth-people reign supreme, in

their binary Universe.
Cold sweat beaded Shelton's fore-

head. He felt the wings of death
brushing closer than at any time in all

this strange adventure. Myra's face

was ash-white, her eyes wide as though
staring into eternity. Even Murv's
alien face reflected the stark horror of

the moment- All the satellite seemed
to be held in an electrified stasis.

Lorg's right hand, on the Great Ma-
chine's master control, grew limp for

an instant. And in that instant, there

came a sharp zing, and the nauseating

sound of the impact of a bullet in liv-

ing flesh. A hole appeared in Lorg's

right temple as if by magic. Pale blood

gushed forth. His limp fingers tight-

ened for a moment on the switch han-

dle, then relaxed and fell free. With
an expression of stark bewilderment,

Lorg, the alien conqueror, slumped to

the floor—lifeless*

"Whew!" came Traft's voice in a
long-drawn-out sigh. "If I had
missed

—

"

For a moment Shelton leaned back,

panting.
"Good work, Mark old boy!" he

murmured finally.

HE snapped himself alert. Mat-
ters had to be attended to.

"Mark," he ordered, "find all Earth-
men down there who are in suspended
animation. Benning can point out the

chambers. Bring them up, to be taken
to Earth and revived. When you come
up, leave a few of the bio-men On
guard,"

"Okay, Rod! And while I'm going
around, I'll be taking a complete series

of pictures of this place. I'll get some
kind of a prize for them, on Earth."

Shelton looked at the image of

Murv. The alien had stood unmoving
since the death of Lorg. His face ex-

pressionless, there was no clue to the
thoughts going through his mind. But
faintly, Shelton could sense bitterness,

perhaps at the crashing of plans he and
his people had nourished for a cen-

tury.

"Can you direct the handling of the



Great Machine, Murv?" Sheiton asked.
The alien nodded.
"Then you will have the moon of

Neptune put back in its orbit," Shei-
ton said. "After that the Great Ma-
chine will he destroyed!"
He would not feel a moment's peace

until that had been done, and the
threat of its terrible powers removed
forever.

But the alien remained silent for a

moment. Then he said, slowly, his

tone half apologetic:
"There would be no need to put the

moon back into its Orbit!"
"But you surely don't want your

world destroyed!" Sheiton snapped,
impatiently.
The alien shook his head. "No, that

would not happen. Tor swings in an
orbit itself, with Sol. When the moon
of Neptune arrived, it would swing to

one side of Tor, Tor's great attrac-

tion would then grasp it, pull it into

an eccentric orbit. Neptune's moon
would be captured, as a body of Tor's
system!"
"You mean," Sheiton queried won-

deringly, "that you would want to have
the moon as another world in your sys-

tem?" This was all incongruous, fan-

tastic, this bargaining for worlds ! "I'm
afraid it can't be, Murv, I have no au-

thority to present you with another
planetary body—" He stopped, won-
dering how to say it. "You already
have Pluto and Neptune's first moon,
at Tor. No sense in taking them back.
But to let this second moon of Nep-
tune go—

"

"I am asking for this moon!" the
alien said softly, firmly. "For my peo-
ple. We will remove our colonies on
Neptune and Uranus, leave your Sys-
tem free. Iapetus will be destroyed,
in the void between our Systems, and
our premise will be given never to
build another Great Machine. Let this

moon be a token of peace between us."

Shelton's thoughts were in a tur-

moil. Was this some trick on Murv's
part ?

Was he scheming to carry on the

aliens' program, now that Lorg was
gone? Sheiton felt ashamed of him-
self instantly. No, obviously Murv
was sincere.

*?*yM"T is such a small thing to ask,

M. Earthman !" Murv went on, his
voice vibrant, "This moon is but one
of your many bodies. Ours is an im-
poverished System, yours rich with
worlds. What difference can it make
it this little moon is gone from your
Sun, when you have giant Jupiter and
Saturn and their moons, and all the
other great planets? And we have so
little! To us, this one moon would he
a great new world! Can you under-
stand, Earthman? How long we have
lived on one, lone planet, gazing across
with our telescopes to your magnifi-
cent System? Can you blame us for
building the Great Machine, hoping to
bargain for some of your worlds? He-
suits have been unfortunate, but that is

over. I am asking, pleading, for this

one more moon! Surely you can spare
it

!"

Sheiton could glimpse the alien's

depth of emotion. With all the elo-
quence at his command, he was beg-
ging for another small world for his
restricted System. And incredible as
it might seem, Sheiton knew that he
sympathized with him*
"Murv, the moon is yours!" Sheiton

said quietly. "I may be utterly crazy
for taking this responsibility, but I

am." He grinned briefly at the thought
of facing the council, on Earth, and
blandly telling them he had given
away a moon!
For a moment the two stared into

one another's eyes. Alien and Earth-
man. A spark of something akin te

brotherhood passed between them.
There would be peace between Earth
and Torra, in the coming ages. . .

.

A day later, after Iapetus had been
motivated, under Murv's guidance, to
a point far beyond Pluto's former or-

bit, all the ships within and upon it

left. The black ones of the aliens
streamed out into the dark void, to-

ward Tor. The fleet of Earth soared
with thrumming rockets toward Sol,

Within the pilot cupola of the
ETBI-14, Traft and Hugh Benning
had their heads together, plotting the
return course, after the take-off.

"Let's go down to the cabin, Myra,"
Sheiton suggested to the girl beside
him.
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Traft turned to watch. Shelton,

limping, had his arm around the girl's

shoulder for support. But they were
also holding hands. Traft snatched

up his camera and clicked the shutter.

"I've been waiting for that shot!" he

grunted in satisfaction.

Hours later, as Murv had set the

timed mechanism to throw the master

control of the Great Machine, de-

serted, stranded lapetus exploded into

cosmic debris, ripped to atomic shreds

by the release of world-moving gravi-

tational force stressed within. The
Great Machine, and Lorg—and his

dream—were no more.

Shelton stared beck at the bright

ring of shimmering dust that ex-

panded and faded into the dark void.

It was hard to believe that their great

adventure had been real. That a world,

an Impossible World of aliens, existed

close in the void. That a planet and
two moons had been whisked from Sol

to Tor. That he had been instrumental

in ending an unsuspected menace, one

that had been hanging over them for

a century.

And last, that he had given away a

moon as a symbol of peace between

their races.

Shelton felt content.

N . r
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The Man From Mars
usSASre? By P. SCHUYLER MILLER

AMhor of "Dml of Deduction," "The Red Plague," Wt.

SURELY a circus is no place to

look seriously for a Martian

—

particularly Professor Von
Tempski's little one-elephant show.
And yet, there it was— blazoned in

huge crimson letters, "THE MAN
FROM MARS (fifty cents)." Hav-
ing a normal curiosity, I lingered.

Above the door of the Martian's

elaborate tent hung a painting of

Mars. Over its entire face ran

a fine tracery of lines—Schiaparelli's
"canall," Lowell's "canals" — more
than I had seen on any published
sketch.

"Absolutely the most stoopenjus
spectakle known to mankind !" cried
the barker. "Unequaled by the wiz-
zudry of modern science! Ladies and
gennlemun — a living, breathing,

speaking man from the planet Mars!
The exiled prince of another race

—

lost in the endless sea of empty space
—drawn by mysterious forces to our
own little world, and persuaded to en-
tertain the intelligent citizens of

Kansas with examples of the wonders

of another world! Only fifty cents!"
Behind the barker's stand was a

great canvaB drop, inscribed with a

series of names "renowned to the
world of science," endorsing the sci-

entific worth of the man from Mars.
Most of them were literally peppered
with degrees, at least fifty per cent

unknown to Earthly education. They
may have been from Martian universi-

ties.

But down in the lower corner was a
name that brought me to with a rude
jolt— Harvey Henderson, B.S. I

slammed down my four bits, grabbed
the ticket, and shouldered through
the gaping crowd of farmers into the
tent. I, too, wanted to see the man
from another planet.

Slowly the tent filled. The crowd
faced the curtained stage. Then the
lights waned and died. The whisper-
ing of the audience Bank, ceased. Now
a faint music was playing behind the
curtain, soft and full of ovartones.
Softly the curtain parted and drew
aside.





his thin body with huge chest, swathed
in dull rad robes, spindling legs and
arms with bony, protruding joints;

large delicate hands and small feet.

But the large and magnificent head
seized everyone's attention. It was
half again as large as our own, a

smooth, bald, prnk dome with great
ears rising above a bulging brow and
tiny, wrinkled face. A little full

mouth was pursed under a slightly
hooked nose. Above, sunk deep be-
neath massive, hairless brows, were
his eyes!
Those eyes! In those great orbs

was all the beauty of another world

—

living, vibrant, ageless beauty, with a
sort of grave wisdom and penetration
that seemed to gaze through and be-
yond you. In that moment I knew
that this was more than a cheap side-

show.
The Martian's long, tapered fingers

danced over a keyboard fixed to the
chair-arm. Prom one wing a low, rub-
ber-tired cart rolled out, bearing an
instrument that I recognized as a
variant of the common therein in.

Soft music was drifting from its

speaker. A second cart appeared, bear-
ing a large plate-glass tank of water
with goldfish swimming about in it.

The Martian's hands began playing
a witch's dance on the ivory keys,
leaping faster than the eye could fol-

low. The instruments beside the
throne rose as on wings into thin air,

swept forward, grouped above the
forestage. 'A pause, and then a group
of three high voltage discharge tubes
began to blaze with color, leaping,

pulsing color, far beyond any Earthly
art.

The thin-stalked bulb of a cathode
ray surged to the fore, hung for an in-

stant, then began its weird glow as its

hurtling rays ionized the air. A little

half-sphere of seme dark mineral
darted up before the window of the
tube, into the path of the rays.

Instantly it blazed with blue flame,
seintillant with dancing sparks of
orange-red. Then the ray died, and
the discharge tubes, yet the cold blue
flame burned on alone, swinging in

slow, small circles above our heads,
until a scurry of keys bore it from
sight.

And now came the real marvel of

the entire program. A second tank
appeared, with fish, like the first.

The Tesla globes swam out, ten-inch
spheres of brass, poised perhaps ten
feet apart, and silent lightning began
to play between them, a lacework of

pale electric flame that danced with-
out the customary crackle of a high-
tension spark. The water of the twin
tanks began to rise, draw away from
the sides, mount into a rounded cone
that slowly elongated until it tore
loose from the glass with a little sigh,
leaving the fish in perhaps six inches
of water at the bottom of the tank.

Freed, the liquid cones bulked into
two spheres of water, floating over-
head, swinging slowly about each
other to the rhythm of the flame-song.
Suddenly they merged in a single
great globe of water, a do2en feet in

diameter, drifting unsupported above
our upturned faces.

This sphere, defiant of gravity, be-
came opaque. Milky vague shapes and
outlines appeared on its spinning sur-
face, forming a globe of the Earth that

hung before us. Earth, seen from out-
side, from open space!

It faded as it had come, forming a
new world in its stead— rose-red, with
capping of white and a tracery of fine

green lines over its entire face, run-
ning from red of desert waste to cool
green of vegetation, from southern
ice to northern snows. I recognized
the planet Mars.

It was a spectacular exhibition.

Then the globe shone clear, divided,
and descended as water back to the
tanks. The curtain fell, the lights
came up, and we filed in hushed won-
der toward the door.
As I turned, outside, to leave, a hand

fell on my shoulder, the husky voice
of the barker was in my ear.

"Hey, he wants to see you. inside

—

the guy that runs it. Go back that
way."

ONDERING. I went back to a
flap in the rear of the tent,

pushed through. I was back-stage,
the throne and all the rest of the para-
phernalia before me, the form of the
Martian slumped wearily in the scant
comfort of its gilded scat. A familiar
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figure was bending over him. He
swung around to greet me, end I

recognized Harvey Henderson.
"Well, you old dingbat, how'd you

like the show?" he chuckled.

"Man, it's big!" I gasped. "What
is it?"

"It's the real McCoy," he said

tersely. "But I wish I'd never seen
it—or him. It can't last, Hank, and

I'm afraid the breakup will come
pretty soon."

"You mean this is not just a show?"
I asked.

"This is really a man from Marsf"
said Henderson.
"Where did—he—come from—how

did he get here, of all places?" I fal-

tered.

"I'll explain. Kight now, come and
meet him. He saw you watching the

show. I guess he senses a kindred
spirit."

Henderson turned and looked deep
into the great eyes that had been star-

ing at us. The form on the throne

stiffened, rose to its feet, moved
jerkily toward me. The eyes caught
mine, held them, seemed to swim into

my very being and search my inner

self. The Martian's hand was rough
and dry, lifeless, like a mummy's- His
face was of the same cearse texture,

unlike any flesh that I had ever seen,

but I knew somehow this was no fake.

The Martian sensed my thoughts, for

something like a twinkle appeared in

his eyes.

"I have a shock for you, Hank,"
Henderson said. "Watch."
He fumbled at the nape of the Mar-

tian's neck, pressed sharply. There
was a click, and the Martian's body
collapsed into a crumpled heap of red

cloth and wire-framed pseudo-flesh.

Only his head remained, suspended
in midair, with a three-foot cylinder

of faintly violet opaque crystal dan-
gling beneath it. Another click, and
the great cranium split, just behind
the ears. Henderson laid the halves

carefully aside and stood back. The
Martian—the real "man from Mars"

—

floated before me.
A squat three-foot cylinder of violet

crystal, two feet in diameter, rose un-
broken to a transparent hemisphere
of quartz glass which housed the real

head of the Martian. It was startlingly

human. Only the fine, great eyes were
the same.
Above and about the Martian's

head, inside the crystal globe, was sus-

pended a network of very fine silver

filaments, with cables like spiderweb
running down into the hidden in-

terior of the purple cylinder.

"'He can't make sounds in our
audible range," Henderson told me,
"but he has a power, telepathy of some
sort, by which to express himself. It

is a crude method, at best, with us, but

I am getting able to identify a few of

the more abstract mental impressions.

I've had plenty of practice in the last

five months."
"Five months?" I wondered.
Henderson replied with a smile.

"Six months ago the Martian landed

on Earth in his space ship. He was
out on an exploring trip when he ran

across a farmer who promptly locked

him up in the silo as a menace to the

natural world of Genesis.

"That's where I found him—in Ice-

land's silo, already sold to this circus

as a freak. Leland showed me the

Martian. He sort of attached himself

to me—felt that he stood a better

chance of establishing communication,
I guess—and it wasn't long before he
did get his first message across.

"I was examining him in the barn
door when all at once my automatic

pencil hopped out of my pocket and
began to scurry over a piece of new
pine flooring. It drew a picture—

a

map of North America—then hovered
over it, sort of questioning me. I

caught the idea and put a cross on the

place where we were.
"That was just the start. Pretty

soon I caught the telepathy idea. It

takes two to make it work— and it

wasn't long before I had the story

roughly pieced out. Lakjzt was voy-
aging to Earth from Mars.

"All went well until he hit the

Heaviside layer, lost control and
plunged to earth. His car is buried in

some hillside here in Xansas. We've
got to find it.

"Leland had already sold Lakjzt to

Von Tempski, and I couldn't block the

sale. So I came along and set up this

show, and it has been making money
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for the circus, but they're not sat-

isfied. They've seen what his electro-

magnetic control of space curvature
can do in the way of moving things,

and they want to have him hoist the
elephant in the main shew.
"They don't realize what a mental

strain it is on him to do all that levi-

tation. We fixed up thiB mechanical
man to fit around him and make him
more comprehensible as per the man-
agement's orders.
"But what can you do about it?" I

wanted to know. "It's a shame."
"Do? Now, with your help, we'll

rescue him and search for that space-
car o£ his. Then

—

aa revo/r. He'll

stick pretty close to Mars when he
gets back. Well, Hank, how about It?

Do we swindle old Prof. Von Tempski
oat of his man from Mars?"
"We do that!" I answered with-

out hesitation. "My car's outside.

This is slavery. If a man like this

Martian has been treated as you say,

we owe him whatever we can do to

help hirn out!"
The light in the Martian's eyes told

me that he understood me and was
grateful. I experienced a queer sort

of thrill at the mental contact.

HAVING agreed to wait until

dark, I left just before the
evening performance. Returning, I

nearly ran into a big beefy German
whom I recognized by his. mustaches
as Von Tempski. He jerked past me
and stamped off toward the big top
lashing the air furiously with his ring

master's whip. I knew at once that
something was brewing, and Hender-
son's first words were no surprise.

"It's happened, Hank!" he growled.
"We've simply got to get Lakjzt clear

tonight. Von Tempski was just here,

and he wants the Martian to wind up
the big show tonight by juggling most
of the menagerie. I told ham it

wouldn't go—that it was entirely a
matter of mental control of enormous
forces locked up in that crystal cylin-

der, and that no mind can heft an en-
tire circus and not break!"
"What are we waiting for?" I said.

"I'll bring the car up back of the tent,

and you can slip out." I opened the
flaps, stopped. "Come here, quick," I

whispered. "And keep quiet,**

He poked his head through the flaps
beside me. Lined up before the tent
were five husky teamsters, with them
a dapper, fish-faced individual. He
had some electrical apparatus set
upon soap-boxes—a Wimshurst static

machine and a dozen big condensers.
Henderson muttered in my ear.

"That's Dugan, the manager. He's
get a static machine? Damn him, he
has us tied! Even the smallest electric
field knots Lakjzt all up—paralyzes
his control completely. He'll be help-
less. What can we two do against
those bruisers from the tent gang?"

I saw Dugan and the teamsters turn
and stare in our direction. Dugan be-
gan to spin the handle of the Wim-
shurst machine, building up his field.

He jockied the contacts and a fat blue
spark crackled between them.
Then something hard and cold

shoved past us—the Martian. He hung
just inside the shadow of the tent,

staring inscrutably at the four figures
out there. Then he returned and
darted here and there among his ap-
paratus, evidently with some definite
project in mind, Hendersen compre-
hended and ran forward to help the
Martian, who spun around to face him.
There were a few brief seconds of that
uncanny mental conversation, then
Henderson came running back.

"Listen," he whispered, "we've got
to fox Dugan. You go right on out to
your car, now, and when I whistle give
her all she's got along the south road.
Follow this map!"

I strode down the narrow aisle be-
tween the two tents, walked slowly
over to the car, started it, then waited.
All the time I kept a weather eye on
the tent and what was happening
there. First Henderson stepped out,

bent to tie a shoelace. A second form
burst from the flaps and streaked
toward the apparatus. It was the
artificial, manlike husk of the Mar-
tian. Even in the shadow of the- alley

I could see that legs and arms dangled
limply,
Dugan yelled something at his

guards, quit cranking, and ran forward
himself. The thin, big-headed body of
the seeming Martian sped straight on,
and over the row of condensers, re-
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gardless of the barring electric field.

Dugan sensed something wrong, stop-

ped short, then leaped forward again
with a curse as Henderson followed
the Martian.

Now came the climax of the whole
plan. Out of the public entrance to the
tent flashed a squat cylinder of glow-
ing purple crystal, six little globes of

vivid blue fire circling it like tiny

satellites. The teamsters stood aghast,

staring open-mouthed. In a little

streak of blue flame one of the spheres

flew to meet Dugan, burst in his face

with a dazzling glare of white light,

blinding him. With an agonized yell

he staggered forward, tripped, and lay

groveling, rubbing his seared eyes

with his fists and whimpering like a

scared pup. The Martian had directed

his dummy from the tent to fool Du-
gan, coming out in his true form to

give battle.

The white flame blazed, three times,

then again with double force Dugan
and his bruisers were writhing about.

The Wimshurst machine was a twisted

wreck beside shattered condensers,

and the squat form of the Martian was
speeding toward my car, its halo of

blue moons gone.
As Lakjzt popped into the car be-

side me, Henderson's shrill whistle

split the air beyond the tents and the
clamor of a starting Ford followed. I

started rolling toward the south gate
at thirty an hour. As I passed the big
tent I noticed that Von Tempski and
two ring-hands were running toward
the entrance. Evidently we would be

chased.

BUT Henderson had cared for that.

The half-dozen hands, including

old Von Tempski, who poured out into

the lane of side-shows, saw his old

Ford, with the artificial form of the

Martian stiff beside him careen

through the gate and burn up the road

north. They fell for the subterfuge,

and I had no pursuers.

The rest of what happened that

night is a bit vague to me. In the first

place, a thunderstorm was coming up,

and the overcast sky was electrical

with lightning. It didn't bother me in

the least, bat to the Martian it tntist

have been sheer hell!

The Wimshurst machine had stop-

ped him, and even the disturbance

from the engine must have given him
bad moments, but now the atmosphere
was supercharged with electricity,

pouring it into him with every pass-

ing second. He must have absorbed
plenty of juice from the air, storing it

up in himself and the car.

We were doing a good fifty on the

up-grade when we came to a railroad

crossing. We hit it with a tremendous
jolt that clashed the rear springs and
brought the back end of the car too

close to the rails. It all happened in

a split second. First came a brilliant

glare of blue electric fire and a crack-

ling discharge, followed by a dull

boom as the gas tank went up

!

The Martian beside me began to

blaze with a dazzling white radiance

that mounted and mounted in bril-

liance to a blinding peak, then went
out in a smash of shattering glass as

we were both blown through the wind-
shield- I hit in the mud, messy but

safe. Lakjzt landed with a crash that

shattered his cylinder, leaving him
fully exposed to the unfamiliar, un-

friendly conditions of Earth.

I lost consciousness. When I finally

came to, the storm had passed, and the

car had burnt out. But where was the

Martian? The moon showed mc.
sparkling on his shattered chrysalis

just beyond me. For a moment I stood

aghast at the change! For Lakjzt was
entirely different from the domed
cylinder that I had come to know! I

had realized that it was but a covering,

a protective shield against the alien

conditions of Earth, but the reality of

the creature within staggered me!
There was the same humanlike head

and face, without the silver filaments

and quartz dome, but beneath was a

long, tapering cone of dead-white
flesh, neckless, with a spatulate lower
end like the body of some sea-slug.

Just beneath the tiny chin sprang a

tangle of fine gray filaments, like lit-

tle ashen tendrils, writhing feebly.

He was not yet dead ! The moving
tentacles and the agonized pleading of

his great eyes told me that. The press-

ing atmosphere of Earth must be sheer

torture to his unprotected body. Over-
coming my instinctive aversion in pity



I bent down and scooped up the limp
body of the Martian. The moon was
high, and by its dim light I looked
down at the creature I held in my
arms. It was surprisingly warm. All
over the smooth flesh were long
scratches from the broken crystal, and
the blood that oozed from them was
as red as my own from a paint ul shoul-
der gash. Above all, its head was hu-
man—it was human! Those great eyes
were pleading with me again, trying
vainly to penetrate my dullness, to

speak

!

I COULD all but sense the agonized
thoughts that battered at the por-

tals of my brain. He wanted to tell

me something, something vital ! I felt

a tugging at my arm, something thin
and warm twining about it—-the tiny
gray tentacles of the Martian. They
were trying to pull his body higher,
toward my wounded shoulder. For a

moment I stood puzzled. Then the
truth swept through me, and I raised

him in my arms.
Those gray filaments were nerve

fibers. Eagerly they played over the
gash in my arm, probed it, dug into the
exposed flesh. There was a moment of

burning pain when I nearly dropped
him, as nerve met ruptured nerve and
made contact. Then the pain vanished,
and distinct messages were leaping
through my brain, the thoughts of the
Martian pouring into me through the
connected nerves of my arm. I re-

ceived pictures, sensations, even emo-
tions, and I knew that they likewise
surged in that little human head and
three-foot cone of flabby flesh.

One thing was clear enough. He
wanted to leave here— to go some-
where and go fast. Where? My un-
spoken question must have passed over
the gray network to the Martian's
brain, for at once there came a sleepi-

ness, a sort of creeping numbness over
ray whole body. I let myself go limp.
But my arms did not unclasp, my
knees did not collapse. Without hesi-
tation my body turned snd stalked off

through the corn. The Martian had
taken over control!
That last stage of our strange

journey was the most uncanny of all

experiences. I had none of the sensa-

tions of walking, of holding the dead
weight of the Martian, I, the de-
tached, mental I. was utterly apart
from the thing that was my body.
Fatigue is largely mental, and the

brain that now ruled every sensation
and motion of my body was the brain
of the man from Mars. Under the con-
trol of this alien creature, spurred by
a mind not of Earth, 1 was performing
feats of strength that should have
been impossible to a wounded man.

Yet, my mind was alive, observing
this insane cross-country dash, and en-
joying it! The thrill was beyond all

tempering of reason.
At last we reached what looked to

me like a small hill of raw earth. I

watched my erstwhile hands strap the
Martian to my back with my suspen-
ders, then plunge into the earth of the
hillside and begin tearing away at it

like a dog on the trail of a mole. Idly,
I watched me, eagerly awaiting the re-

sults of my hands' wild burrowing.
The layer of soil was thin, four feet

or less in depth, and beneath lay the
hulk of some flame-scarred, pitted

metal. The space ship of the Martian!
We had come straight across the face
of Kansas to this mound of new earth,

beneath which something had been
calling telepathically through miles of

space to the Martian.
As the last weed-grown clod fell

away, I was whirling at the port with
a sure knowledge of its mechanism,
unscrewing it, casting it aside. I

clambered into the gap, bending low,
crawled through a second, sliding
valve that closed behind us. In an
open space I stood erect and fumbled
low on the wall for a switch of some
sort. Soft light sprang into being. We
were within the Martian space ship!
Try as I will, X can never visualize

any of the details of the welter of ap-
paratus that surrounded me. T have
only the impression of the interior of
a great globe containing a mass of
silent machinery, dial after dial, and
key-board on key-board. Against the
far wall rested a tank of bluish crystal,
half full of a milky liquid. My body
darted to it, my hands threw off her-
metic seals with frantic haste, while
over my shoulder the Martian craned
anxiously.
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FLOATING half-submerged in the

liquid, its eyes closed, lay a minia-

ture replica of the man from Mars!
My hands lifted it gently to the face

beside my own, then bore it swiftly

across the sphere to another cabinet

bathed in the roseate light of twin

tubes. Laying it on a cushion of some
soft blue fabric, I expertly manipu-
lated the finely graduated dails set

above the machine, regulating warmth,
oxygen, moisture.

For long minutes our two heads

stared down at the little form, lying so

still and white against the blue

cushion. Then its tiny filaments began

to stir, nickering over its cold little

body. Its lips flushed crimson once

more and its eyes opened, looked won-
deringly about it, fell on us.

They examined us with a wisdom ill

befitting a baby of any breed or planet.

A faint appeal began to swim in them.

In response, my hands played again

over the dials. Mechanical fingers ap-

peared from the side of the cabinet,

proffered a capsule of some colorless

liquid, which the infant swallowed.
Again it observed us wisely, then its

eyes closed and it slept.

The tank was an incubator of some
sort, set to control and delay the

strangely artificial "birth" of the in-

fant Martian. The enforced absence of

Lakjzt had almost been too long-.

Still under Lakjzt's control, I

opened a cabinet, took out one of the

crystal cylinders such as the Martian
had worn before. My hands lifted him
from my back, lowered him carefully

into the wire-lined tube, his head and
a few thin filaments alone protruding
from the top. One by one the gray
threads withdrew from my gashed
shoulder and there swept over me an
anguish of tortured mind and body
such as I never want to know again.

As the last fine neutral filament

slipped into the tube, and as the full

sense of my cruelly exhausted body
hit me in one huge wave of knifing

agony, I fell senseless to the floor in

a heap.
Lakjzt cared for me while I lay un-

conscious from the strain in the body
that he had borrowed and so cruelly

used. Later he ventured near the farm
that was to have been our destination,

found Henderson there, and brought
him to the bill. He removed me to the

outer world and delivered me to Hen-
derson, a bruised and battered wreck
of what I had been, yet strengthening

East from the healing science of an-

other race and planet.

Then Lakjzt bade us good-by. For
an instant he hovered over me. The
crystal helmet tipped back, and two
fine nerve-threads flickered forth,

sought the yet unhealed gash in my
arm. A brief message—a single pic-

ture—then the connection was Broken,

the dome shut, the man from Mars
vanished into the darkness of the air-

lock. Henderson drew me back to the

edge of the marsh, where we crouched,

waiting.

The port was closed, sealed from
within. Deep within the hill sounded
a throbbing as of great hidden engines,

and of a sudden came a great burst of
golden light, a crash of rushing air,

and the Martian space ship was gone
forever.

One thing rests untold. What was it

that prompted the Martian to endure
again the torturing pressure of

Earth's atmosphere for that one mo-
ment when the connection was made
and a thought, a message, flashed

through my brain? The message itself

is the answer. In that brief instant of

contact I envisioned an Earthly

mother, and in her arms, a laughing
child, and I knew the answer to the

riddle that had been stirring my
thoughts. The Man from Mars was a

woman t
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Thumbnail Sketches of Great Men and Achievements
By M4HUT WEISINCER

THE MENTAL MARVEE Of FRANCE
ONE step. . . . "Evariste Galois," accused the teacher, "you have cheated!

How can you have the answer to this problem so soon, ten minutes be-
fore the others? How did you do it?"

The shy, frail boy of 16 answered timidly, but earnestly: "By quadratics,
sir. The problem is so easy by that method."
"What!" roared the instructor angrily. "You little rascal, can you stand there

and tell me that, and expect me to believe you? Why, I haven't taught you
quadratics. That is for older pupils."

"Please, sir, it's true!" remonstrated young Galois. "You see, I have read the
texts of Lagrange and Abel and have worked all their examples."
Not recognizing the boy as a genius, the stupid instructor glared and spoke

wrathfully: "That is incomprehensible. You have cheated somehow, and lied.

I therefore give you a failing grade in mathematics!"
Two steps. . , ,

Evariste Galois, born in 1*1 1, was now .. -

eighteen. Still frail and sensitive spirited, ; cqua-

tramie Galoii

report that the mathematics paper
yon claim to have sent me, is lost. J beg
your forgjveneas."
Lost! Two year* of laborious composi-

tion on an original theory of algebra
tions. Two years of genius wasted 1

Three steps. . . .

Galois was having his entrance examina-
tion at the famous Polytechnique Univer-

The professor asked sternly: "How can
you know the answer to the problem with-
out using the blackboard?"

"I did it in my head," answered Galois
truthfully.
The instructor smiled sarcastically. "Only

a genius could do that. You have tricked
me by buying the answers before you came.
Your application to this university is re-

jected !"

Pour steps. . . .

Would no one believe that a youth in his

teens -was ready for a mathematical career?
Galois felt his heart breaking under the
successive blows of a cruel fate. One last

desperate try for recognition. That paper on
the theory of equations, submitted for the
Grand Prize at the Academy of Sciences,
Paris. Maybe he would win.
But fate engineered its crowning jolt. Ex-

pens picked his work as the winning entry.
It was turned over to a secretary and this
man lost it! Twice in two years, Galois'
works of genius had been carelessly, almost
maliciously it seemed, dropped into Umbo!

Five stops. . . .

Embittered, be bad given up and joined
the revobjtiOTiiets of 1830.



Six steps . . . seven steps . . . eight . . .

The measured beat of this mental marvel's
tragic life marched through his tormented
mind, as he counted off the steps.

Twenty-three steps. . . .

AS1 last night he had worked feverishly.

His mind had worked with lightning insight,

clearer than ever before. He had worked out

and set down an slgebiaic principle, unknown
to hundreds of great minds before him, and
destined to be regarded with awe in the next
century for its sublime significance.

His great discovery was this. Split an un-
solvable algebraic equation into radicals
which are roots of the equation. If the radi-

cals are rational treal, not imaginary ouaTT^

titles), the equation is solvable. If the radi-

cals are irrational, nothing more can be

done. The rule still holds to the present

day. a century later.

The twenty-fourth step, . . .

On the twenty-fifth step, at dawn of the

day of May 30, 1832, Galois just 21, whirled

and fired a pistol. The shot went wild, bot

that of his political adversary in the duel

on this "field of honor" struck a vital spot.

Evariste Galois and his brilliant intellect

were no more.
Thus died one of the most promising

mathematicians the world has ever seen.

Death had ended the equation of Galois' life

with a zero.

;ntific journals of the day.
always rejected.
There was little s

the;

MAC ABOUT MICROBES
ELIE METCHNIKOFF gazed ruefully at the telegram clutched in bis hand.

Thousands of sheep were dead from his vaccine, it informed him. So he

was not the great bacteriological genius he thought himself. His microbe serum
had killed—not cured. Metchnikoff was a failure.

The zealous biologist stroked his majestic beard and scowled. Why was life

so full of disappointments? His eyes glowed lambently as his thoughts whirled

him years into the past.

Born in Russia, he had attended the University of Kharkoff. A brilliant stu-

dent there, far ahead of his class, he wrote many technical papers reporting

his discoveries with the microscope for the —

One crushing disappointment after another.

At twenty-three he married. Four years

later his wife had died. Metchnikoff won-
dcied ti lie should follow her.

But despite these adversities, the scientist

toiled inressantly. Day and night he kept

his eyes glued to his microscope until they
were red-rimmed, ready to fall out of their

sockets. Under his precious lens he
examined every organism known to science.

Germ culture, tissues of muscle, samples of

the blood. He studied them all, determined
to find one thing—the reas*n why certain

organisms were immune to disease. He was
mad about microbes.
Metchnikoff got up from his chair, reached

for his favorite pipe. He smiled wanly. It

was pleasant to remember the brief years
of success that had followed.

In 1844, at the age of forty-four, as the
result of work on sponges and polyps, he
had published an epoch-making memoir on
the intra-cellular digestion of invertebrates.

These observations threw a bombshell into

the biological sanctums of learning. Met-
chnikoff had proved that individual cells of

sponges took in solid particles of food and
digested them in order to provide material
for the growth of the young; and he to3d

how the amoebalike eggs of a polyp ate and
digested the neighboring follicular cells.

But what was most sensational were Met-
chnikoff's observations on the laws of im-
munity—the problem that had puzzled hint

for decades. He established the fact that

certain wandering amoeboid cells attack, in-

gest, or absorb parts of the body which be-
come either useless or septic and thus harm-
ful to the organism, and also microbes of
disease germs and the bacteria which have
entered a wound. [Turn Po^l

Metchnikoff believed, so he transferred to

the University of Wurzburg in Germany.
There condition § became unbearable for

him. His fellow students refused to asso-

ciate with him—he was a Jew. Heartbroken,
the young scientist went to Italy. From
Italy be went to the island of Heligoland,
Driven by a relentless spirit—the desire to

learn everything he could about microbes
—about how humanity could conquer the
menace of invisible germs—the Jew wan-
dered.

And so it was for the indomitable pioneer.



proved that there are organisms in the body
whose sole function was to destroy any
alien organic matter that might be harmful.
Metchnikoff didn't know what to call these
destroying cells that annihilated foreign
microbes. But the Greeks had a word for it

—Phagocytes t Phagocytes is Greek for de-
vouring cell.

And so had come success. The people of
Russia, forgetting for a moment that Met-
chnikoff was Jewish, appointed him director

of a new Institute. They wanted Professor
Metchnikoff to isolate phagocytes that

would destroy the disease microbes which
were killing off their cattle.

The fiery scientist had protested. "I am
only a theoretician; I am overwhelmed with
researches—some one else will have to be
trained to make vaccines, to do the prac-
tical work."
But the people of Russia wanted miracles.

They had paid for the Institute with their
hard-earned roubles, and they demanded re-

mits. Metchnikoff was or the spot. And
he was tired; he had been studying too hard.
Now Metchnikoff drammed his fingers on

the surface of his desk. Yes, he had made
a mistake. He had gone off on a vacation,
leaving the work of an anthrax vaccine to
his assistants. And now the telegram told
him that it had failed, terribly. He knew
what that meant. He was through at the
Institute. Well, at least he had tasted the
cup of success for a short time. It was
sweet. Maybe—in the decades to come—
he would sip it again.
But Metchnikoff, in his heart of hearts,

wasn't so sure. Where would he go? He was
old now. He had numerous enemies all over
Europe, men who were envious of his dia-

perimentation. Why couldn't all scientists

be helpful to each other, like the great Pas-

Wait a minute . . . Professor Louis Pasteur
was head of the famous Pasteur Institute,
in Paris. Metchnikoff had met the brilliant
French scientist once. Would he remember
him now? Would he give him a chance to
work out his theories, uninterrupted?

Metchnikoff didn't know, but be could
hope. So the Jew who had wandered all

over Europe came to Parts, stood before
the impressive entrance of the Institute,

walked in and asked to See Professor Pas-
teur.

A few minutes later the two giants of
their day were standing side by Bide, eyes
locked. The Number One microbe hunter
of the century was thrilled to see Metchni-
koff again. He patted his bewildered fellow-
scientist on the back and exclaimed enthu-
siastically:

"You may not only come to work in our
laboratory, but you shall have an entire
laboratory to yourself!"
The world lifted from Metchnikoff s shoul-

ders. His watery eyes became steady as he
visioned the future . . . another chance to
learn more about microbes, to conquer the
marauding hordes that menaced humanity.

History tells the rest. Metchnikoff did
justify the great Pasteur's faith in him. In
the years to come he battled with the micro-
scopic foes of mankind, isolated the causes
of several diseases, won mighty victories

over them. In 1908 he was awarded the
Nobel prize.

The man who had failed many times was

DEATH OF A STAR-GAZER
T^ICOLAUS COPERNICUS was dying. The seventy-year old astrono-

X^t mer's breath came in quick, short gasps, and his frail heart beat feebly in

a grim race against Death. Suddenly his eyelids fluttered open, and the eyes

that had spent a Hfetime charting the cosmos roamed over the men before

him who had come to watch him die.

With an inaudible sigh, Copernicus sank back in his pillows, his eyes now
shut. Ah, they were good, these men who stood before his bedside. The great-

est scientists of the sixteenth century. Loyal,
friendly colleagues in life, they would
mourn his passing from the world. There
had been times when he had argued bitterly

with each of them, when they bad claimed
he was a fool to believe In certain of his

astronomical theories. But he had been,

firm in his convictions. Proof was what
they had wanted, and proof was what he
had given them.
The astronomer's pale, shrunken face re-

laxed in a placid smile. For centuries men
of science had accepted the doctrines of
Ptolemaic astronomy, Ptolemy, the Egyp-
tian mathematic iar, had declared that the
Earth exists as a fixed body in the center of
the Universe, and that the heavens revolve
around it every twenty-four hoars. For the

neat thirteen hundred years all the civilized

world believed this. During all that time it

was thought that the sky was a solid vault,

turning round on a mighty axis fitted into

sockets with the stars attached to the sur-
face of the vault.

As a youth. Copernicus had read avidly
all he could o( the old writers of astronomy,
and his keen mind saw that there was some-
thing wrong, in the conclusions Ptolemy had
reached. Night after night he would sit up
in a tower and watch the stars, pondering
on their mysteries. And every shred of evi-

dence he collected took him farther and
farther away from Ptolemy and nearer to
something quite new—quite unheard of

—

the movement of the Earth around the win.

He saw that the sun does not circle the



that he ventured to have it printed. He
named it Dr Kerolutioniboa Oribiuai Comlt-
thrni (Concerning the Revolutions of the
Heavenly Bodies). But would posterity

prove it accurate?
The aged scientist's eyes flitted open once

more. If only be could see a copy of hia

book before he died. Then death would be

welcome. For a moment Copernicn»' fea-

tures grew stem as he remembered some-
thing. Andreas Osiahder, a Lutheran
preacher interested in astronomy and
mathematics, had suggested that the book
be offered as a mere hypothesis, bearing no
relation to the actual facta other than to

serve as a good working basis for calcula-

tions. This way. the Church would not be
offended. Copernicus had scorned thii pro-
posal. He wanted the world to know the

truth.

The sun sank low in the heavens, and
Copernicus felt his heart slowing down.
Death was but minutes away. Suddenly
there was a knock on the door. It was a
messenger from the printer delivering; the
very first copy of his book. He thrust it

into the trembling hands of the dying
astronomer who had just enough strength

to scan its title page. Copemicua smiled
faintly, attempted to turn a page. His eyes
closed finally, in death.

But Copernicus had seen only the title

pace of his book. Had he turned the first

page he would have discovered the treach-

ery of Osiander. Disregarding Copernicus'
admonitions, he had inserted a preface to

the work which stated that the book was
merely "an interesting hypothe sis." No
name was signed to this prologue, so that
readers assumed the astronomer had sought
to save his hide at the expense of truth.

But Copernicus had died blissfully, un-
aware of this deception.
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Earth, but that the Earth and the other

planets go around the sun.

But it was shocking to think such a thing

in those days. All people held that God had
made our Earth the center of the Universe,

that ours was the greatest and most im-
portant planet in the Universe, and that all

the heavens obediently attended, meekly

Skolaus Coptrnicut

whirling round and round us. If it were be-

lieved that the Earth were not the center of

the Universe, then, some pious men said, the

importance of the Earth disappeared. That
was heresy, the Church claimed!

Copernicus wrote a book to prove his

theory. He knew the danger he ran, and
feared to give his book to the world. For
years he kept it by him secretly, and it was
only after he had been stricken by paralysis



Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" "Not I,' Said John Stuart

as He Started to Paint the Town Red!

The FEAR
NEUTRALIZED

By ECNOND HAMILTON
-! nthor of "Mutiny on tmropa," "Easy Money," rtc.

<•(• BP^EAR.'" said Dr. Bascom
^ ^- impressively, "is the curse

M. of the world."
He held up his lean finger in peda-

gogic fashion to emphasize his point,

his small figure rigidly drawn up and
his eyes behind glittering glasses

austerely focused upon my face.

I hastened to utter an obsequious.
"Yes, sir," and tried to look as atten-

tive and respectful as I could. In-

wardly I was wishing I could get
away from the old bore and bunt up
Helen, his daughter, but I was too
afraid of the irascible little scientist

to say so.

"Just look at this fear-ridden hu-

man race of ours !"' exclaimed Dr. Bas-
com. "All its happiness is thwarted
and poisoned by fear—fear of what
other people may think, fear of the
future, fear of the consequences of
every act.

"Think how happy everyone would
be if they did not have dread of some
kind in their minds all the time. I tell

you, the human race will never attain
any real progress or happiness, John,
until it has banished fear utterly from
its make-up f"

"That's right, sir!" I hastily re-

sponded as he again paused rhetori-
cally. I felt by then that I had over-
worked "Yes, sir" lately.
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Dr. Bascorn's voice lowered.

"John, / shall be the man who re-

leases the human race from the thrall

of fear I"

"You, sir?" I repeated stupidly.

My mind was really wondering
anxiously whether Helen had not gone
out while I was caged here.

"Yes, I!" Dr. Bascom said proudly.

"Come here, John, and I'll show you
what I have done."
He led me over to a table in the cor-

ner of the laboratory. There was a

big cylindrical thing looming up be-

side the table, shrouded in a canvas
cover, but what caught my attention

was the mechanism on the table to

which the scientist was pointing. Be-
ing an insurance agent myself, I

didn't make any sense out of the thing.

It looked like a complicated electrical

apparatus, shielded by a nickel cover,

and with a copper helix spiral around
the outside of the cylindrical cover.

"Now watch this," said Dr. Bascom
importantly, taking two wire cages
from underneath the table.

In one was an ordinary mouse. In
the other was a fluffy, smoke-colored
cat that I recognized as Helen's pet

Persian. I wondered if she knew her
father was experimenting with it.

Dr. Bascom put the mouse into the

same cage as the cat. The tiny rodent
shrank into a corner, paralyzed with
dread. The cat eyed it, then flattened

down, its tail beginning to switch.

"You see," said the little scientist

earnestly, "the mouse is in deadly fear

of the cat."

"A remarkable experiment, Doctor,"
I congratulated him readily.

"You blockhead! That is not the
experiment," he snapped. "Everyone
knows that a mouse is afraid of a cat.

But watch now!"
He put the little cylindrical mech-

anism on top of the cage containing
the two animals. He touched a switch
and the tiny mechanism gave off a

faint hum.
I watched. Then I was amazed to

see the mouse come out of the corner
into which dread had frozen it. The
little rodent unconcernedly began to

wash itself with its paws.
Then, sniffing the floor of the cage,

it walked across to the cat. It sniffed

curiously at the Persian's paws, and
around its flattened head. The cat

seemed too petrified by sheer surprise

to make a pounce on the mouse for

the moment.
Dr. Bascom reached in for the ro-

dent and put it back into its own cage.

Then he turned triumphantly to me.
"You saw what happened?"
"That mouse must have been drunk

or something," I said. "I remember
reading a story once

—

"

"No, no!" the little scientist

stormed. "Can't you see that it was
this apparatus of mine atop the cage

which neutralized the normal fears of

the mouse and made it utterly fear-

less of the cat? It neutralized the

cat's fears, too, but of course we didn't

notice any change because a cat isn't

afraid of a mouse, anyway."
I stared at the little mechanism.

"You say that thing did "it? How
could it?"

Dr. Bascom smiled masterfully.

"That is my secret, John. But I don't

mind telling you the basic principle of

the thing. Fear, John, is an emotion.
But what largely controls our emo-
tions? The answer is—the ductless

glands. Physiologists have learned
during the last few decades that such
glands as the thyroid, the pituitary

and others largely determine the men-
tal and emotional make-up of an ani-

mal by the amount of their secretions.
"1 have been studying the ductless

glands for years. I discovered recent-

ly that one of them is definitely re-

sponsible through its secretions for

the emotion of fear. In some people
that gland secretes freely, and such
people are consequently always fear-

ful, even cowardly. In other people,

the fear gland does not secrete so

much, and people like that are un-
usually courageous.

"I told myself, 'Bascom, you are the

greatest scientist of the age for mak-
ing this discovery. But you will be
even greater, you will be the supreme
benefactor of the race, if you can find

a way to stop the secretion of the

fear gland altogether!' *' He was get-

ting excited by his own words now.
"And I found that way, John! I

learned that a certain type of elec-

trical radiation has a completely in-
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hibitlng effect upon that particular
gla:id. That mechanism emits such
radiation. Any subject that 3 put
under the influence of the mechanism
will have its fear-secretions inhibited,
will immediately lose all its fear."
"Remarkable?" I told him. "But

how is it going to benefit the race
much to make mice brave with that
thing?"
"John, you are a complete fool," the

little scientist informed me angrily.
"This little apparatus is only a model
which I built to test the principle. But
if I use a projector many times larger,

capable of broadcasting the fear-neu-
tralizing radiation over a great area,
capable of affecting all the people in

that area, it will
—

"

He stopped suddenly, irritated by
my uncomprehending stare.

"I might as well be explaining to a
wooden post as to an idiot like you."
he snapped. "Get out of here, before
I lose my temper I"

"Yes, sir!" I said, more joyfully
than I had all the last half hour, and
hastened out of the laboratory before
Dr. Bascom had time to change his

mind.

I HASTILY searched through the

big country house for Helen, but
couldn't find her. Then I went out-
side and saw her practicing her serve,

on the sunlit tennis court.

She saw me and came up to the ver-

anda, swinging her racket and giving
me a mocking smile.

"I thought you came out this after-

noon to see me." she said.

"I did," I told her hastily, "but I got
to talking with your father and
couldn't get away."
"Poor John," she mocked as she sat

down by me. "Why didn't you sum-
mon up what spunk you have and tell

him you just weren't interested?"
I looked at Helen Bascom with

hungry, hopeless admiration. I'd been
in love with her for more than a year
but had never got up enough nerve to

tell her so. There was something so
proud about her dark beauty, some-
thing faintly scornful in her cool eyes
that had always awed me when I felt

like pouring out my admiration. It

awed me now, so I sat making inane

remarks about tennis and the weather.
Then suddenly it happened ! And it

surprised me, I swear, as much as it

could have surprised anybody else. I
could feel my ears burning, and there
was a deep, strong hum going through
my head, but I suddenly put my arm
around Helen and said calmly:
"Come on, babe, slip us a kiss.''

She was so utterly astounded that
for the moment she couldn't resist.
Before she knew it, she was on my lap
and I kissed her—and what I mean, I

kissed her!
I tell you, she wasn't any more

astonished than I was. Yet for all my
astonishment, I still wasn't the least
bit afraid of her any more. I kissed
her again, and made it even better.
Then Helen's amazement passed,

and to my increased surprise she nes-
tled closer in my arms, her eyes not
faintly scornful now but soft and
melting.
"Oh, John," she cooed. "I'm so glad

I was wrong about you."
"Huh?" I said. "What do you mean,

wrong about me?"
She explained tenderly. "I always

was in. love with you but I wouldn't
even admit it to myself. I so hated the
thought of marrying a spineless rab-
bit of a man such as you appeared to
be. But I see now that was all pre-
tense—that you're really, beneath it,

the kind of masterful man I want."
I laughed heartily at the thought of

me being a spineless rabbit. Why, I

wasn't afraid of anything on earth !

I pulled her to her feet and started
toward my roadster.
"Come on. kid, we're going to drive

in to town and get married right now."
"Don't you think we ought to tell

Father first?" Helen asked. "He'll be
pretty angry if we don't."

"He'll get over it," I told her non-
chalantly, and she laughed carefree
assent as she got into the car with me.

I was feeling great, and I made that

roadster roar going into town. We
hit seventy-five and eighty on the
stretches, and went around the curves
on two wheels.

Helen's eyes sparkled with excite-

ment,
"Is this the fastest you can do?" she

asked over the roar of the wind.
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"Not by a long shot," I called back,

jamming the accelerator to the floor-

board. "Hold tight, gal!"

E zoomed down that concrete

road like a comet. I almost
turned us over jerking the car around
a baywagoo, and both Helen and I

shouted with laughter at our narrow
escape.

To tell the truth, at the back of my
mind I was surprised and puzzled by
my own recklessness, for I had always
been on* of the most careful of driv-

ers, But now I got a big kick seeing

how nearly I could make the old crate

imitate an airplane.

Every other driver on the road was
zipping along at the same suicidal

speed. Cars were racing each other,

cutting crazily around each other, and
taking the wildest chances. We saw a

half dozen bad wrecks before we got

to town, but they didn't bother us

—

we were getting a thrill.

I drove into the city, still making
sixty. Traffic was wild there, cars ig-

noring stop lights and signs, and col-

liding with each other at every corner.

I headed {oward the courthouse to get
our marriage license.

I had to jam on the brakes when I

came to a wreck that obstructed the
street. A traffic cop who looked pretty
wild-eyed ran up to us and stuck bis

head into my car.

"You came down that street a mile a

minute!" he snarled. "Have you driv-

ers all lost what little brains you had?"
"Who do you think you're talking

to, Ignatz?" I snapped.
And then I did something I'd often

secretly wanted to do. I reached out
and gave that traffic cop my right fist

square in the jaw. He toppled wildly
back.

Helen giggled. I thought nothing
more of it, and calmly turned the car
and detoured around the wreck.
We parked a block from the court-

house, and the first thing I saw was
the bulky figure of Mr. Wilson, my
boss, coming along the street toward
us.

He had seen me, and he was frown-
ing as black as thunder when he came
up to us.

"What are you doing running

around town with a girl, John
Stuart?" he demanded. "I thought I

sent you out to look up that Bedford
prospect?"
"That prospect can wait until I get

good and ready to see him," I told my
boss coolly. 'Tve got important busi-

ness on hand."
"Important business?" he howled.

"You young fool, your business is sell-

ing insurance, and if you don't attend

to it, 111 fire you!"
"You can't fire me. I quit!" I

snapped, and then ignored him.

"Come on, Helen."
Wilson stared after me with mouth

gaping as we moved away.
That was a good job you just quit,

wasn't it?" Helen asked unconcern-
edly.

"Sure, but I'll get another—if I

want one," I told her carelessly. "The
morrow will take care of itself ."

Inside the courthouse, the marriage
license clerk was just closing his win-
dow. I pulled it open again.

"Come on, hand out a license/' I di-

rected. "You're not supposed to close

for two hours yet."

"So what?" he sneered. "I feel like

taking the afternoon off, and I'm go-
ing to do it."

"A license, shrimp, or I'll come in

there and take your office and you
apart," I told him ominously.

I didn't scare him a bit, I must ad-
mit. He was a withered, pint-sized

little fellow with whom I could have
wiped Up the floor, but he just yawned
boredly at me as though he were an-
noyed by something 4 trifling, and
flipped out a blank to me.

"Fill that in," he told me, scowling.
"And don't start getting tough, or I'm
liable to hang a mouse on your eye."

HEN we got out of there with
the license and started looking

for a preacher, we found all kinds of
craziness going on in the street.

I noticed a small boy stop in front

of a candy store. He eyed the tempt-
ing confections inside the plate glass

window, and then nonchalantly broke
the window with his ball bat and
helped himself.

A half dozen fist-fights were going
on along the street. Then we heard a

w
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commotion from a bank a block away,
and in a few moments we learned that
two thugs bad walked in there and
had coolly tried to rob the bank with
no weapons but their bare hands!
The police were dashing around

wildly, and there were wrecks and
traffic snarls everywhere, due to the
crazy driving. And every time two
cars collided, their drivers hopped out
and proceeded to stage a fist-fight be^
side the wreck.
A hulking fellow stopped beside us

and stared admiringly at Helen.
"You're some looker, kid!" he told

her brazenly. "How about sha&ing
that creampuff and coming along with
me?"
"Creampuff, am I?" I snarled, and

jumped at him. He was a foot taller

than I, but we were going at it ham-
mer and tongs in a second.
A cop ran up and tried to separate

us. I gave him a push in the chest
and then socked my antagonist a
beauty right on the chin, and he went
down for the count.
The cop I'd pushed over scrambled

up. and I asked him belligerently:
"Well, do you want to make some-

thing out of it?"

"Aw, everybody in town has gone
nuts," he said disgustedly. "I quit
this darned job." He tossed his badge
coolly into the gutter and walked
away.

I grabbed Helen's arm and we strug-
gled through the confusion of the
streets. We spotted a church, and in

the parsonage behind it we found the
scholarly, eLderly clergyman busy
writing at his desk.

"Can't be bothered marrying anyone
now I" he told me. "I'm busy writing
next week's sermon."
His ascetic face lit with unholy joy.

"For twelve years I've wanted to tell

my congregation just what I think of
them, but I've not dared," he said.

"Now, I've decided to do it. Next
week's sermon will make their ears
burn !"

I finally prevailed on him to leave
the sermon long enough to marry
Helen and me. Then, delirious with
happiness, we went back out into the
street and started to my parked car.

The city by now seemed to have

gone completely mad. As Helen and
I went on toward my car, things
seemed getting wilder than ever.
There were fights everywhere, and
sounds of domestic dissension and
battle came to our ears from almost
every house we passed.
A newsboy was shouting his papers

and I bought one. The editor had
slapped in a last-minute editorial in
big type on the front page.
"This city is full of crooks," he had

written, "and the mayor i$ one of the
biggest of them. As for the owner of
this paper, here's how he hushes
things up—" And the editorial went
on to expose scandals about some of
the paper's biggest advertisers.
Helen clutched my arm and said,

"Look, John, there's a riot going on
down at the auto plant !**

SURE enough, down there at the
end of the street we could see a

mob of surging men fighting in front
of the plant, breaking clubs over each
others' heads in a mad melee.
"What's the riot about?" I asked a

man coming from that direction.

"It seems the men are beating up
some of their bosses," he told me.
"There's a few of them who have al-

ways been disliked, but until now the
men were too afraid of their jobs to do
anything about it." He laughed. "I'll

say there doesn't seem to be much fear
on the part of anybody today! I'm
going home now to tell my wife what
I think of her."

He walked on, grinning. But I had
stopped dead, a sudden idea coming to

me from his comment about the gen-
eral absence of fear.

I was suddenly remembering Dr.
Bascom's experiment with the fear
neutralizer on the mouse, and was re-

membering the little scientist's fur-

ther words, which I had not heeded
at the time:
"But if I use a projector many times

larger, capable of broadcasting the
fear-neutralizing radiation over a
great area—

"

That big, canvas-covered mechan-
ism in the corner of Dr. Bascom's lab-

oratory! That must be just such a
larger projector, I saw now, and with
it the doctor had banished all normal
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fear from an area that included this

city.

I remembered new, too, the deep,

strong hum I had beard when Helen
and I were sitting on the veranda.

That was when the little scientist

muat have turned on the projector.

And his fear neutraliaer was wreck-
ing the city, i saw at once that the

process should be stopped, before this

town went completely crazy.

Understand, I was not the least bit

afraid of the consequences if it was
not stopped. But my reason and my
sense of duty told me that I ought to

bring a halt to Dr. Bascom's experi-

ment.
I told Helen, though, "I guess we'd

better drive back out to your heme
now. We should tell your father

about our marriage."
"All right, John," she said happily,

and we got into the car.

It was dangerous business driving

out of town—not that the danger wor-
ried us any! And once out on the

open road. I let the car out again and
we hummed homeward faster than we
had come.
I left Helen in the living room and

hastened back into her father's labora-

tory. It was just as I'd expected!
There in the corner stood a huge

cylindrical mechanism with a spiral

helix around it, uncovered now. hum-
ming away like the devil and destroy-

ing all fear for miles around.
Dr. Bascom turned toward me. He

had been mixing some chemicals to-

gether at a table.

"Hello, John," he said brightly.

"I've been enjoying myself—perform-
ing some risky experiments which I

was always afraid to try before."

"You're an old fool!" I told him
brutally. "Where's the switch of this

fear neutralizer?"

Then I found the switch myself and
turned the thing off. For good meas-
ure, I smashed up the apparatus with
blows from a piece of pipe. Helen
came running in and stood there look-

ing aghast. I motioned her out of the

room imperiously, and she meekly
obeyed.

"What in the devil do you mean by
this?" the doctor demanded furiously.

"That thing has nearly wrecked the

city already !" I told him. "It banished

ail fear there, just as you intended, but

instead of making people happy, it

made them so reckless and foolhardy

that they would soon have destroyed
themselvail"

AND as I said that, for the first

time, the terror of what had hap-
pened and what might have happened
came home to me and* made me trem-
ble.

"Good Lord !" I said huskily, shak-

ing with fear. "It's a good thing I

thought to come back here."

The little doctor drew himself up
to blast me with words, but I added
quickly:
"You'd better never make another

of these things, and had belter keep
mighty quiet about this one! If it

ever gets out that you caused all that

madness in the city today, you'll have

a thousand damage suits filed against

you."
"Hmra!" said Dr. Bascom, frowning

thoughtfully at that.

"Perhaps you are right, John," he
said after a moment. "It may be, after

all, that fear, while it sometimes makes
us miserable, is really the mainspring
of the human race. Fear of the law,

fear of the disapproval of others when
we commit mean actions, fear of the

consequences of improvidence
—

"

That reminded me of something and
I exclaimed in dismay;
"Good Lord, my job! I forgot that I

quit it!"

I grabbed the telephone and called

my boss. Mr. Wilson's voice became
an angry roar when he learned who it

was.
"You, Stuart?" he shouted. "What

do you want, you impudent young
whippersnapper?"

"I want to apologize for my insol-

ence this afternoon," I said rapidly.

"I was a little out of my head, I guess.

And I'd like to have my job back."

He growled, but said finally, "All
right, you can have the job back. I

wouldn't let you have it, mind you, if I

wasn't afraid that I couldn't find as

good a man as you for the place."

"I'm mighty glad you're afraid of
that, then," I said, and when I hung
up, I muttered, "Thank Gad for fear!"
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Dr. Bascom told me frown ingly,
"John, on the whole I think you are
right, and that it will save me much
trouble if we say nothing to anyone at

all about my experiment."
"As your son-in-law. Doctor, you

can rely on me to preserve silence," I

said quickly.
He turned a glittering, angry eye on

me, and 1 quailed inwardly, for I was
now in as much awe of the irascible
little scientist as ever.
"Son-in-law? Hmph!" he said-

"Well, if you and Helen are married,
it can't be mended, I suppose. But get
out of my laboratory now—I have to
take this projector apart."
"Yes, sir I" I exclaimed eagerly, and

respectfully backed out of the labora-
tory.

Helen was in the living room, and

she was alarmed and worried as she
ran toward me.

"John, I've just realized what dread-
ful chances you took in driving so
recklessly, and in starting fights with
all those men!" she exclaimed. "And
losing your temper that way with
father—smashing; his apparatus ! I

guess I was too excited to be afraid
then, but I am now!"
She put her arms around my neck

and said earnestly:
"John, I want you to control this

reckless fearlessness of yours from
now on, to keep it suppressed and hid-
den as you did formerly. Promise me
that you'll do that for me."
Her eyes were pleading. I put on a

rueful look and said reluctantly:
"It'll be hard for me to control it,

darling. But I'll do it—for you."
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THRILLS IN SCIENCE . . . the We oi Robert A. Millikan. renowned physicist, in pictures
. . . another lantaty cleawc norrunafed for SCIENTIF1CTIONS HALL OF FAME, pita other
Ienfares. Also, short stories by popular wr/rers.

Are you B regular reader of our companion science fiction magazine, THRILLING WON-
DER STORIES? We'd like to know what you think of the feature novelet for the April
issue, THE JULES VERNE EXPRESS, by Eando Binder. Aroond the Solar System in ten
days! Youll be thrilled by thin stirring story of the rocket race oi the centuries.

Come over and visit THRILLING WONDER STORIES soon. You'll find stories by ell

your favorite authors in its pages—Prank B. Long. Jr.. Frederic Arnold Rummer, Jr., Stanton
A. Coolants, Jack Williamson, Arthur J. Burks, and many others. And science features de-luxe—including a SCIENCE QUIZ that baffles the experts!



MEASURING LIGHT
Editor, SCIENCE QUESTION BOX:

I know that Professor Albert A. Michelaon has made the greatest contribution to

science in the way of measuring the speed of light. I wonder if you can give ine a
brief outline of his experiments, and how Michelaon arrived at his calculations?—E. I...

Metuehen, New Jersey.

79 Michelson begm
which > tin

of SO . He used Ft
pparatus and tech:

perltnenta

I precision over a period
m»thod Willi

between Sit.

ilson and Mt Son Antonio in atiutiier™ Cs-H-
rnia. This gave him ft round-trip of about
milts. Instead oi & rotating mirror made
a single plane surface he used an oct*pooai
irrer. The source of light wis a powerful

"When the rotating i

iscope. Obviously the light had t:

Santa Ana,

He

.... difficulty it hu been determined wltfi rflor^
[ji-.-j-ip ton than <tny other. 8oth Fouc&ult and
Michc-lBon measured the speed of light iu wa-
ter and found It to be abwut H the speed in
air. Also they found that in fret' s«ace (in
vacuo J the ppeed of light is iiid<.-j>endent of

The velocity of light
funds mental constant li

velocity of all si/rtB

jrobably the.
3 tll<-

. Mon, lig-h!

_ well as of X rays and mmina
In the theory of electricity tind ma;-
it cames out that the value of the

twnetJc unit to the cor-
itic unit la equal to the

y of lieht exprfp.iE-.l in •: r. ti mt.te rs p^r
(3x1

c

-Ed.
th« exceed this

NEIGHBORING PLANETS
Editor, SCIENCE QUESTION BOX:
Having sought in vain for a reasonable answer, I am writing to you in the hope

that you will be able to give me a solution of the following; problem:
It has been definitely established that the world and its companion planets are round,

but the curve of the Earth's surface is so gradual it appears fiat. So far so good. But
let us suppose that a planet was attracted to this world, and it stopped about twenty
feet above the surface. Now the following points trouble me.

1—Would the people on the other planet, supposing it to have inhabitants, be upside
down to us? 2—Would it be possible, without suckers like a fly, to cress from one
planet to another? 3—If the force of gravity on each planet were equal would the
inhabitants be able to move about?

I have had several explanations, some being that the surface of each world would
be revolving so fast that each planet would see no details of the other. Other people
say the whole idea is impossible and leave it at that. Perhaps you will be able to
help me.—G. W„ London, England.

Those people who said that the -whole idea Ihey would speed toward each otter Bit ln-
]mno.-<nl!>lc. were nsirnt rieTit hut fh^v Hirt crciSliiB sp'.'ed and crash, probably destroy-

ing both.
There is not even the slightest posEibil-

... surface any easier than you could its that they would etojj when only twenty
slide down tin? gitte ol a rainbow. The laws feet from each other. It is like jumping off
of nature -would not permit It. If they came the Empire State Building raHiOS faster and
close enough (within thousands of miles), faster as you near the ground thousands ol

your letter. As many cuestions aa possible will be answered hero, but the edi™.„
ndenske my personal correspondence. >'atura,ll y, gncattons of general int-arest will be
Iven the preference. Address your uuestloeiB to SCIENCE QUESTION' BOX, STARTLING" w—t ISth Street. New York City.
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lo rtnuln suspended above the ground. So
you f.it- there a not the (lightest chance or It
happening.
However, if there were My force that held

the plaoeta twenty Twit apart, the people of
each tvyrtd would not seem 'upside down to
ea'cn other, becaaa* they would not be able to

which wa* tL_
would fall to one world.

If the gravity or hath. Wore exactly the
*ra» ohjeeta would be suapended between

THE MONSTER METEORITE
Editor, SCIENCE: QUESTION BOX:
What is the ine, and what is known of the largest meteorite ever to land on Earth?—». S., Clearwater, Florida.

A photogn
plae* » I j ere

rites fell an JuneKB

eurvey from the air of thi
of the largest known me

*" 19M. in the region o

Lxpedltion sent out
tssfOD of the Academy

.. oddly enough.

aehtiy
br the lleteoriie Con
of Sciences of the V ,

many as 1.590 photographs were taken which,
despite the long af tlira', ahv«- itpnitii
tree* lying over a radius of 1! to 16 mil.'-.
It la thought that the meteorite breke In two
pieces when it fell.

At the time of the fall, the glowing trail of
the raeUor ceuld be seen almost throughout
Siberia, and the terrific noise woe heard sev-
eral bandred miles away. Th» luminous sil-
very clotidllkc vapor that waa formed at an
altitude of 14 tulles as the meteor struck the
Earth's atmosphere cast jts light over a vaat
territory mcluoina th? Caucasus. It >*ae esti-
mated that tK» meteorite weighed several
hundred tons and penetrated the Earth to a
great depth.—Bd.

THE HUMAN BRAIN
Editor. SCIENCE QUESTION BOX:

Is there much difference in the sizes and weights of the brain in different human
beings? Do large brains go with genius?—B. O. S., Hartford, Conn,

Compered with that of other organs, an well
as the body aa a wtiol. :he variability of th«
normal brain la relallvuly very small. The
mean weights of ih» m»]e and female cere-
brum are approximately 1(06 and 1300 grama
respectively, with the corresponding "normal"
ertre*nM in the vicinity of 17S0 and 110*
grain for male*, tnd ISOf and 900 for fe-
nuilea, Dr David Wechsler. In hla book. "The
Range of Human Capacities," points out.
But In the case af the condition known aa

an encephally the weight ef the brain may be
greatly diminished, ami many oaeae are re-
ported in medical IlU-mmr* oC weights under
3*0 grams. In this connection it must be
nultd that moat of the weights recorded are
of microcephalics ivbo died before maturity.
The lowest on record is that of an Italian
female, age II, with a brain weighing only
2«9 grams. The woman was naturally a men-

tal defective, but above tha erode of Idiot
Very large brains, unlike very small onea

do net seem to be associated with -athologkial
condiUonn The maximum weight reported
for the human bralo la in the vicinity uf 10*0
grams. The brain of Cromwell la said to have
weighed 8SSI grams, that of Byron. M0C. but
neural qajMta are Inclined to reieet figures for
these two as unreliable. The raprn-ted weight
of TtirgenlefTs brain <I0ia grams)

,
which

wns also at first auctioned. Is now accepted.
The "heavy" brains reported hove usual! v

been those of men of genius, and tlnr.> would
seem to be some correlation, though not a
great one. between size of brain iind m.'ntai
capacity. N*verlh"lt-pp, Anatole Frtinf* and
other men of ei.— nl mm.] ability hnve had
unusually small brains. The brain of Walt

than 100 grams leas than the average.—EM.

A TIME-TRAVELING MACHINE EXPLODES ON
A MILLIONAIRE'S DOORSTEP

IN

THREE WISE
MEN

A S+ory by

LLOYD ARTHUR
ESCHBACH

—in a Coming Issue



TURNABOUT
By WILL GARTH

FIVE of the men in the great room sat

quietly, staring apprehensively at the

metal cylinder resting on the chromium
table. The sixth man, old Harvey Harris,

stood by the window, his eyes shut, thought-
ful.

Lean, gray-haired Dr. Samuels broke the

silence. "Gentlemen," he began, his tones

crisp, "it has been two weeks since the dis-

appearance of our colleague, Hugo Stone.

Stone is the world's greatest expert on
atomics, and it is a certainty that without
him we can never complete our machine for

delving to the center of the Earth. And

they're asking a million dollars in radium
for his release—radium which we have, but
which we need to drive our Borer!"

As Dr. Samuels went on, discussing the
kidnaping, Harvey Harris scowied somberly.
Suppose it were he who had disappeared.

Would his associates be as gravely con-

cerned? He wondered, frowned. He was
only a mathematician, and could easily be
replaced. He knew why he had been al-

lowed to work with the combine, They
were sorry for him. Five years ago a

laboratory explosion had almost killed him.

They had let him stay on, sympathetic. But
rarely had they given him any work.

Harris shrugged his frail frame. Yes, if

he had disappeared, the only one who would
miss hun would be his laithtul assistant,

Connors. Understanding Connors, who
took all his dictation, even read aloud to him
about the wonders of the heavens- For
astronomy was Harris' hobby.

Samuels was still speaking. "This cylinder

landed on Earth yesterday, its contents a

strip of movie film which proves that the

efforts of the Interplanetary Police are in

vain . . . that Stone is captive on a space

ship past Saturn. How the kidnapers were
able to get out that far in two weeks, I

don't know. Pursuit is hopeless, for it would
take our fastest ship about a month to reach
that vicinity, Xt's bad news, just when we
had a tip that Stone was being held captive

on Earth's moonl"

As Dr. Samuels motioned to an attendant,

the lights dimmed, and a movie projector

snapped on. its image cast on the great white
walls. First the men saw Earth receding

in space. Then the familiar firmament.
From the sound-track came the kidnaper's

voice, hie tones disguised.

"We're nearing Saturn . . . You ean see,

by the relative position of Jupiter as seen
from Titan, one of Saturn's moons, that we
have your man somewhere around here."

. . . Then came a close-up of Stone, his fea-

tures imploring.
"That's right," cried Samuels. "You can

see several of Saturn's moons sweeping past

to the right, like metal balls to a magnet.
Rhea, Tethys, Hyperion, Phoebe—did you
see them all scoot by ? Stone is out there,

all right, and we'd better pay up!"

But Harvey Harris interrupted. "I

wouldn't advise doing so. Samuels," he said

quietly. The Police are probably right,

and I wager they'll find Stone on our own
moon. Kxamine that movie hint closely,

and you'll discover it's a clever fake, manu-
factured with miniature models. Those pic-

tures were never taken in space!"
"What? Didn't we see the moons—

"

"Yes,'' continued old Harris, "But the

kidnapers made one mistake. You said you
saw all the moons speeding in one direction

past Titan. But any astronomer wM tell

you that nine of Saturn's moons revolve one
way, normally. But the tenth—Phoebe—re-

volves in retrograde transit, in the opposite
direction from the others. Our kidnapers
forgot that simple little tact!" Saying so
Harris reached for the door. He smiled
wistfully to himself. Old, was he? Use-
less? Thank God he knew bis astronomy.

Dr. Samuels turned to the other mem-
bers ef bis staff.

"Ironic, men, isn't it." he said slowly,
"that we who have eyes didn't see what
Harris—Wind sj'nce that explosion—realized
in a moment. Maybe we've been blind for
five years. . . ."

A Short Short Story Complete on this Page
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SCIENTIFIC CROSSWORD PUZZLE

[The solution is on Page 125— if you MUST look]
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SCIENTIFIC CROSSWORD PUZZLE

burn with a red Annie (abbr.)
7*—,v.in of a larre animal
»- M"(tl. !!'• flT head COllll
SI—Ess ecui'i parU of every Mil
89—Stoelal honey- gathering Inaecti
84—DBllriom Tremens (abbr.)
NS—The Amimi of vawln.,11

VERTICAL
1—Vessel conveying blood away from the

}}—Place where corpses of the unknown dead
are exposed lor Identification

3—Chemical suffix denoting; an alcohol
. __ northei

8—Fleshy Juicy root of
H—Crude cream of tartar
T—One of tbe small bones of the middle car
»—Open (poetic)
t>—Piece of glass bound by two surfaces of

different curvature

mint herb

ted conoid used aa a toy by chil

—Colloidal subitaiiw In a coairulalsd coo-

—Small biplane equipped with machine
rune and a powerful engine

2»—Precipitation taking the form of minute
crystals of IceM—Small singing bird

33—Type of eye that is supposed to east a
spell on a person or animal

33— Pi.wdtred or sprinkled
as—cup
37—Amerienn Interplanetary Rocket Associa-

tion (alrsx.)
- irth filled with roots

42— White earth-like calcium oxide
4t—Twelve pairs of arched elastic bones ex-

tending from the vertebral column

47—Smull permanent spot on the nkin
40—tipper part of the back of the neek
52—Carnivorous quadrupeds that prey on

smaller mammals and birds
S5—DyestulT composed oi tbe dead bodies of

the females of tbe scale insect
57—Chemical aufBjt used in naming eQtymes
IB—A mixture consisting of one part of al-

cohol, two of chloroform, and three of
ether

on—A mild drink following a strong one
til—Exposed to the full force of the sun's heat
«3—Prefix for through
68—Sclence-Sction pseudonym used by Dr.

Eric Temple Bell
C8—Warm - blooded, feathered, egg-laying.

vertebrate animal
TO—Potato
T2--U.1. h.'lor of Philosophy (abbr.)
73—K\act equality In number for and against

75—Mptn fabrii

IN THE NEXT ISSUE

THE PRISONER

Of MARS

A Complete Novel

By EDMOND HAMILTON

AFTER GRADUATION

and include atNO EXTRA COST
a 4 Weeks course inRAD IO

'Learn by Dulnjt methedol practical i

training (or ynur stanJcr succew in this bit-

pay field is well as full partiallin on tbe
,4 weeks Radio Coune 1 am including 10
jail « b» enroll no>. Ase or lack of money

»u back . . .Get training 6n(;
months to (wnplc-te ama.1
payments Raiting b mouths

after you begin training, .,

.

LEARN BY DOING
.HI 12 WEEKS IN COYNE SHOPS

Coyae Tninirg la practical training, eaiy to
grass. . . yon learn oui.-kly by d«™ actual
joha on real ekrtrical nucliuieiv ;n
my shops. Not by books—not
pondence or a home study course- ,

.

trained rijht here in ray big Chicago
infihoM- You don't need previous cipoi.
enct or a lot of book learning. Eioert b>
•tractopjfuide you every «wnoi Uwsrey.
Sun anytime.

.

EARN WHILE LEARNING
Job Help After Graduation

Big thinei ahead in Electricity mean steady jobs, rood par,
and a real future for many trained nicninthi>f,v»riii.itiHB"bve

_ ._ Bit Free Be
Coyne Shopa in Chicago— Opportuiii.ics ui h;. ^tncity—How
we can train yeu lor yout Start in thk field and l« you par
your tuition after graduation in easy mom lily pay-
menu. II you need part timewtk tatelo Mth lilisll iMsfial
my emplormetil department will help you. After grjjuaijoti
you will be fiiven Free lifetime employment st-rrice.

DIESEL, ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AND AIR CONDITIONING TRAINING
Now included it no extra coat. Til* advantage of this train.
ln| to inc-caac your earning capacity.

GET MY STORY
I have a mijhiy interesting tory to tellaboat my
School that will interest any fellow who wants to

get ahead . . . Fill tn the coupon today and
ini^itloneandiTHiTle-tBrybif —//• it> _»
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Earl Binder

i
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Moke up to 412 in a Day I
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drill/ Skin Trouble 1
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. SsnJ birUl .!«lm. DdlU DC

O ABOUT E: Earl Andrms Binder, born
in Ausfia in 1904, was six when the family
migrated to America. Ho passed his boy-
hood in northern Michigan, a devotee of

outdoor pursuits. At 17 he adventured alone
to the big city (Chicago), and eventually
became chief clerk of the well-known Chi-
cago Club.

This left him little time to follow bis nat-
ural urge—writing—but it finally cropped

out in the form of

_________ science fiction. Earl
dfS_^' had always bad a

nek for telling

.el-. (tall ones. tool).

fl^HRi- W • Both of us were

WbW^H^^K' science fans.

^|^HHRBjjH& We begao writing

H^^ft^^^^P as a hobby.
ilBBHBBgg Sates rewarded our

^AlVHMVAV—H' collaboration.
<sfl&/^nBinBW To some-
BbbBI. ^Tftv thing of my bro-

J^^k tersona. he
L is mediom height,

•BnaWauRnWaWl sturdily built, has
curly black hair,

and a jolly soul.

Married; t«0
daughters. Pet hobby next to science fic-

tion—fishing. Employed at present as struc-

tural inspector for Crane Company, Chicago.
Of our own tales, he picks "Sawn to Dusk"
as the best.

To give an interesting anecdote of Earl's
life, he nearly joined the Navy in his teens.

But the next day, before he was duly signed,

he was offered a job in a printing plant and
turned his back on seafaring. He calls that

the moment when fate held him dangling
precariously between the (printer's) aevil

and the deep I

E ABOUT O: Otto Binder, born in the
Michigan peninsula in 1911, had his eye on
a chemist's career till he graduated from high
school in 1929. At this point the economic
structure of America went haywire and
banks collapsed like the Hindenburg Line,
including the one in which Otto had his col-

lege savings. He had to resort to night-
schooling to continue hj» education, bat the
chemistry career became a chimera.

So, as fate would have it, Otto concen-
trated on writing as more than the initial

hobby it was. Our collaboration launched
him to that career.

My brother, to give a word picture, is

fairly tall and slim, has wavy hair, ambition,
likes bridge, tennis and olives. He is single
and lives with brother Jack's (artist) family
in Manhattan. Through no doing of his
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ILMUSCLEK
own, he is an uncle ten times. Our family
includes two other brothers and two sisters,

ail married. Otto's favorite story, from our
collection, is "Chessboard of Mars."
In his amateur chemist days, Otto pro-

vided the family with thrills and excitement.
Once, on a Thanksgiving morning, he blew
up half his apparatus (but luckily neither
himself nor the turkey) producing hydrogen.
On another occasion he started a phospho-
rus fire which to our relief was mostly
smoke, but gave himself a barn that took a.

month healing. Since then he has gone the
limit, destroying whole worlds—in fiction!

Eando about EanrJo: "The First Martian"
was my initial published story and it ap-
peared in print in 1932.

sixty other tales

have followed, for

a total of around
700,000 words,
Hope to reach a
million soon.
Shortest story,
'"Static." ZOOO
words. Longest,
'Enslaved Brains,"
60,000. Most fan

mail received on
"Dawn to Dusk."

I am glad to see

tainly gaining
ground as a form
of literary expres-
sion. It is the
healthiest form of extrapolation in the his-

tory of mankind, in that it teaches the prin-
ciple of looking ahead, rather than back.

I am happy to be represented in START-
LING STORIES. I feel that my novel,
"The Impossible World," is my best effort

in the longer lengths.

WORK FOR THE
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EXPRESS

Around the Solar System

In Ten Days! A Novelet
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START
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TIME-TRAVELING
By AMELIA REYNOLDS LONG

A! last I believe
tamly have take*
days when science _
eera, and before most o( It had lost 11a won-
der through the sheer extravagance of
mechanical magnitudes. And you have ec-
wmpliintJ time travel in another way as
well; for you have brought back to ui a

The Idea of Scientific loi
IntriEuis me, aU»o. May

I Hall of Fame

by the v

Has he

transit of Venue*
Now Just one raqueat. If you j'lj^.'s^.Whe'i

WOPfWr^'f
ipan ion magazi ne for TH RILJ.INi

:

ER^ STORIES Waa flm spokfln of. I got

possibility? At pres-
q-nt mvrv vi j inti market only one good
weird magiisinc. and a Bpattpring of publlen-
tlcns nhich we buy in nil Innocpntip and thon
hide under the coal pile In the tellnr for few
of whet our family and friend* would aay.
Couldn't STARTUSr, STORIES Mb Juat onu
Weird etory In ,. h Issue?

In every way, your new manazlno certainly
has made a debut with banners flying- and
trumpet! sounding. But I'll bet you the rim
of a doughnut against the thumb-apace II en-
closes that you can't keep that pace up: it'a
turt too much to eipeot. However, I'm hop-
ing furiously thnt I lose the bet,

—

12t 8.
Twenty-fifth Street, Harrisburg. Pa.

(STRANGE STORIES—our newest maga-
zine—features weird and finiaalii- atorie" hy
such famous authors as Munly Wiide VVell-
man. Otl* A. Kline, Ralph Milne Fm-lcv, Hen-
ry

_
KutUier., Kohert^Blooh. August^ w. Der-

i
In print-

STARTLING STOPS HIM
By JACK WILLIAMSON
COriGRATtXATtONB O.V FI RBT ISSL'B

STARTI.^i: STtHUEH 'J < '1 WlllNBATM
.maui. ji ,m;mi '[- 'i:m' s"n >r i--kattki-:h
:vest i;[-[t-..iu.m. h.m.i. <-v fa.ml: pi<--
tvbe story thrills in' science *i-t-

KXCELJjEXT ANI> EXCITING STt IP RE-UEVE STARTLlNii SHOl'LP FIND VfEL-

TILF, fclTHEH HHRATKS with the let-
ters aeat la hy loyal followers nf selenee
Medon. Add your vtiircl Tain, ricimrliim

mipiasetitioii* and romanti — uiid >re'rr

! VOIR mavasrae nenj planned ts mini!
all your ri,[uirmifn!>. I . < na lenvw whiea
turtra end drpartnuli you like —ui
which full to click with ynu. A knack's. :.-

welcome us n boonl—spent rijrtit up rind
we'll print a. tnnnj nf your tetter a. pot.-

Hff

COME PLACf; in F1E1.P ST>1P 1 L1KK COM-
ri .kti: N< ivkl roivicr and hove to
CONTRIBUTE STOP—Star Route 1. New

WELLS, WELLES? WELL?
By P. SCHUYLER MILLER
Whyn't you folk* at STARTLTVQ STOIilEa

try to gel Orson Welles' script for the adapted
"War of the Worlds" to ron u one of your
reprint? of classics? It shouldn't run to
more than short-story length and would be
a very famous and distinct ti..reity—the big-
g-st thing since Leekp's "Moon HvOK," as a
matter of fact. No critic these days can even
dare (a claim That science Action isn't taken
seriously.
Lacking: that, let your gnll^plng reporter

set interviews with th- people who claim
they saw the Martians land Lacking both
of these, circulate a letter from fans and
writers to Mr. Welles. ^omijlhnenUne him on
r% swell job.—80S So, Ten Brot-ck St" Scotia,
New York.

. this

LIKES REVIVAL OF THE FITTEST!
By RALPH MILNE FARLEY
ConcratllUtlong on STARTUN'n STORIES,

and especially on Till: RL.H.'K FLAMS. It
is unquestionably W t-inbaum'e best Vou
ought to iidd his fiatdc to your heading of
"Sf ifinificticjn'a Hal] of rami'," for he cer-
tainly measure! up to Poe, Wells, and

And. what Is quite unusual In a new maga-
zine, your two short* are not •'nilers," I like
your idea of reprinting one outstanding story
mm issue.—1MB Fair* lew Ave.. So. miivau-

A STANDARD FOR THE FUTURE
By BURT SCHUYLER

I have never written to a magazine before,
but I feel that, at last, I must. Any superla-
tives that I could use in describing Sttmtev
G. Weinbaum'H "The Black Plamu" would
seem superficial. I have read acienof n<Hon
for <*lght years, but In all thru tim« t hav*-
never come aerose a more fascinating; story.
Hy one hope Is that you will adhere to the

high standard that you have set tor yourself
with your first Issue of STARTLING
STORIES.—Chicaso. III.

LIKES BINDER NOVELS
By CHARLES L. COTTRELL

r salute you. in the name of science Action,
for the perfect start! A more? Ilfced. or a bet-
ter known author could not have been repre-
sented in the first issue of your magailne. I
am eagerly awaiting the nest Issue.
As to thf.' V'snion -m l lllake series, o.k. But

keep Cnrlylc and Quads out. At first they
were somewhat amusing; hut one gets tired
of the same characters after a time.
The authors I would like to i?ei' represented

In your mngsjlne are as follows. There are
no partlculttr favorites. I like them all.
Eandu Binder, D. A. Stuart, E. K Smiih, Nor-
man 1. Knight, Jack Williamson. Wuiner
Van Lome, John R. P>arn. A. J, Burks. John
Talne. Murray Lelnster. Laurence Manning.
Pcstus Pragnell. Benaon Herbert



STARTLING STORIES

Gel the Binder boys to do another muter
piece us good as ««nw of their older stories
Something like their novels, "Dawn to Dusk,'
"Spawn of Eternal Thought."'—Box 4.G1, Roi
Bank, N. J.

in Mil- i.-piio. Is tli-< l-»-t r

celved. Do you agree.!—Ed.)

THE REPRINT QUESTION
By PAUL H. SPENCER

I hareJust OiLi»h*d reading the first Issue
..( STAKTJ.ING Mul.lliS. ji,.J my Impression
In very favorable -pxcept In the matter &f
sise. You pructli'iitly promised us the large
siat, you know. Oh, Well, I suppose we can't
ha»e everything. Otherwise, the magazine ls«

re«Jly splendid. Covw. illustrations, stories,
depst latent*, und everything.
Of course. "The Black Flame" was the beat,

partly because It was the longest story, and
partly because It was bo well written—but

1V..I1 V

PLOT: lomethlnsr yuU could really Sink you:
teeth Into! Boy: What a yarn! Few
atorlea can approach It, and It certalnlj
the bett thing for quite some time.
gratulntlonB on publishing it.

"Science Island" waa rather well done, but
somehow I don't think the mad -sclent! et-at-
tempta-conquest-of-world Ides. Is any too
original. Do you? No more hack-work like
thia, pleaao!

Scientifiction's Hall of Fame ! iuat what
r»« been waiting for—thanks! I have read
"Tha Eternal Man" previously, but I was
pleased to see It reprinted, nev* rt he less. I
suggest for future reprlnta; "The City of
Sin gin K Flame" find Its sequel, by Clark Ash-
ton Smith. How shout it? What I really
want, Ihoutrh, are some BOOK -LENGTH re-
prints: 'The Human Termites;" "The Final
War:" "The Brood of Helios:" etc I'm sure
your otb«r readers are nearly 104% In favor of
each reprints, and I urge you to take a vote
od the question.
The various departments are very Intereat-

inc, and add greatly to the magazine's appeal.
In conclusion, I urge you to obtain for fu-

n Taine's unpublishedtiiro Issues
i

have beard.
welcome them.
Well, keep up

city.

,nd other

I good work!—New York

(Thapks for youi >n» for reprint)
one stories art
ndertaJto to re

:

... _J Tame. But
definitely out. We cannot t

publish anything longer the

THE GREATEST S-F STORY
By MARK REINSBERG
STARTLIMG STORIES and "The Black

Flame" sure were worth waiting for! The
former wan a wonder of completeness; the
latter waa perhaps the greatest science fic-

tion itpri I have yet read. M- only com-
plaint Is that you did not Include Wainbaum'a
bust in your cut for Sclentlnct ion's Hall of

In el ilen tally, my nomination for j
Of Fame reprint Is "A Martlun 4

And the merits of my nominee need :

r Hull

To your continued success—Clilcajro, III.

HATES SERIALS, WANTS NOVELS
By EDWARD P. HINCHLEY
Hare lust purohttaed and read lb* January

issue of STARTLING STURIES and 1 find that
it is the most amatlng macaalne that I have
eror r«<L outside of T.TVjT of course.

In my opinion, you have found the one and
only solution to the problem of presenting
ions novels, which mean* only that I aland

(Continued on page 226)
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REVIEWING THE
SCIENCE

FICTION FAN
PUBLICATIONS

NOVAE TERRAS. B8 Gray's Inn Rd., Lon-
don. W.C.l, England. Edited by Maurice
K. Hanson. Associate Editors, Arthur C.
Clarke, William F. Temple.

NOVAE TERRAF!, a British publication de-
voted to activities tn sio not- Action here and
aftroad, attould MM lo tlic fantasy Action
fiilli-iwer who la lntereated In what (joes on
behind scenes. Despite distance from s-f
publishing center*, llve-ivlru corre? pendent*
- staff keep ma?'! —— flash ins with

HiMhre. The Nov. Iuu« la attractivelv mlmoo

-

t r;.p»(-d. ajid packs plenty uf news. r*vlew*.enty L

nuiry, satire, etc. In iis 116 p»#ea. I:
* *i keep In touch with [he doing!

ut the professions.) I
Kt.-lai/l—and there aro several of them—
Hi. ,-"Tn]>-;tent tcw (if word-Eling-ers on
NOVAE TERRAS Will keep you posted,
k... ,i lumen dec! :

"iVmm.nl nn the Panic," In
the Nov. issue, which (fives the reaeMnii of
(he Britishers to the recent Orson Welles—
Martian fiesta.

SCIENTI-SNAPS. 2120 Pershing Blvd..
Dayton, Ohio. Published quarterly.
Edited by Walter E. Marconette.

SCIENTI-SNAPS I* I hi* newest of the cur-
rent crop of fan majtu. Thnuyh petite in bulk.
l-.HTonl i" snunl 1 pr' Km l-il, wild MllU'tiv-
i.i i.i-ip

J
;rj.plie'l ri'i'rial :md jires-nt3 bl e illiit-

tmiior-,.-. Frill. 1 Mr, x 1**11,. futures verie. flc-
1 m 111. Ji-'partmniiL* mh! iutiM-^ h>- promini>nt
fans. "How to Publish a Fun Magraaine," n
entire, ia worth your [>eru*al. The Sum Moi-

;

howita article, "Oiui Ton Rfmember" should
! make the Krade with v*>t«ran fans. Other
articlea by Jack Speer. and Fred .!'.?. r-

IMAGINATION. Box 6475, Metropolitan
Station, Los Angeles. Calif. Edited by
the Los Angeles Chapter of the SCIENCE
FICTION LEAGUE.
IMAGINATION, probably

number. Swan -ton*? ianue
nir review of mag's past, Its
. etc. I11 formal, breeij- chal-

1 "fctadsre" will be missed:f tontrlbutor

NEW FANDOM. 603 So. 1 1th St, Newark,
New Jersey. Edited by Sam Moskowiu.
Willia.m S. Sykcr.t. Raymond Van Hou-
ten and James V. Taurasi.

Scribes on ata.fr of NEW FANDOM collect
Ipfrnty nr newsy dats on the ecience Action
world, but maaj's a.ppea.ru nee could be erectly
.n:l'tM>-od by a mora curtfully ilone printint:
Job. Too many tvpoa;rar>hiciil errors di'trnct
attention, too. De*r»lt.; technical fiiulls.
howevei. H. C. Koenlir. Louia Kaslan nnd
tdiloro serve up a meatv dish of fantasy In
action the world over. Beat recommended ia

the review depart mt:nt. which casts -'undid

BEST FUN, FICTION AND FOTOS w



comment on the offerings in the various na-
tional e-f maeaclnes. Fellow fail toaga are
reviewed In It* columns, too. Editor: .il .-T.-.tl

Is already paving the way for the World
Science Fiction r.oiv--n:ion. to be held In con-
junction with N. Y. World's Fair.

FANTASCIENCE DIGEST. 333 E, Bel-

Srade St. Philadelphia, Penna. Edited fay

Robert A. Madle, jack Agnew, John V.
Baltadonis, Willis C. Connover.

FANTASCIENCE DIGEST la a Inrge-slied
iieKtoBTnphed nine, packed with typical fan
stuff and action. Illustrations okay. De-
partments, etc., are ably handled, but the
inccrii' ration of some distinctive feature!
would improve cnnierite. Host f nteresllnR
article in latest Imu* Is, "Too Can't Have
ttverythlne;." by Anonymous.

Strictly for the advanced s-f fan. Fantasy
Action'* first fun-fas folio. fsaturing funtaa-
tlc foolery. Super-acience satire and bur-
lesque. But yuu won't get the drift of It all
unless you've been reading the pro and ama-
teur books for year* A daffy collection of

FANTASY-HEWS. 137-07 32nd Avenue,
i • New York. Edited by James V.
Taurasi.

reekly, and which
n its columns pertinent rldellghts on

fiction, past, present and future,
sciential ms. plays, radio, national

net, are all scanned regularly by
«n staff, with few Item* -worthy of

._ _ wcaplng their attention, lias also
Una off fani

Journal scoop to conqut
t it. Lads

STARTLING STORIES
Every Issue

SOLUTION OF CROSS-WORD
PUZZLE ON PAGE 1 18

i3bbbq[3 aas aaaa
na aaa iiqdiJdbqb

GHDd l3DDl3 iilOflLlt3

i3QHQta anno lanDR
ana nGns ana

aisaanna laDnisnna
emu amoes aan
aaaa aaaa aaaaa
aamma ansa jbob

ana anna aaa
aaaaanaa una oa
auaa ana aamana
jnan nam . aaaaaa

Sell JS> J

fii 5or Months

"I have fold, up to date, nhretesH
futures to M« Detroit Frta Fran
and have bun node t«ei> eorrespoanV
•at hart." M rs. Leonard
Sanders of all Unin St., MU'onL
tfiea.. ea ewnpirttag t*f N.I. A.am Htr ftndbnt) of fso-
tur» efenW tro» lAs rea-un jiecn oj,

ifcs sailor /<» tier OPPOl lUmcnt. Mrs.
Sa.iri^f (i--.r iffll,. J'M. ,.JJ If

WhyCan You
Write?

/t"s mucft simpler than you think?

CO MANY people with the "germ" of writing

Many are convinced the fiela is confined to
persons gifted with the genius for writing'

Few realize that the great bulk of commer-
cial writing Lb done by so-caJled "unknowns."
Not only do these thousands of men and women
produce most of the fiction published, but
countless articles on business affairs, social

matters, domestic science, etc., as well.

Such material is in constant demand. Every
week thousands of checks for $25, (50 and $100
go out to writers whose latent ability was per-
haps no greater than yours.

The Practical Method
Nnrapapcr wort demonstrates, that the; way to Issrn

to write la by wrltingl Newspaper copy-desk editors
waste no tlmn on theories or undent classics. The glory la
tat thine. Every copy "cub" goes Uutjueh the cduih of
practical criticism—a training that turns out more su»
cruful snthors than any other experfenor.
That is why Newspaper Institute of America bases Its

writing instruction ea I he Copy-Desk Methud. It starts and
k»p* yon writing In ypnr own tome, on your own time.
And upon the very "ftHI- kind of actual oseifftimeals given
dally to metropolitan reporter*. Thai you learn by Joint).
nut br studying the individual styles of model authors.

Esnta week yonr wort Is attained constniMiTely bt prac-
tical newspaper men. Gradually they help to clarify roar
own dhtia I (in atria. Writing soon beepmea <asy, ab-
sorhiag. Profitable, too. as you gain Uk "prsdsssjkfaaf"
tnuch that gets your material accepted by editors. Above
all. you can see constant pmgms week by week as your
fault* are corrected SAd your writing ability grows.

Have Tou Natural Ability?
Onr Writing Aptitude Teat will rertal whether or not

yon have natural talent for writing. It will analyae your
Powers of observation, roar i ins | sisal li« Mat dramatic
Instinct. Ton I! enjoy taking this tni. Then is no eost or
obi';- -.t simpi, mB1 i ih: ce_p£w t^'nw today. Ntwspsprr
lnstltnte of America. One Park Are.. New York, N. T.

/J^flftNewspape
I YVr OnePi

Newspaper Institute of America
'

fine Park Avenue, New York I

rt^si'/n. yser^rWne ipll- I

>t islnmin em can m
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i like 'The Black Flai

TRIBUTE TO WEINBAUM
By WALTER E. MARCONETTE
Thougli the letters I write to professional

RMCjUsfMa are few and vary lar between tif I

rememljer ritthUy, the last was in 193«). I
feel that ST.ii; ' O RIE? simplv must
HKBSlve some sort eommetit. Or rather,
the comment is due, not exactly to the maga-
zine itself, but to WefnbaunVs magriifipi'nt
novel "The Black Flame."

If STARTLING STORIES never again pub-
lishes a worthwhile atorv in its lit.- ti

<thougfa rm Bare it will), it would still de-
serve a generous slice of glory for publish-
ing this novel. For the stories of Stanley G.
WeEnbaulm B- "

—
fore i lev

For the stories of Stanley C
truly a letr;irv: tluv ivill liv
iveri of fantastic fiction.

And of all his works. "The Bla.-k Flamo"
la easily the beat. 1U swiftly moving pan-
orama of a strau.Ee new world, its marvaioua

i .'i 1 1 tttiiaa-iiona, its crackling dialogue, its
thrilling detail—all this bespeaks; but on-e
thing: GREATNESS!—Dayton, Ohio.

HOW DO YOU LIKE FINLAY'S
WORK?

By JAMES V. TAURASI
I thought 'The Black Flame" one of the

best storlaa of the year. It offered me many
hours (if good reading1

. If future complete
novels live up to the standard of tiis story
you-11 nol have to worrj :i b..iir rfms STAR-
TLING STORIES. The Wesso iliustratic.ua
for thia story were excellent. T liked espe-
cially the small cuts showing the diarucU-rs
in the story. The reprint story was also
good ; aa for a future reprt n t, how abou

t

W^inbawm's first yarn, "The Martian Odya-

Bineer's yarn was so-so, not good, not bad.
The departments were all good. T liked "The
Tribute to Welnbaum," by Otto Binder, very
much. Cover was also good, but I'd like It
better if It had illustrated "The Black Flame."
Keep up the good work 1—Flushing. New

YOrtc.

SCIENCE ARTICLES OKAY
By JOHN ECKHARDT

nan (on magazine to THRILLING '

STORIES — STARTLING STORIES - . ..

found it satisfactory beyond justifiable de-
scription.
SeaUea your fiction stories. I find great

value In your science articles: Guest Edi-
rorinl: They • * •.. r y • -i tbr World; Thrills in
Science; Science Question Box.
Not forsaking" THRILLING WONDER

VPORIS8, I look forward with great intercut
to the nest issue of both your science fiction

I would enjoy reading a full length novel
involving- the Tony t&uttner) Qiiade and
Garry (Barnes) Carlyle feud.— —"-

WHO CAN EOUAL WEINBAUM?
By J. J. DEMAREE
Man, oh, man! When vou put out a cora-

janion rnacasiiie, you really put one out.
'The Black name," in STARTLING
STORIES, rates as one of the Arrest atf nov-
els I've ever read. Only trouble is, from
now on, succeeding issues will aeero flat in

BEST FUN, FICTION AND FOTOS w
pi



camuunioTi, i n uraia:—won't you get <±Tot
of letter* in the future askftiz why you don't
prim sprr.etalnK Uke "Toe Black Blame"!

I dod't think oven Gerry Cwlyle anil Quade
put together will touch Welftbautn. Though
let me vote here ana now In favor of Car-
lyle-Quade. It ought to make an amusing
novel, out of the ordinary ran of itf.—Glen-
dale. California.

CONGRATULATIONS
By JACK LANCASTER

t have Ju*t flnlahad readlnr the flrat lasti*
of. STAIIT1.INO STORIES frcm cover to cover.
Congratulation* to you for such a wpl-ndid

* "-Ink "The Black Ulame'Ms ,--
irtei I have t?ver read. K

_ _ Migrth novels If yon have __

learn overy thlmr ela* out. I al»o like Thrills
In Sctenca and They Chnne«d Thi World.

—

William*town, Kentucky.

MAS. PERFECT
By WILLIAM WARCHOL

ibv« Jubi completed the flrat lame
niaKTUnG STORIES. I think It la parf"
'The Black Flame" waa great. I am look

WON'T SOME ONE PAN US?
By RALPH SMITH
Jmt a faw itnea to lot you kaow that I have

reed 'he eurrant laaVe a( STAHTLING
STQRT l-S Vou are to lie congratulated on

NOMINATIONS
By ROBERT A. MADLE

Congratulations! The flrat BTAJiTLJNG
BTQKQB le almoat perfect! Welnbaura'a
poBthaBioos novel la certainly- a masterpiece
of BCleoco Action. "The Black Flame" con-
tained character* that shall never eecnpe my
memory. inder'e tribute to Wolnbaum
stale* what I weald like to «ay if I hod. the
writing; ability, and Welrd>aiiin certainly dt-
aervaa that tribute. Voir various depart-
ment* are all quite interesting: eapoetaltr the
fan mafaMa* reviews and ScientiflL'tion'e
Hall of Fame. Nominations for future
pri»ta; "The City of Slnelng Plaroa" by
Clark Aahton Smith: "Tho Voice of the VoW*'
by Clifford D. (Uajk: "The Man Who Awoke"
by Laurence Manning1

; and 'The Sublime
Vig-H" by Cheater D. Cuthbert—Philadelphia,

MAKE-UP SUITS HIM
By WtLLARD DEWEY

Lefa

Wesao la doing very ffoed work, ke«p him.
T don't see anything wron( so far—your en-
tire layout 1b okay. As ionrr aa you ke&n the
majte-up of STABTLI3.*G bT'.-KIES unvihi:.«f
like what It 1* new. you can be assured thai
I will not mi*e an Issue. I wlab you lota of
luck.
For Sclentlfletl^n's Hall *f Fame, 1 am Hug-

geitlnc two atarie* that I would like to see
reprinted. "The Infinite Brain." by John
Scott Oimpbell, whivti appeared in 3clenua
Wonder Uteri-, for May, 1SI0 Tho ..Ll.tr .a,
U "The L**t Machine." by John B. H&rrie.
whlLb appearad In another raaatain*. Again,

"reran, Waahlnrton.Hick:- IW Charl

SUGGESTIONS
By LESTER ANDERSON

Confcr«ti!«tton*r 3TARTUN0
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Nstt, 'SSS!h
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^ ^
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"Toe" Black" FUme.'"" S iiggeMionH roV^future
novtls: 1—The works of John Tftine. (He
should be first on your list.t 2—Wclnbaum-s

Adam" and "Dawn of name.'' 3—Re-
print A.. Herrltt'a '"Thru the Dragron Glass"
and "Three * ' * ™ c " '

by Keli.-r.
anti-fasclat

Street, San Francis-

Klu:rr, Jo Went*. and other
And don't forset to In-
work.—e:s Montgomery

WEINBAUM A WINNER
By HARRY WARNER, Jr.

Just a word about STARTUNG STORIES.

^eil chosen—by all moans
ure. The other yarn a,lno
rith a better ending than n

1 fine first issue!

IMMORTAL ANTON YORK?
By FRANK BRYAN, Jr.

Just finished r .... -jsgasm.,
and it niaets with my full approval. I have
wished for quite a while tn read a mag-aiina
that would have at least one long- novel. I
have only been reading science fiction for a
sh.rt while, and oo have read all of the
older novels by Weinhauro and others. I
think It would be Very nice if you printed
"A Martian Odyssey" once more.
As for future issues, a novel concerning the

exploits of the Pentcn and Blake boys should
ba good. Tho Quade-Carlyls feud should also
liru.Heiit V"':- silitlitiee fur an excellent novel.
And don't Corset Uin.ln Ein-l-i s rx-at char-
H(M. immortal Anton York.—Hotel TJ. S.

Grant, Mattoon, 111.

NIX ON PUZZLES
By ROBERT MASTELL
The new mag-axine Is a dandy So la "The

l_:l ,"i . li FlL'.ir y-\-.\ -.r.: -A ai Urbs has char-
acter. I liked all tho features, except the
crossword puzsle. Couldn't yon have some-
thing like "Scientfflc Inventions" or "Scien-
ttOe Progress," in which yeu could discuss
th, bis; eyu, u.lv vis-inn i>[«ftr<3£8, or the Har-
vard microscope?—2(11 6th Ave. E_, Hibblner.

PUZZLES OKAY
By CHARLES A. PICK!
The scientific crossword punle 1h very In-

teresting. But why pubiiRh the solution in
the same issue? L*it tho fellows work on it.

Why not offer prize* for the best solutions;—*JI7 Parthenais, Montreal, Can.

PUZZLE POINTERS
By 5AM YAMPOLSKY
My first impression on seeing- the January

isaUO of yow mafi-ajtlne Was disappointing.
After waiting an entire month for a larst
jImp format I was certainly let down on see-

the familiar small size again. I forgot
" Trnat, however

lack Flame."
_ coald do Justl

greatest work. For sheer entertainment I
have not found its eriual in the two years I
havo been reading science fiction. The other
"ory, "Science Island." was not outstanding

All the features were exeat Moat note-
worthy was the classic short, "The Eternal
Man.'' It certainly ieearveO the nomination.
THRILLS IN SCIENCE^was a vivid prea-

BEST FUN, FICTION AND FQTOS «



Mow abdBt TOYInjr oho devoted
-

to
fiction? You know, a. test of the raadar'a
knowledge Of trw literary gldo of science ic-
tlon. EiainDle could be: "Name the author
of the Professor Jameson series." Answer
would b«. Jones.
For future novel*. I -would like to see an

Antoa York Intcrgalacial novel, or Gtloo'
"Vta" characters in * full-lensth novel. And
enlarge the reader** department.—3<0 Austin
St., Winnipeg, M.-mitoba,

THE YEAR'S BEST
By JULIUS POHL

...i- beat novel of the year goes
t Flame" It was well matuhetl

, Who paintad

e lufih hwel you Lit* __.
I'm aeainst ueing any of th* <-iuti-W;t«a

featuredln THRILLING WONDER STOrUKJ
In noveto for STaRTLC;u .TTOPJKS. Ther*
would be no point in your no>bli»hios two
mull with the same type of stp*y and policy.—SS8B Center St., Houston, Taxai.

(Tour objection concerning; the uae of T.
IV. S. characters la this nuculng is Borae-
thlnc to think about. What do our readers
have to siy7--lv.li

WANTS AMATEUR AUTHORS
By RONALD CARTER.
Have ju.-t read the Bret liana of STAR-

TLING STORtirB. Beat scleoc* action *tw%
published. Thanks far that bookAengtl:
novel, 'The Black F&tne." "The Eternal
Man" was goad, but it wasn't long tmugk.
Your department" are all Wee. Tjuy come
up ta t"»a» in T.W.S. Finally, how abuirt
a corner for amateur wrilera, aa in T.W.&?
J61 W. Junior, Chicago. 111.

OUR BLESSED EVENT A HIT
By RUSSELL M. WOOD
Having been present at the birth af all the

Aini-iicun selonce fiction magaalnca includ-
ing your new mag's daddv, THrULiLINT;
WONDER STORIES. I -welcome thy hupltv
nrw addition to our ftmlly.
By all mean* let us have a book-length

Tony Quads-Gerry Carlyle novel. This aerios
'i the liyest thing that, has *truck —

Let's have a real taste' for a change?
' only an ace scienceArthur J. Burki

(Wtlen author; he also wri
tectlve stories. How about a mystery story
u( the future by Burks*

Otia Adalbert Kline has written many g-eod
science fiction placat, but hli Martian story
of several years ago topped them all. How e
nbaut another Kline Martian tale*

Dr. Keller is unfair to scientiBctlon fans.
Somebody ought ta throw a picket line
around the doctor and make him come
through with soma more of these excellent
short atoriea of his Or better still, a long;

The first number of STARTLING STORIES
was Just what I've been waiting- for. The
thumbnail sketches of famous scientists are
very intareatiinr and instructive Kaap them
iin. And the atrip, "They Changed the
tVurld." by Jnck Bidder, la a dac&ed good
tdt-a. too. 1 don't ,-are much for crossword
putalOS. scientific or Otherwise but sonae
toika do, so I itocun I can skit that squawk,
and nee haw the majority votes en It.

Ou reprints—I'ro not in favor of to.ro
ItsYlng fallowed all the ;ci*noo Action mtra
aloes ij-obi their Inception to the present
there are darned few of their stories that I
haven't already read, and 1 like a war-irib.3-
ovar Hary tbt way I Ilka turkey hash the
day after Thanksgiving. However. If thr-

]

iiiujont;-' o< iHe n adars ifllHi llitlT—!*»S
I

Bayview Ave., Wllmftigton, Calif. I
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Fistula Often
Brings Tragedy

Loss «f bowel corstral and ills due to self-poison-
ing often result from neglected Fistula. Thou-
sands could save themselves from humiliation
and serious illness by knowing the facts and
taking srapar treatmen t in tim*. The McCleary
Clinic, largest institution specializing in non-
malignant ructa! diseases, finds radical surgery
not advisable except 1b extreme cases. Heeurts
of successful mild UcClanry trgrtirrent of
patients from all over the world and ctmdition
of these diseases explained in •rJopk ottered
FREE by McCleary Clinic, 357 Qraj B\vi..
Excelsior Srarrnga, Mo. Write for gqok and
Reference List mailed in plain wrapper, FKKE.

EVERY ISSUC OF COLLEGE HUMOR ^EVERYWHERE
at
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• Opportunity only knocks once

—your eyel Hotel up your head

—

listen— anil you'll hear opportu-

nity knocking for trained men !

You lack training? Then get it

!

The way successful men got theirs

—by study! There's the coupon.

Mali it!

47 years ago, the Inn

Correspondence Schools were
founded, In response to a grow-

ing demand for greater training

opportunities. Since then, four

availed themselves of I.C.S- train-

ing. More than five million dollars

has been spent In preparing texts,

and keeping them up-to-date.

And thousands of successful men
gladly acknowledge their debt to

these world-famous Schools.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS





AT JUDGING TOBACCO

FRED EVANS hos been an indepen-

dent tobacco buyer for 16 years. His

record shows he knows tobccco. Mr.

Evans says: "I've smoked Luckies

12 years— I've always seen them

buy the best line of tobacco."

Most other independent ex- *£

parts also smoke Luckies. M

Have you tried a

LUCKY lately ?
Easy on Year Throat-

BecausSM TOASTED"

tecent tobacco crops have been out-

standing in quality. New methods,

sponsored by the United States

3over nmenr, have helped the farmer

grow finer tobacco. Now, as inde-

pendent tobacco experts like Fred

Evans point out, Luckies have been

buying the cream of these finer crops.

And so Luckies are better than ever.

Have you tried a Lucky lately? Try

them a week and see why...

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST- IT'S LUCKIES 1 TO


